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AREA FOCUS.OME: A SURVEY OF TEACHERS REGARDING

PAENT INVOLVEMENT IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Project Goals: TO develq_spgific guidelines for training teachers 0
work with parents in the schools; to base these guidelines on the
experience and attitudes of teachers in the field; andito identify
specific factors which discourage parent involvement in the schools.

A. INTRODUCTION

'In response to the-increasing emphasis upon parent involvement in

the.schools, the CENTER Project began a three-year study to look at the

relationship of parent involvement to teacher education. The-assumption

on which.this study was based was that an increase in parent involvement

would also signa a' change in the way teachers see their professional

role; that their new role would involve increased interaction'with

parents in addition totheir existing duties related to classroom

instruction. In order to determine whether training for pros'pective

teachers should be broadened to reflect this larger professional role,

this study was,designed fo examine the extent to which teachers in the

schools valued working with parents.

During.the first year of study, teacher educators.in colleges of

education were asked to express their opinions about.parent involvement

and also to descrthc, the extent to which prospective teachers in their

classes were being trained to understand and work with parents. The-

results of this study indicated that teacher,pducators generally favored

trainipa prospective teachers to work with parents, -but,

there was little consensus about the particular ways in which parents

should participate in the schools or about the most appropriate ways t

prepare teachers for working with parents.



Activities foc the second year of the study were to some extent

based upon the.responses Of teacher educators. The purpose of the

second year's efforts was to identify the aspects of parent involvement

which were most favored-in the education Professfon and then develop .

guidelines for-training prospective teachers which addressed those

Specific aspects.

In order to assure that these guidelines were basedApon the actual

experience of professional-educators in the schools, surveys of both

teachers and principals were designed. Questionnaires were used to ask
-

both groups for their opinions about parent involvement, for a dekrip-

tion of current practices in the area, and for recommendations-about

trA.Ining prospective teachers to work with parents. The teachers!

survey and the principals survey contained many of the questiont.

14)

answered by teacher educators, so a comParison of the three groups would

be possible. In addition, specific questions were included which

pertained specificallito_each-group of professionals.

For purposes of comparison, teacher-,educators, teachers, and

princiOals were all asked to give-their opinions about parent.involve-

ment, their opinions about the usefulness of parent input'into school
3

decisions, and their ratings of the value of techniques used to train

prospective,teachers to work with parents.

The survey of teachers and the survey of principal-S are even more

comparable, because both groups were asked to indicAte their attitude

_

towa rd various aspects-of paredt-ilvoWement,-to-rate_the_usefulness of

having parents involved in.school decisions, to indicate which training

experiences could most help prospectiveteachers learn to work with.,



par:Ots, to rate the relative importance of seven major parent involve-.

ment-roles, to describecurrent parent involvement activities in,their

schools, and to indicate which parent involvement goals they see as most

appropriate. Both the teachers and,the principals were also asked to

provide denOgraphic information which was used to-identify subgroups

within the sample of respondents.

1. Rationale

Teachers are increasingly being asked to broaden their resPonsi-

bilities in edueating children at the elementary school level They are

called upon now to work with parents in addition to improving their

instructional skills. Teachers' acceptance of these increased respon-

sibilities has been mixed. Sorne teachers welcome the idea Of working

with parents to impact the educational experiences of children. 'Others

are opposed to the new responsibilities and feel that teachers already

haveenough to'do. Still others offerlittle resistance and accept

these duties as part of their professional role-as teachers.

Regardless of the reaction, these additional'responsibilities for.

.teachers call for additional preparation or training. This training may

be provided at either the preservice (undergraduate) Or inservice

levels. Teacher education should expand in order to refleet the new

knowledge and skill,needs of teachers in the schoofS.

In an effort to identify those needs related to parent involvement,

this study asked teachers to define what they rnean by parent involve-

ment, asked them what they thoughfof-f-t A-Sk-e-d7rnemabout7currentL-

parent invorvement practices 'in,their schools, and,asked them to.



identify best.methods for training prospective teachers to work with

parents, .The survey instruMent was designed to provide. information

-

about teachei trainiAg needs in parent involvement and to classify those

needs actording.to wlether they relate to developing-new'attitudes,

#
acquiring Ow knowledge, or learningnew skills..

This survey was also,designed to identify barriers.to effective

parent involveMent ill the schools. The first step 'in this process was

. .to\.ask teachers toldefIne parent invo)vertientAy, 'indicating the type of

parent,involvenint roles theysaw as,benefictal. he second step

involved asking teactiers about two broad categorieSof barriers which

might impede the Various types of home school "collaboratipns: Soial

Psychological Barriers and Logistical Barrters..

Social psychological barriers .include all the enotional and
,

attitudinal problems inherent in 4ny,c6llaboration of groups with

different interests. Each group affected'by ,parent involvement in the

.schools (parents, teachers and.AdmlnistratorS) has opinions and

evaluations,:about.the Other groUps involved. These'judgments abvout the'

other group may prevent the eventual collaboration of these groups,

regardless of the potential benefits of that collaboration.

The logistical barrierS include those reasons which pertain to the

limitations of time and resources which, each grOup experiences. An,.

examp e o fact that working parents do

not have the time to visit the schoW, or that teachers do not have the

time to stapafter work to attend parent conferences, or that,

administrators do nOthaVetheresources-to_pay.staff_for the`extra
-------
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hours which MaY' be required to set tip a parent involvement effort.
.

_These actual constraints on time and resburces may impede or prevent

collaboration even when the social PsychologiCl barriers are absent.

'2. Goal and Objectives

.This research project has.the following goals .and(dbjectives'for

the research-activities:

a. Goal-: To develop specific guidelines for training teachers

to work with parents in'the schools; to-base these

guidelines on the experience and attitudes of teachers

in the field; and to identify specific factors which

discourage parent involvement in the schoolS.

Objectives:

(1)

0

To asses's the attitude of teachers toward the general

idea of having parents involVed in the edocational

process:

(2)- TO determine current practices with_regard to parent

__ToLvement_in_etementary schools.

(3) To-identify specific parent involvement roles which

teachers see as valuable.

(4) To identify specific school decisions for which parent.
0

input is seen as valuabl.e.

(5) Td specify training experiences which might be valuable

'4 in teaching prospective teachers to work With parents.

(6) ,TO identify the'goals of parent involVement which are

most widely supported by teachers in the schools.

5
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(7) ToAetenmine whether' parents, teachers, or administrators

should have primary espOnsibility. for initiating parent

involvement in the khools.'
- ...

4'

3. Stateilient of The. Orob\em

. A..

Although there is", a considerable bodyoyiteratUre describing the
,o

benefitS fjparent inv,olvement in the 'educatiOn of their children, the'

-actual implementation of parent, involvement eff6rts.has been slow. The

.0rOfessiOnal preparatiOn of teachers has een'cited as a crucial factor .

injarent involvement, because historically,teachers have not received

training toi.work with parents.

Tne purpose of this study is to ask elementary school.teachers

about parent involvement and 'to use their respon( to develop guide-

pnes for training prospectiye teacher5 to.workiWith parents. To insure

these guidelines reflect the,needs of teachers tri the!sc 0Ols, respon

dents inthis s_tudy were asked for thefr-oenions about the value of
f

parent involvement, the'role which paren teachers,and administrators--,
should play in parent involvement, the proper rdles for parents in the

chools, and appropriate goals for parent tnvolvement.activities. . They

mere also asked-to indicate he extent to which parents should be

involyed in specific school decisions, and the extent to which specific

parent involvement activittes were typical in their school. Finally

'they wre asked to provide-certain demographfc information wIliCh would

be useful in describing the sample,ofrespondents.

6



4.. Research Qu

In the s

stions

r y questionnaire the following research questions were

To what extent do elementary school, teachers support the con-
. .f

cept of parent involvement?

What types orparent involvement do teachers see as useful?

What Are thle-durrent pradtices in the schools with regard to

pirept involvement?,.

(4) What methods would be most.helpful in he)ping prospective
o

teachers learp about working with parentS?

(5.,) Are there differences of opinion about parent :involvement

'4

which are reloated to differences in the demographic

characteristics of tearhers in this sample?

.(6) For which school admihisirative and curriculum decisions would

parent involvement be mast useful?

Whichgoals ofoparent invol'Vemeni da teachers see as most

appropriate? ,

In addition to these broad reSearch yiestions, items in the

questionriaire also addresSed the fol,lowing Fiecific questions regarding

parentOnvolvement:

(1) Should principals, teachers, or Imrentstake the initiative.

for irOlementing parent irmilvement?

(2) Should.there'be special training far teachers to work with

parents?

( ) 'Are parents perceived as having the 'necessary skills for the

various parent involvement roles they might play in the

schools? 12,

a
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(4) Are parents perceived as motivated to be involved in their

children's education?

(5) Should the goals of parent involvement 1)e to involve parents

in the schools cr involve parents in home learning?

(6) Are there differences in the attitudes toward parent

involvement among teachers in different states?

(7.) Do teather attitudes toward parent\ involvement vary according

to the size of the city where they work?
s

(8) Do teacher attitudes toward parent-iffvol\vement vary according

to the grade.level being taught?

\,
The next section provides a detail ed di scussi(1: of the procedures

used tc:c conduct this survey.

B. METHODOLOGY

1. Description of Subjects

The sanpl e of this survey was selected from the .popul ation 6f

el ementary, sChool teachers in six states., The states were: (1)

Arkansas, (2) Louistana, (3) Mississippi, (4) New Mexico, (5) Oklahoma,

and (,6) Texas, also known as the SEDL-six-state-region. Market Data

RetrieVal , Inc (MDR) was-able to iccesssapproximately 901 of the'

elementary sChool teachers in each of the states in the region. Because

of differences in both the population density and ethnic breakdown

between.\the states, the following formula was used .to select a sample:

A. total ,c..1f 2,100 teachers were te, be randomly Selected from a total

8



estimated \ popul ati on of 125,901, teachirs :in the six states. Of these,

1,000 were to be from Tv.as and 200 were to be from each of the other

five states.

Market Data Retrieval , Inc. provided a random sample of elementary

school teachers in each of the six states. The 1 i st of 2,000 °teachers

was screen& by project staff and the names of teachers at parochial

schools and christian academies were deleted from the list. These were

replaced by a supplemental list from MDR. In addition, teachers frbm

Austin, Texas were removed from the sample because the school distriti

_

felt they were unable to participate in the study t this time.' The

total sample size was 1,983 teachers. By state, this broke down as

indicated in Table 1.

TABLE 1

State

MDR Popul ati on*

Elementary Teachers Sample Size

Apftoximate
Ratio of

Sampl e/Popul ati on

AR 11,249 196 2%

LA 19,229 201 % 1%

MS 12,015 189 2%

NM 5,418 196 4% .

OK 14,035 199 1%

TX 63,919 1,002 2%

TOTALS 125,901 1,983, 1.6%

*A:ccording to Market Data Retrieval ,.these totals represent.
approximately 90% of elmentary teachers in the six states.

9



2. Description of Instrument

The Parent Involvement Questionnaire (PIQ) was developed and used as

the data gathering instrument for this survey effort. The PIQ was

developed as a modification of a previously constructed instrument used

to:survey elementary teacher educators. Both the content and format of

this survey instrument were based upon suggestions provided by

researchers in the,area qf parent involYement, NIE Project.Staff, and .

statlstical consultants. In order to *refine the PIQ, itwas pretested

with teachers in WashingtOn, D.C. and in'Grand Island, Neboaska.

The items on the PIQ Wiete developed to tap issues in ftve (5) 15road

domains.related to parent involvement. First was the domain of parent

involvement in home learning. Th-items asked teachers whether they

valued this type,cof parent involvement and also asked them if they

thought parent6,had the skills1necessary for this role. The second

domain cncerns teacher training for parent involvement (undergraduate
.drP

preparation for students in elementary educaiion). Items in this domain

asked teachers about the value of, specific parent involvement'training
e,

. experiences to prepare teachers for parent involvement at the elementary

school level. In Domain Three, emphasis was upon q'arent invOyement and

school,deciston'making. Information was gathered from teachers,:Tegard-
.

ing the usefulness of parent.involvement in schoOl decisions by looking

at.their responSes to opinions, roles, kinds of deciSions, and-goals..

The fourth domain centered on parent involvement and school prograM.

support. Teachers were asked to evaluate certain parent involvement

roles, and goals which aim at supporting school aciivities and to

10
10



indicate whether they are of any value. Finally, the fifth danain was

concerned with general attitudes of teachers toward parent involvement

in the schools. Here teacher: responded to items which addressed such

issues as parent cairpetence, parent motivation, parent/school staff

responsibil ity, and problems related to worki ng wi th parents.

In terms of format, the PIQ was made up of eight parts each

containing itins fran the various domains: Those parts are as follows:

I. Opinions - Parent Involvement and School Personnel

-II. 'Opinions - Parent Involvement and Parents

III; Decisions - School decisions and parent participation

IV. Experiences - Training experiences about working with parents

V. Roles - Specific roles parents can play in the schools

VI. Activities - Parent involvement activities in current use

-VII. Goals - Specific goals for parent involvement activities

VIII. Demographic Information' - Characteristics of sur.fey respondents
e

The instrument consisted of 140 items. For Parts I, II and VII, a

four-point response scale was used which ranged from strongly agree to

strongly disagTee. A five-point Li.kert scale was devised for responses

to Parts NI, V and VI.. The scale for Part III went from 1 = not usétul

to 5 = very useful; for Part V it went from 1 .= not important to

important; and in Part VI the scale range was from,1 = not -typical to 5

= very typical . In the demographic inforpation part,0teachers were

asked to check the item response which wa-s most appropriate. The

sixteen-page instrument was printed with a cover letter On the front,

one page of general directions, specific directions preceding-each part

and a blank page for participant comments or reactions.,

11
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3. Proedures for Data Collection

The questionnaire was mail ed to -1,983 el ementary school teachers i n

Arkansas, Loui siana, Mi ssi ssippi ,. New Mexico, Okl ahoma, and Texas. A

total of-1,983 questionnaites were mailed to teachers, each with a

self-addressed return envelope. Within two weeks of the initial mail

put, postcard follow-up reminders were sent to nonréspondents. Approxi-

Mately three weeks after the fi rst questionnai re mail i ng , 500 additional

instruments Were sent out to those who had not yet responded. The cut-

off.date for receiving completed questionnaires was six weeks after the

initial mail out.

As the questionnaires were returned, they were recorded, coded, and

prepared for data analysis. Of the 1,983 questionnaires mailed opt, 873

(44%) were completed and returned. Data were keypunched on cards and

the card deck was recorded on a computer file. Tible 2 present a

summary of infOrmation regarding the returns from each state.

.

Ct.

TABLE 2

State Sampl e

' Number
of Returns

% of
. .Sampl e

. ,

AR. ,I.96 98 50%

LA 201 78 39

. MS 189 68 '36

NM 196, 82 42

-49OK 199 97 ,

. TX 1002 < _ 463 46

TOTALS 1983 886 ; 45

12



4. Data Analysis Procedures

The data from 873 teachers were first analyzed to (1) generate am.

overall pictur= of responseS to the survey, (2) obtain a composite

description of respondent characteristids, and (3) plan for subsequent

orsecondary analyses. The first analysis involved generating descrip-.

tive statistics for all items on the survey questionnaire. The distril

bution of responses and a description of central tendency were described

by the range of responses, the frequency of differeit responses, the
i
..

mean response anb the standard deviaticin. Missing ata.were not inclu-
c!\

ded in the calculations of Central tendency.

Since-the sampling -resulted in unequal probablities of selection

across states, the calduIation of pobled,. i.e., regional, statisVics

requires a c9rrection prodedure.to take into account the differential

sampling probabilities. The desirable correction procede should
t

result in eachstate estimate reflecting the appropriate percentage of

the total participant-population. This procedure inyolves weighting

each state mean to adjust for differential probabilities. .When each
.

' state mean is,adj,psted or weighted, it is then legftimate to pool the

states and calculate regional'mea. The weighting, procebUres are,

discussed in:the following paragraphs.

Individual state weights (denoted w) were calcblated by.taking the

ioverse of the ratio-of the actual re.turn for that state relative to- the

population of that state. Thus, w =
i

1/A./N Where wi is the weight for t e

ith state, Ai is the actual return and Ni is the population in that state.

13



Using this formula, the weights for each state were calculated to be as

follows :

41,

Arkansas = 114.78

Louisiana = 246.52
_

Mi ssi ssi poi = 177.22

New. Mexico "= 66.07

Oklahoma = 144.69

Texas = 138.05

As an example of weighti ng:' 'Assume a total population of 100 and'

an actual response of 50. In this instance, each person sampled

actuaPly represents two persons, thus intuitively, the weight shOuld be

two.' By cal cul ation, it is obseived that: w = 1/50/100 = 1/.5 = 2. In

performi ng this type of procedure for all states in the analysi s, there

was control for tile di fferen,tial sampl ing probabil ities across states.

These weights were then -used to weight the 'estimated means for, each

state. The regional, -means, v,e re:Computed from the fol 1 owi ng formul a:

MID

f 4



Where: 7.11,is the estimate of the regional mean, T4i is the mean for the ist

state; Zari is ihe-suftrof the state weights. The regional mean was calculated

from the following information:

Arkansas

Louisiana

Mississippf

New Mexico

, Oklahoma
,

Texas

Xi Wj Xiwt

0

10

11.

12

, 8.13

14.64.

6.24

81.3,

161..0

74.9

JO 5.61 56.1

10 14.63 : 146.3

.8.53

.

9 76.8

57,68 596.4

= 596.4 . 10.3 (Regional Mean)

57.68
7 -------_.

'Thus regional weighted means for-each.itqn-tn_the survey were

---------7-----'
calculated with thi s .corrected stati stic.,

Results of the firstanalys,is were used tà get an overall -picture

of reS0anses to the, survey, to get a composite descriptlon of the ,

respondent5' charaCteristics, arid, to plan .Subsequent analyses. Tables:.

were prepared to show the mean ratings for itemS in each section of the
'

-Survey questionnaire. -A summary of the characteristics .of the teachers

4"
.1

responding to this survey was also prepared.

15



The mean ratings were used to rank the itens in each section of,

the survey to identify those items receiving the- strongest positive or

negative ratings. Tables were prepared to show those itens receiving
a

the strongest response ri each section of the Survey inrank order.

The standard deviation was used to identi.fy the items with the

most disagreement among respondents.' Then the responses to these items,

were broken out by each of 7 denographic variables to determine Whether

ithe variation in response light be systematically related to some

such as ethnic background or years .of experience.

factor

'Joint frequencies:were cOmputed for all the demographic variables-

to obtain a clearer idea of the interrelationship between these vari-
.

ables.ThiS. operation provided information such as the- nuMber-of male

respondents in cities df over 500,000, 6r4 the- number of.Hispanic., -female

respondents with more,han 5 %,/ears teaching experience: This_informa-
,..

tioh wps used-to interpret the results-of.the survey and to describe the

pOWation for which they may be generalizable.'

Responses were examined by domain to detennine,patterns

each ofthe ltemAomains, and Small clusters of items were examinedto

assess teacher attitudes to, specifit .parent involvement issues. .Tables

were also prepared-to illustrate these batterbS of responses.

Finally, a factor analysis of iteMs in each part of the sorvey was

eformed to describe underIRng'patterns of responSe within sections of.

the su vey-. Then a-correlation'Matrix WS calculated uting these

factori to entify patterns of response across sections of the survey.

16



C. RESULTS

Resdlts of thiS survey are presented in the following sequence.

First, the characteristics of respondents are presented to provide the

context for looking at item responses. Then descriptive statistics are'

)3resented Which ;describe their responses to items in each pert of the

questionnaire; starting with Part I and going through,Part VI. Results

of the breakdown of'item responses by demographic., variables are then

discussed. Next, item respOnsps are examined7bY looking at the items

which make'up specific domains and to look at clusters of items which

address speciffc questions regarding teachers' attitudeS-toward parern

involveMent. Finally, there is a brief discussion of results of-the

factor analysis of items in each part of the, survey and of tre

relationShip of those factOrs to each other. Tables are provided to

show the results of:each analySis.

1. Descriptive Statistics"

P.- .

0 Characteristics of Respondents

Of the 873 teachers mho responded to the demographic items, 91.5%

.were female and only 8.5% were male.- Approximately 74% of respondents

describecithemselyes as Anglo, 15% Black and 10% Hitpanic. In terms of

educational level, approximately 58% indicated they had either a

bachelor's degree or a ba,chelor's degree'plus hours; almdst'40%

indicated they had either a Master's degree or a master's degree plus

'hours. ,There were 20 retpondents.indicatingthey. had a.specialists

degree, or_about 2.3%' of the total Sample. Over 62',4 of respondents

indicated theyrad 10 or more years' teaching eXperience, with 25%

indicating they had taught from.5 to 9 years., and only 12.6% indica.ii,ng

they_had taughtless than 5 years.Approximately 42% said.they taught

17
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grades pre-kindergarten through ,2, another 28% taught grades 3 and 4,

and about 24% taught grades 5 and 6. Only 3% of the sample said they

taudht in a nongraded sett-44ng.

Most of the teachers 1,n this survey listed their area of

,specialization as Jlenentary Education (88%), but Early'Childhood

Education (15%) and Special Education (7%) were the text 'Most frequently.,

mentioned. They described their teaching =duties as regular' classrocm

teacher (77%), specific subject teacher (11%) and Special Education

,/

teacher'(5%). In addition, they indicated they mostly taught in the

self-contained classroom (67%) although 8% indicated they were involved

in tean teaching and 5% indicated they taught in open. areas. Approxi-

matel,y 16% described their teaching situation as departmentalized.

Teachers responting to this su'rvey taught in towns and cities of

al 1 si zes. Approximately 47% described their' towns as, having a

population of lewean 20,000, another; 40% from cities.between 20,000

and 500,000 and only..1 %*from cities over 500,000. Over, half of the

responding teachers were fran Texas (52.6%), 11% were frcm Okl ahoina,

10.6% from-Arkansas, 9.3% from New Mexico, 8.9% from Louisiana and 7.7%

fran Mississippi. As a group, they indicated that about 44% of their-

students came fran families with an annual income of,less than $10,000,

about 42% with an' inccme between $10,000 and $25,000, and about 18% frail

families with incomes over $25,000.,

Frequencies and persentages of responses to denographic itens are

presented in Table 3.
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TABLE 3

CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDING TEACHERS
(n = 873)

Demographic Item

1. Gender
a

a. Female

b. Male
g

2. Level of .Education

a. Bachelors Degree

b. Bache-l-ers-Deg-ree-pths_haurs

c. Masters degree

-.d. Masters, Degree plus hours
,

e. Specialist Degree

f. Doctorate Degree t, p . 0 b
. .

3. Ethnici* 0

a: Hispanic 83 9.6

b. Black 132 15.3

4.

Frequency Percent

799 91:5

74 8.5

156 17.8

353 40. 3

137 i5.6

2.11- 24.1

10 2.3

c. Asian 6 "1 0 .7

d.. Anglo 637 73.

e. American Indian 6 .7

4. %Amber of Years Teaching

a. 0-4 years

b. 54 years

C. 10-14 y41110.

d. 15-19 years

e. 20+ years

19

. 110 '12.6--

219 25.0-

223 25.5'

151 17.2

173 .19.7



TABLE 3 (cont'd)

CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDING TEACHERS
(n = 873),

Demographic Item

5. Grade Currently Teaching
4

a. Pre-Kindergarten

b. pndergarten-2

c. 3

d.. 6

e. Nongraded

Pqpu1atl.Q1 Pf_Town Where You Teach*

a. Less than 500

b. 500-4999

c. 5000-999

d. 10,000-19,999.

e. 20,000=49,999,

f. 50,000-99,999

g. 100,000-499,999,

h. 500,000-999,999

i. 1 Million plus

,

Frequency Percent

3 .4

365 41.4

251 28.5

204 24.1

25 2.9

34 4.0

179 21.0

77 9.0

113 13.3

131 15t4

100 11.7

.111 13.0

55

52' 6.1

Pupil Enrollment of'School Where You Teach

a. less than 100 8

b. 100-499 449.:

C. 500-999 365

. 1000 plus 52

20 2'0

.9

51.4

41.8

.5.9

(



TAB4 3 (cont'd)

CHARACTERJSTICS OF RESPONDING TEACHpS,

(n 7 an)

Demographic Item

8. Income Level 'or Students in Your School

a.. Family income below $10,000/year
A

b. Family income $10,000425,000/year

c.

9

Family income $25,000+/year

4

(P: Frequency c_
PerCent

9. Racial and,Ethnic Mix of Students in Your'School

0 , %
a. Anglo

593

Asian,

7,.

44.2

4.
42.3

'18.4

-18'.

d.

A.

Black .

Hispanic

American Indian

1

23.9

,
.

31.0

13.0

_ 10. Closest Description of Teaching Duties*
4

11.

'

a. Regular classroom

b. Special'Ed. only.

c. Subject teacher only

683

45

101

77.5
,51

5.1

11.5

d. Music, Art or PE only 6 .7

^

e. Speech only
.1

Y. Other
55 6.2

Best Description of Teaching Situition
2'

a. Self-contained classroom

,

b. Open space/area

588

49

66.7,

5.6

c-_ Team teaching

d. Departmentalifation

7,5

144

8.5,

16.3

e. Combination grade
4.4



Demographic Item

12. 'Areas of Specialization in Which Teacher
Had Most 'Training*

TABLE.3 (Cront'd)

CHARACItRISTI CS OF RESPONDING TEACHERS

(n = 873),
A Ab A

Frequency Percent

p; ,

a. Elementary Education V
., 779 88.4

...

b.. Early Childhood tducation 134 15.2

c. Curriculuil and Initruction 49 5.6'
,,-.-_,._,...,

,. . . f

d. Education Administratiom 42 4.8
,

e. Health and Physical Education 391 2.2 .

,

f. Art or Music Education 47 5.3

g. Speech Communic.ation, -12

h. Special Education

i. Child/Human Development

). Home Economics

13. State Where Teacher Lives

a. Arkansas

b. Lou siana

c. Mississippi

d. Nei Mexico

OklaKoma.

f. Texas

63 7.2

25 2.8

16 1.8

98

78

-68

82

97

463

10.6

8.9

11.0

52.6

*Totals are greater than 873 and 100% respectimely due to,respqndent

checking more than one item. .11
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Responses to Opinions about Parent Involvement (Part I)

Part I of the survey consisted of 14 Opinions pertaining to the

role, of school staff in impleilenting parent invrIvement.. In this

discussion-of results the mean response refers to the weighted mean

response adjusted for differences in sampling among the states. As

shown in the following tables, this weighted mean was only slightly

.
different from ,the unadjusted mean response.

Using a 4-Point scale (1=strongly disagree 'to 4=strongly Agree),

the mean response across all 14,items was2.67, indicating a sl ightly-

positive response tendency-on these items. Teachers agreed most

strongly with opinions stating-that teachers are having to take on

responsibilities parents used to assume, that teachers need to be

involved in school policy, decisions, that teachers need to provide

parents with ideas about helping their child with homework, and that
1

principals need to provide teachers with guidel.ines.about parent

involvement. They disagreed most with statements that teachers should

id- conferring with parents about the child's home life, that parents

should evaluate school staff, or that teachers do not need, training to
P

prepare them for working with parents. The response's to all itegis in

'Part I are shown in. Table 4 the statement eliciting the stronOst

Agreement frbm teachers are shovin in Table 5 and those eliciting the

.

strongest disagreement 'are .shown in Tabl é 6.

c. Responses' to Opthions about .Pa rent I nvol vement ( Pa rt 'I I)*

.

'Part II of the, St6ey.consisted of 26 &pinions ,related to the :rale

of parents- An parent.involvemint... Using. thesame 4-pain't.scale, with a

mid-point of 2.5, the mean response across all 26 items was 2.63, again



TABLE 4

TEACHERS' RATINGS OF OPINIONS ABOUT
PARENT INVOLVEMENT--PART ONE*

(w= 873)

Opi ni ons

1. Teachers need to provide parents with ideasiabout
helping- with children's school work at home

2. Principal s- need to, provide teachers with guide-

1 i nes about parent involvement

3. A course in working with parents should be required
for undergraduates in el ementary education

4. Teachers .must take the initiative to get parents

involved in education

5. There needs to be an elective course about
nvol vi ng 'parents for undergraduates i n

teacher training

6. Many teachers are uncomfortable working. with

parents

7. Teachers need to be involved in making school
pol i cy deci si ont

8. Teachers have enough to do without also having
to work with 'parents

9. Teachers are having to take on many of the,
responsibilities that parents.used to assume

10. Teachers shOuld,not confer with parents about
the child's home' life.

.11.. Teachers :do not need training to prepare them

for working-with parents

12. .Pri nci pal s shoul d be eyal uated by, parents

13. Teacher ,evaluation by, parents is' a good idea .

-
14. Principals should be responsible' for'parents'

taking a more active role in the schools

Means

Weighted
--PreiFis

3.370 -

3.146 3.173'

2.949 2.981

2.853 -2.900

2.869 2.833

2.878 2-.846

3.491 3.458

2.061 2005 c

3.503 3.489 -

1.862 1.837

1.940 1.919,

1.976,. 2.010

f .928 1 967 ,

2.689 2.686

*Using a four-point rating scale from I (Strongly Disagree) to 4 (Strongly

Agree
24



TABLE 5
RANK ORDER OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT OPINIONS WITH WHICH TEACHERS

MOST STRONGLY AGREE--PART ONE

Rank Item

, Weighted

Opinions Means Means

la (9) Teachers are having to take on many of the
,

responsibilities that parents used to assume. 3.503 3.489

,

. (7) Teachers need to be involved in tmaking
school polity decisions , 3.491 3.458

(1) Teachers need to provide parents wityh ideas
c, about helping with children's school work

at home .1)- 3.383 0 3.70

4. (2) Principals need to przovide teachers with
guidelines about parent involvement 3.146 3.173

. (3). A course in-working with parents should be
required- for" undergraduates in el ementary S ,
education 2.949 2.981

Rank I

1. (

2: (

\

TABLE 6
ORDER OF PA SRENT INVOLVEMENT OPINIONS WITH WHICH TEACHER _

\

ST STRONGLY DISAGREEPART ONE

tem Opinions

10) \Teachers should not confer with, parents
aboilt the child's home life 1.862 1.837

\
1) Teachers do not need training to prepare

them for working wtth parents 1 .940 1..§19,
.

3. ) Teacher evaluation by parents 'is agood .
Ideas . , , , a 1 .928 .. 1.967,

\

Teachers. have enough to do without also'
having to work with parentS 2.061 2.005

,

Weighted
Means Means

5. (12) Princi pals shoul d be eva 1 uated by parents.... 1 .976 2.010

25



indicating a slightly positive response tendency. Teachers agreed most

strongly with.statem,ents that parents need to make sure that children do
. .,

their homework (1=3.48), that parents who assist in classroaiis becane

more involved in thfiT;t1filet1earning, (R=3:23), hat it is-difficult

to get low-incane families (1=3:13) and working parents involved in

schools (i=a.OZ), and that parent participation in all school matters

should be increased, (1=2.93).

Teachers registered the strOngest disagreement with opinions

stating that parent involvement has little effect on pupil success

(R=1.73), that parents -should have the final word in educational

deci sions affecting their chil dren (R=1.98) ,_ that parents do more" harm

than good by helping their children with homeWork (R=1.99,), that' parents

have too much' input into school decisions (1=2..1) and that involving

middle a,nd upper income parents is easy (x=2.39). Response,s to all

items, in Part II are shown in Tible 7, while opinions eliciting the

strongest Agreement are shown in Tabl e 8 and those eliciting strongest

diSagreement are shown in Table 9. .

d. Responses to Parent Input in Schodl Decisions (Part III)

This part of the survey presented teachers with 20 specific school

deiisions and asked them-to indicate the -extent to which, parent input

would' be useful .in making each decision. Respondents were asked to use

a 5-point-scale where 1=not useful and-5=very useful. The mid-point of

'this scale is:3X, and the afean response across al 1, 20 itens was only,
,

-2.4.2 i ndicating a ,Sl ightly negatiVe tendency 1,n, the res'ponses' teci-theie. !
,

,.:., c:, :: 1.

, , ,

26
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TABLE 7 . ,

TeACHERS' RATINGS OF INVOLVEMENT
OPINIONSPART TWO*

(n = 873)''

ft.

Weighted

Opinions Means Means

1. Most parents would rather be involved with child-

drens irts and crafts than .with -basic skillsr 2.471 2.473

O Parents need to provide principals wsith ideas

about how they can become invol4ed in school 2.830 2.857

3. MoSt parents want more information sent home

aboUt classroom instruction 2.669 2.688

.
.

4. Most parents are comfortable when they tome to -.

the Ichool 2.352 2.345

5. Most parenti who assist in classrooms become more

involved with the child's learning

6. Most parents are not able to teach their

., .,
3,283 3.225

children basic skills' 2.567 2.597,

,

. Most parentsqare cooperative with teachers . ; .... , 2.961 :2.900

. Most parents know what is best for their 'school

age children 2.337 2.220

'9: Parent participation i4 all 'school related matters

needs to be increased 2.961 2,93,1.

1 . More parents need to Oe-inclUded on curriCul um

development committees .2.476 2.526.

11, Yerents should help children do their homework' 2.824 2.799

12. .Most parents do not have the necessary training

'to take 'part in makipg' sqhool decisions 2.709 2.661

1 . It is difficult to gei lqw lncome families

ihvolved ihrtheir children's schodls '.3.1.4S 3.125.

PiAnts,need .to make sure 'that ,chil dreh do ihetr,

Komework t
3.480' 3.467

' '
,

*a1e 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 4 (Strongly Agree).
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TABLE 7 (Continued).

Opinions

15. It is difficult to get working parents involved
in the school

16. Parents have too much input into decisions that
:are the concern of school. staff

17. Most parents--arep.,not able to accept negative
feedback- about tneir children frau teachers

18. Most parents are unwilling to spend time on
their childi'en3s. education

1 . More parents would help children at home if
they knew %;4h.at to do

20. Parent involvement in schools-should be the
responsibility of parents ..

21. Parents can make rational decisions about thel r
children when given adequate information

22. Parents do More.harm than good by helping their
children with homework...

. Involving middle and upper inCome parents in
the school is easy

24. Parents snould have the final word in educational
decisions affecting their

25. Parent involvement has little effect on pupil
-success

26. Parent invol vement shoul d be a right of parents....

Means
Weighted

Means

-3.051 3.017

2.155 2.096

2.729 2.763,

2.468 2.461

2.848 2.823 i

i

2.793
,

2.695

2.926 2.870 .)

1.991

2.405 2.392

2.030 1 :lilt

1.673 1.639

2.999 2.949

28
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TABLE 8'
RANK ORDER OF PARENT.INVOI:VEMENT OPINIONS WITH 'WHICH TEACHERS

MOST STRONGLY AGREEPART, TWO

Rank IteM OPinions_
Weighted

Means , Means

1. (14) Parents need to make sure that children do

. thei r homework 3.480 3..467

.2. (5) Most parents who assist in, classrooms
become morb i nvol ved with the child' s

,. ____
r, learning 3.283 3.225

,

3. ,(13) It is difficult to get low income families
involved in their children's schools 3.145 3.125

4: (15) It is difficult to get working parents
involved in the school. 3.051 3.017

5., ( ) Parent participation in- all school matters *4,
thbul d-be iricreased 2.961 2.931

TABLE 9
RANK ORDER OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT OPINIONS WHITH WHICH TEACHERS

MOST STRONGLY DISAGREE--PART TWO

Rank Item

1. (25)

2. (24)

3. (22)
,

4. 4(16)

5'. - (23)

Opinions

9

Means
Weighted
FIFirrs-

Parent involvement has little effect on
-pupil ,SUcces's

,

Parents should have the final word in,edu-
cational decisionS affecting their, children.

Parents do more harm than good by helping
. ,

their children with homework
- -
Parents have too Much input inta decisions
that, are the conceen of sc-hool staff.. .... :. .

, , 1 ,
: '

Involving middle and Upper inane parents
is easy

1.673

2.030

2.024

2.1 55
c

2.405

1 '.730

.1.981

,. 1.,991

2.392

29



When he itens were ranked in terms of their mean response, the\

decisions where parent input was seen as most useful included deciding

i f family problems were affecting school performance (7=3.88), pl acing

children in Special Education (7=3.2), providing sex role instruction

and sek education' (7(.2.99), and..deciding amount of hoMework to be

assigned (7(.2.65). Those'decisions in which parent input was seen as

least useful included making assignments of teachers within a school

4( 7=1. 4 9 ) , hi ri ng/fi ring , school staff (7=1.51), eval uating teacher.

perforriance (7..95), selecting teaching methods (7=1.98), and deciding

priorities for the school bud\get (7=2.26). Mean responses for 'all items

in Part III are shown in Tai3le. 10 with th /se decisions where-parent

input was seen as most useful are shown in Table 11 and those where

parent, input was Seen as least useful are shown in Table 12.

e. Parent InVolvement Training Expertences (Part IV)
,

On this part of the_questiOnnaire, teabherswere aSked tO describe,

their own training to work with parents and to recommend the training

experience they felt would be most important in helping,,prospective
.

teachers learn to work with parents. They were presented with a list.of

14 specific training experiences (see Table 13) and asked to Indicate

whether or not each experi-ence vies part of their own undergraduate

training. Then they were dsked -to indicate which 3 'Of the 14 training

experiences they Saw as most important in training prospective ,teachers

about wOrking with parents.
,

The largest niimber .of retpondents indi,cited that thelr oWn
,

undergradUate training included talking vitrvinservice teachers about

ways to work with parents (n=424), followed by being, tnvolved in school

30



TABLE 10
TEACHERS' RATINGS OF USEFULNESS OF INVOLVING ,

*PARENTS IN SCHOOL DECISIONS*
(n 873)

Weighted.

Decisions Means Means

1. Grouping children for instruction 2.206 2.325

2. Amount of homework assigned .2.625 2.648
,

3. Choosing classroom discipline methods 2.753 2.810
V

4. Evaluating puptl performance 2.249 2.337

5. Selecting teaching methods ,
1.890 1.980

,

6. Selecting textbooks and other learning materials... 2.293, 2.349

T. Emphasizing affective skills rather than cognitive

skills ,- 2.483 2.430
.

8. Placing children in Special Education / 3.160 3.199

9., Curriculum emphasis on the arts rather than bask,

skills 2.104 2.038

10. Hiring/firing of school staff 1.506 1.508

11. Evaluating teacher performance 1.853 1.947

12. Deciding priorities for the school budget' 2.245 2.262

13. Emphasizing mufiicultural/bilingual -education.. 2.389 2.368

14, Setting promotion and r tention standards of

students 2.211

15.,. 'Formulating desegregatton/int grationpl'ans ,2.664.
A

16. MakinggassIgnffients of teaChersvit7n,a scho01. 1.426

17, DeCidipg:if famijy lroblems are affectingsOool y ,

'Perforrii,ance -t

18. Settiog school ditcipl4ne,guidelines 2.676-

,

19. PrOviding sex role istrUction and se( education 3.011

'20. Setting guidelines for grading students 2.038

2.744--

1:884

2.760

2.986

2.075

*Using a filo-point rating scale from 1 ,(Not Useful) tok (Very Useful).-'
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. Rank Item

1 .

.0.. 2

( 1 7 )

2. (8)

3. (19)

4. .(2)

5. (15)

Rank Item .

TABLE 11
. 5CHOOL. DECISION AREAS IN_ WHICH' TEACHERS

INDICRATED PARENT INPUT WAS MOST USEFUL

Decisiohs Means

Weighted

767rTi
,

Deciding if family problems are affecting
school 'performance 3.900 3.884

Placing children in Special Education 3.168 ,3' .199

Providing sex roleinstruction and sex
education 3.020 2.986

Amount of homework assigned 2.625 2.648

Fonmul ating desegregation/integration pl ans. 2.664 )2.744

TABLE 12
SCHOOL DECISION AREAS IN WHICH TEACHERS.
INDICATED PARENT INPUT WAS LEAST USEFUL

-r--:"77,-,71..

Deciiions

4 1. (16) Making assignments of teecherS-withim a
school

.

,., ,f,

2. (10) Htring/qring, Of school'. staff ,

3. ( I 1 ) Eva:Nati nig teaCher's,perforMance

4; (5), Selecting teacher methbdi

5. (12) . Dec i d1 rig priorities for the school budget. .
.

Means
Weighted

Means

1.426

1.506

, 1.853

-1.890

' 2.,245

1.486

.1.508,,

1.94T
..,.. , .

1080

, 2.262
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TABLE 13

TEACHERSYDESCRIPTION OF UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING
EXPERIENCES THEY HAD WHICH WERE RELATED TO

WORKING WITH PARENTS IN. THE SCHOOLS
_

(n = 873)'

Experiences

1 Being involved, in parent organizations

2. Working:with parent volunteers

3. Participating in parent=teacher conferences

4. Conducting home visits with parents

5. Participating_tairole,playing or other such
activities related to parent involvement 4

. Conducting parent conferences

7. Talking with inservice teachers about ways
to work with parents

8. Preparing-written family histories o
children

,.

. Talking with parents about ways tb work

with-teachers ,

_

10. Evaluating available *materials-about parenting
.

11. Being involved in schobl activities with parents...
.

1.2. Assisting a principal in plannyng-parent

involvement actfvities
.

13. Participating,in principal-teacher-parent
conferences concerning, studenti

,
.

. .

14. Reading asSigned parent invdlveMent materials
as part of a formal cbtirse ,' '

33

0.0

-
% Yes freL___Liic

31.7 278

28.4 250

45.3 399

22.6 198 -

29.P ' 256

48.6 . 424

30.5 266

23.7 207

257 224

, 46.7 409

18.3 : 160
,

30.9 . 270

... ,21,6,

32.6 286



5,

social activities with parents (n=409)'and1participating in parent-

teacher conferences (n=399). The least-mentioned training experiences

reported by teachers included assisting a ,principal in planning parent .

invotvemeeit activities (n=160), conducting,home visits with .parents

(n=198)., and talking with parents about ways to work with teachers

(n=201).

In the last'item for Part IV, teachers were asked to rank the 3

(lost importapt training experiences for prospective teachei.s. A

,weighted score ifias created by reversing the rank order (e.g. Most

Important =.3, 2nd Most Important= 2, 3rd Most Important = 1) and

.
multiplying this number by the number of teachers who recommended the

experience.

Table 1,4 shows that the training experiences which they recommended

most strongly for training prospective teachers to work with parents

included participating in parent teacher conferences, followed by

talking with inservice teachers about ways to work with parents, and

third, participatingNin principal-teacher-parent Conferences concerning

.students.

f. Respontes to Specific Parent In4olvement Roles (Part V)

In this part of the questionnaire teachers were presented with 7

.
parent involvement roles and.were asked to indicate 'how iMportant it was

for schools to 41eve parents ,in each role. Responses.on this part of the

questionnaire,were made uiing a 57point Likert scale.Which 'ranged.from

1=Not,Important,to,5=Very Important. 'With a mid-point of .3.0,-themean

response for all 7 roles wasr3.52, indicat14 a slightly'positive

response tendency on these items. Unly.one rOle (Decision Maker)

received a rating beloW the mid-point and mean response for that item

was 34



Teachert'-ratlngs of the impOrtance of these roles are shown in' Table 15,
'

.
and the same ratings are shown in.rank order in Table 16.

In generalteachers indicated it was mist important, to nave.
,

,

parents iR the.rolei of audience for sChool aciiOties,.(=4.24) and

school programsuliporter .(R=4.21), with the(role of home tutor being

'third in importance:(53.66). In contrast, teachers indicated it was.Aleast ,impOrtant tb.havebarents taking the roles of either decision,

makers ('R=2.41) or of_advocates (R=3.,10).. Having parents as either

co=learners or ase:aid school staff was seen as moderately,impohtant, as,

indicated by their mean ratihgs of 365 and 3.20 respectively.

g. Responses to Specific 'Parent Involvement AdtiNities' (Part VI)

n this pare, teathersowere asked to look at each of 28 specific'

parent involvement activities and to indicate the extent to which each,

activity was_typical of parent involvement in their o school-. A 5-

.0

point Likert scale wai used in whichl1=Not Typical and =Very TYpiCal.

Although the Midpoint of the scale is 3.0, the mean respon e overall

items Was only 2.21, indicating a slightly negative response tendency

for'these items. , Mean responses to items in Part VI are shown in Table

17.

Those activities described as most typical by responding teachers

included attending open house ('R=3.73), chaperoning for school social.

. functions (Tk3.71), holdinglund raisers' to support school needs .

(7=3.62), attendin parent-teacher' conferences about children's or-Ogress:

.

(i.3.61),*and'assfsting:chIldren with school, assignments,ai:hoMe

(R=3.24). Thov3 parent involvementactivitiet deicribid as least

typical include participating in hiring/firing decisions about schOor

staff (R=1.21), participating in evaluation,of school staff (R=1.32),
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. _Paid sehool sia
educators, assi

2. 'School program
for activ4tiejr,

3. Decision-maker
planning, curri
deciiions

TABLE 15
TEACHERS' RATINGS OF THE IMPORTANCE

OF. SELECTED PARENT INVOLVEMENT ROLES*
(n 8-743)

7.

Rol es

ff (e.g., aides, parent
stant feactie'rs, etc.) .4 ....

supporter (e.g., volunteers
field trip chaperone's, etc.)

0 .6., partners- in school'
cul um or admi nistrative

44° Home tutor for children (i.e., helping
thtldren at home to master school work)

r,

5. Audience for school activities (e.g%,
attendi ng speci al performances, etc .)

6. Co-learner (i.e., parents participate in
activites where they learn about edUcation
with teiChers, students and principa3s)

7. Advocate (i.e., activist role regarding'
school policies and community issues)

Means
Weighted

Means

3.194, -3.202, f'

A

4.177 441212

2.382 2.407

3.84( 3.858

c4.279,

3.556 3.651

3. 069 3.104

*Using a five-point scale from 1 (Not Important) to 5 (Very Important
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Rank Item

0

TABLE 16
RANK ORDgR OF TEACHERS' RATINGS
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PARENT

INVOLVEMENT ROLES

Roles

1, (5) Audience for school activities (e.g.,
attending special perfonmances, etc.)

(2) School program supporter.(e.g., volunteers
for activities, field trip,chaperones, etc.).

3. ( ) Home tutor for childreb (ite., helping
children at-home to master school work)

Weighted

Means__ Means

4.280 4.242

4.177 .4.212

3.845 Z 958

4. (6) Co-learner (1;e., parents participate in
activities where they-learn about :edUcation
with teachers, students and principals) -3.556 3.651

,

5. (1)" Paid school staff (e,g., aides; parent
educators, assistant teachers,etc.) 3.194 3,202

6. , (7) Advocate, (i.e., activist role regarding
school policies.and community issues) . 3.069 3.104

7. (3) Decision-maker (i.e., partners in school

planning, curriculum or adthinistrative

deciSions) 2.382- 2.407
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TABLE, 17

TEACHERS' RATINGS'OF THE EXTENT TO.WHICH SPECI,FIC
PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITIESARE TYPICAL

OF THEIR SCHOOL*
(n 873)

Activities

1. Setting goals with teachers for classroom learning.

2. Assisting children with'school assignments at home.

3. Visiting the school.to observe ip, classroom

,
4. Attending open house or "follow-your-children's

.schledule activities

5. Participating in activities to prepare parents

for home-tutoring,of their.children

6. Preparing and dissemibating parent newsletter

7. Holding fund-raisers to support school need

8. anducting school public relations activjties
in the community

9. Identifying canmunity resources for the school

10. Holding social functions at the school (coffees,
luncheons, potluck suppers, etc.)

11. Tutoring students at 'home

12. Assisfing teachers with classroom learning

activities

13. Assisting in school resource areas, playgrounds,
and health facilities

t

14. Chaperoning for school field trips, picnics,
parties, etc

15. Helping wtth theisprovement of school facilities

and the classroom learning environment

Means

Weighted
Means

1.432 1.483

3.225 3.238

2.367 2.286

3.785 3.726

1.815 1.887

2.080 2.122

3.613 3.621

2.530 2.619

2.450 2.568

2.574 2.602
\

2.277 \\ 2.290

2.111 2.102

2.017 2.083

3.640 .3.714'

2.411 2.494

*Using a five-point scale from 1 Not Typical) to 5 (Very Typical.).
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TABLE 17, Continued)

Activities

16. Providing cleritalassistance to teachers

17. _participating in parent-teacher inservice

.activities at school....
, .

,

18.. ,Attending parent-teacher educational.meetings

.or conferences away from school

, 19: Participation,in school budget planning

20. Participating, in curriculum development

21. Assisting in astablishme!A of schOol's

2

educational gOals..... .

Participationin evaluationn 'school programs

and instruction
,

23. Participation in evaluation nf, school Staff
,

\

24. Participation in evaluation of students \ .

,

25. Participation in decisions about.hiring/

- .firing of school staff'

Identifying needs and problem areas of the school

27. Initiating policy changes for the school or.

school district

28. Attending' parent/teacher conferences about

children's progress

lleans

Weighted
---K576T7

1.830 1.828-

.1.819 1.916

1.798

,1.551 1.553

1.477 1.491 :

1..605 1.594

1.615 1.616

1.311 1.323

'1;387 1.400

1.235 1:213

2.124 2.127,

1.774 14683

3.638 3.606.



lb
AV

participating in evaluation of students (R=1.40), setting goals for

c)assroom learning (7.41.48),and participating in curriculum development _

(1=1.49). The most typical activities are shown fn Table 18, while the

least typical are shown jn Table 19.

h. Responses to Parent Involvement Goals (Part VII)

In fart VII teaChers were asked to look at a list of 12 broad goals

and to indicate the extent to which they either agreed or disagreed with

these as goals for parent involvement. For this part, a 4-point

response scale was used which was exactly like that used in Parts I and

II of the questionnaire ( 4strongly disagree, 4=strongly agree). With a

mid-point of 2.5ton this scale .the mean reSponse across all item's was

.3.23, Which indiFates somewhat positive response tendency for these

items. Means rIpOni7es for these 12 goals are shown in Table 20.
.1

Although the nean responset for all 12 goals.were above.the mid-

teachers.agreed most strongly,that the goals:forpoint of the sca

parent involv were to improve children's self esteem and academic

achievement.(4.61), to maintain open communications with parents

.(W=3.44) and toiintrease parent's recognition of themselves as partners

fn the educational'process (7=3.40.. RespOnses of the teachers indica-

ted they were less enthusiastic about the goals of parent involvement

being to have parents help with evaluation of school programs (7=2.64)

or to have parents become part of the planning, implementation and

support of school programs (7=2.78). -The parent involvement goals which

elicited the strongest agreement are shown in rank order in Table-21

while those eliciting the veakest agreement'are shown in Table 22.
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TABLE-18

RANK ORDER OF PARENT'INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITIES:TEACHERS

INDICATED AS MOST TYPICAL IN THEIR.SCHOOLS-

Rank Item Activities

1. (4) Attending open house or "follow-lour-
children's schedule" activities

2. (14) ChaperOning'for school-field trips, picnics -

picnics, parties, etc

3. (7) Holding fun&raisers to.support school

needs

4. (28) Attending parent/teacher conferendes about

'children's progress

5. (2) .Assisting children with school assignments

at home'

' Weighted'
MeansMeans

3.785

3.640

3.726

3.714

.3.613 , 3.621

3.638 3.606

3.225 3.238

TABLE 19,

RANK ORDER OF.PARENT.INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITIES, TEACHERS

'INDICATED AS 4AST.TYPICAt IN THEIR'SCHOOLS

Weighted

Rank Item Activities Means /earns

1. (25) Participation in decisions about hiring/.
firing of school staff 1.235. 1.213

2. (23) -Participatiori in evaluation of School staff. 1.311

3. (24). Participation in evaluation of students 1.387 1.400

4. (1) Setting goals for classroom learning. OOOOO 1.432 1.483

(20) Participation in curiculum development 1.477 . 1.493
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TABLE 20
TEACHERV AGREEMENT WITH SPECIFIC

PARENT INVOLVEMENT GOALS*
(N =A373)

Weighted.
Goal s Means Means

1. To encourage and -Provide for continuous
growth of parent invovlement 3.211 3.195

2. To increase parent, student, and school
staff expectations and school success 3.294 3.269

3. To develop with school staff ways of involving
more parents in the schools 3.227 3.211

4. To reinforce the view that schools "belong"
to all affected by their operations (school
board, parents, students, administrators,
teachers, and community members) 3.359 3.358

5. To allow, parents to share their special expertise
talent, time and energy in ways that fulfill them
as parents and individuals 3.411 3.389

6. To maintain open communication with parents
through a' variety of methods 3.467 3.439

7. To improve childven's self-esteem and academic
achievement 3.652 3.66

8. To have parents help with the evaluation,of
school programs 2.672 2.639

. TO have parents become part of planning, imple-
mentation, and support of school programs,- 2;805 2.780

10. To increase parents canmitment to the success
of the school, 3.336 3.258

1 . To develop ways for parents to help improve the
learning climate and school progran richness 3.235 3.21 7

1 2. To increase parents' recognition of thenielves
as partners' in the educational process 3.432 3.407

*Using a four-point scale.fran 1 (Strongly Disgree) to 4 (Strongly Agree).
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TABLt 21

RANKYORDER oF PARENT_INVOLVEMENT_GOALS WITH WHICH,
TEACHERS MOST STRONGLY AGREE

Rank Item Goals

, To improve children's self-esteem and

academic achievement-
1. (7)'

2, (6)

3. (12)
4

To maintain open communiCations with parents

: through a variety of method's

To increase parents' recognitibn of themselves

as partners in the educational process

Tp allow parents to share their special expertise,

talent, time and energy in weys,that fulfill them

as parents and individuals

0
TABLE 22

RANK ORDER OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT GOALS WITH WHICH.

1TACHERS LEAST AGREE

'Means

.3,.6l

344

3.4

3.39

Goal s Means

1: -(8) To have parents/help wath the evaluation

of school programs
2.78

(9) To have parents become part of planning, imple-
mentation, and support of school programs...- .. . 2.78

,

3. (1) To encourage and provide for continuous
, 3.20

growth of parent involvement
1

,

4 ( )' To develop with school taff ways of involving

more parents 1.n the schoOls
-,

,

3.21



2. Breakdown of Item Responses 12x, Demo ra Pi' Variables

For each part of the questionnaire, it s which.elicited the

greatest variation in response were broken own by 6 demographic ,-

variables to see if the variation might be ue to differences among

subgroups in the sample. Analysis of vari nce was used to compare ,

responses 0 subgroups who differed in termsof gender, educational .

level, ethnic background, years of exper ence teachfng, grade leVel

being taught, city size, size of school and state Of residence. 1This
,

analysis identified items on which ther were significant differences

'among smbgroups, and it provided information about the magnitude of
rc

these differences. A significance level of p = .001 was used to

identify significant differences, and.the eta statistic was used as an

estimate of the anount of variance which could be accounted for by the

difference. DifferenCes in demographic.cnaracteristics seemed to

account fdr some variation in responses to the iteMs, but in no instance

,

did these differences-account for more tnan 8% of the variance eta
2=

.08).

Of the seven demographic variables used in this analysis, Only four

were shown to have any relitionship to variation:in reiponses to items.

:Ps shoveinTable 23, ethnit background was significantly related to

Variation.th resOonse on 16 items in the survey,Thut the amount of

.variance which.could be accounted for by ethnic differences was between

2.2% and 7.1% (eta?' =- .022 to .071). These figures Suggest ihat'ethnic'

background may influence response to these 16 items, but that the

influence is not very strong, and May be moderated by the effects of

other variables.
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, TABLE 23
ITEMS FOR WHICH RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING

TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND
(p < .001).

Item

Part I.- Opinion.4. Teachers must take the initiative

to get parents involved in education

Part II - Opinion 10. More parents need to be included

on curriculunrCleveltipment committees

Estimated Variance
Accounted for (et'a2)

tfr.

Part III.- Decision 1. Grouping children for instruc-

tion

Part III Decision 3. Choosing _classroom disci0Iine

methods

Part III - Decision. 4.

Part III DeCision 18.

guidelines

Part IV - Experience
parents

Part IV - Experience
ferences

Evaluating pupil performance

Setting school discipline

. COducting home visits with

. Conducting parent con-

Part V. Role 6. Co-learner (i.e., parents partici-

pate in= activities where they learn abOut education

wtth teachers, students and principals)

Part V - Role 7:_ Advocate (i.e., activist role

regarding school policies and community issues)

Part VI - Activity. 6. Preparing and disseminating

parent newsletter

Part VI = Activity 8. Conducting school public
relations-activities in the,community

Part VI - Activity 9. Identifying coMmuill y resources

for the school

Part VI - Activity 13. Assisting in school resource

areas, playgrounds, and health facilities

.Part VII - Goal 3, ',To develop with school staff ways

of involving more parents in the schools ---
-

P,4rt VII - Goal 9. TO have_parents become part of

planning, implementation, and support of school

programs
45 50

.030 .

,:034

.051

\.071

.023

b40

. .061

.031

.024

'.q2=

. 037

.036

.051

. 022

.023



Similar results were found with regard,to the variablesiof city

size'(see Table 24), grade level being taught (see Tab1e-26), and,years

o'f teaching_experience (see Tab'e 26)., In each case, therewere several
-

items for which there seemed io be dtfferences among the subgroups, but

these differences never accounted for more than,5% of the variance for

any item.
_

q:

. .(

"3., jtem Responses.bx Domain

The questionnaire wis constructed'to tap

\*related to,parent involvemement. Items were. gener/ated-for various parts

J Of the instrument.to tap issues in1 each.domain. In analyzing the data,'
:

the mean reSponte td these items were examined.by domains to describe
. .

issues in 5 major domains

teachers' feelings about each of these issues. The 5 domains are.:

Domain I

Domain II

Domain III

Domain IV

Domain V

Parent Involvement in Home Learning

- Teacher Training for Parent Involvement

- J'arent Involvement in School Decision Making

- Parent Involvement in SuppOrting School Progr ams

- Attitudes Toward Parent Involvement

Domain '1 Items which dealt with parent involvement in home

learning are shown in Table 27. Five of these items are statements with

which teachers either\ agree or disagree. Using the 4-point

Aisagree-agree scale teachers indicated they agreed most strongly with

the statements that parents should make sure their children do'their

honiework (1=3.47) and that teachers need to provide parents with ideas
,

;

about helping with children school work at home (4=3.37). Of these
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, TABLE 24
-ITEMS FOR WHICH RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING

TO CITY SIZE
(p .001)

'Item

Estimated Variance
Accounted for (eta2)

Part VI - Activity 6. Preparing and disseminating
parent newsletter , .047

Part VI - Activity 7. Holding fund-raisers to
support school needs .057

Part VI Activity 9. Identifying community
resources for the school, 4)34

Part VI - Activity 10.. Holding social functionS
at the school (coffees, luncheons, potluck
suppers, etc.)

47
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TABLE 25
ITEMS FOR WHICH RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING

TO GRADE LEVEL-BEING TAUGHT
(p < .001) 6

IteM

Estimated Variance
Accounted for (eta2)

Part I - Opinion 4. °Teachers.must take the

initiative to get parents involved in education .027

Part I -!Opinion 8. Teachers have enough td do
without also having to work with parents .033
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TABLE 26
ITEMS FOR WHICH RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING

TO YEARS\OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
(p < .001)

I tem
0

Part II - Opinion 9. Parent participation in all

school related matters needs to\36 increased

Fart IV - Experience 4. Conducting\home visits

with parents-

Estimated Variance
Accounted for (eta2)

.040

, .029

Part VI - Actigity 7. Holding fundrratsers to

.support school needs .036

Par't VI - Activity 8,. Cpnducting school-publiC
school relations activities.tn the community .028

Part VI,- Aciivity 9. Identifying community .

resources for the school

49
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fABLE 27
TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO ITEMS IN DOMAIN I
PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN HOME LEARING

Item Mean Response

PART I - Opinions

11 Teachers need 6 Provide parents with ideas about
helping with children's school work at home 3.37

PART II - Opinions

11. Parents should help-children do their homework ..... 2.80

14. Parents need to make sure that children do their
homework 3.47'

19. More parents would help children at home ithey
knew what eb do 2.82

22. Parents do more harm than good by helping their
children with homework 1.99

1;ART V - Roles'

4. Home tutor for children ( .e., helping .children at
home master school work ) 3.86

PART VI - Activities
/

2. Assistirig children with school assignments at home 3.24

Participating in actiVities to prepare parents for
home tutoring of their childrpn 1.84

11. \ Tutoring students at home 2.29
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ifems, teachers disagreed most with the statement that parents do more

harm than good.by helping'their children with:homework (R=1.99). In

Part V there was a single,Item which asked teachcP to assess the

importance of having parents involved in the role .of home tutor for

their children. Respondents indicated their view that-this role was

important by giving it a mean rating of 3.86 on a 5-point scale. In

addition there were 3 items in Part VI. Two of these items asked

whether assisting children with homework or tutoring them at home were

typiCal aCtivities in respondents' schools. Their responses indicated

that assisting children with school assignments at home was most typical

(i=3.24), while actually.tutoring- them at home was muCh less typical

(R=2.29). The last item related to parent involvement

I

and home learning
,

asicid teachers whether or not it was typical for parents in their

schools to participate in activities to prepare them for home tutoring

of their children. The mean rating of 1.89 on a 5-point scale suggests

that this type of. activity is generally atypical of Parent involvement

activities.

b. Domain II - Items in this domain generally asked teachers about

the value of training teachers to work with parents and asked them to

identify tPaining experiences which they felt would be most helpful in

that area of training (see Table 28);

Of ',:he 3 items which asked about the value of training teachers to

\

work With parents'i teachers ,agreed mist stronaly.,that\a course in

working with parents should be required for undergraduates in education

(R4.98), and they also agreed thaf there needs to be an elective courSe \\

for undergraduatesAbout involving barenti (5i=2.83). In addition,
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TABLE 28
'TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO ITEMS IN DOMAIN Il
TEACHERJRAIN1NG FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Item Mean Response

PART I - Opinions

I

3. A cotrse in working with parents snould.be required
for ndergraddites-in elementary education 2.98

t

5. There needs to be an elective course about involving
parents for undergraduates in teacher training 2.83

11. Teachers do not need training to prepare them for
working with parents 1.92

Frequency
% Yes --.. of,Response.

PART IV - Experiences

1. Being involved in parent organizations 31.7

2. Working with parent volunteers 28.4

3. Participating in parent-teacher conferences 45.3

4. Conducting home visits with parents 22.6

5. Participating in role playing or other such
--activities related to parent involvement 32.6

6. Conducting parent conferences 29.1

7. Talkingiwith inservice teachers .abou ways

to workl with parents. 48.6 424

278

250

J 399

198

286

256

8. Preparing written family histories pf
children 30.5 266

9. Talking with parents about ways to Work
with teachers 23.1 y 207

10. Evaluating available materials about
parenting e.. 2 7 224

11. Being involved in school activities with
parents 46.7 409

12. Assisting a principal in planning parent
involvement activities 18.3 160

13. Participating in principal-teacher-parent
conferences concerning students 30.9

14. Reading assigned parent involvement materials
as part of a formal course 24.9

52 ti i
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They disagreed with the statement that teachers do not need training t

prepare them for working with parents (R=1.92). Teachers' responses to

the items which asked about trainiag experiences are summarized in the

discusgion of Part IV results.

c. Domain III - Items in this domain were developed to measure

teachers attitudes toward having parents involved iwthe administrative

or curriculUm decisions of the schools (see Table 29). Although

teachers agreed that more parents need to be included on curriculum

development committeeg (i=2.53), 'they disagreed,that parents should have

the final wOrd in educational decisions affecting their children, and

they disagreed with the idea of having parents evaluate either teachers

(i=1.97).or principalg (7=2.01). 'However, they,also disagreed with the

'statement that parirts already have too much input into decisions which

are the concern of school staff (R=2.10).

Even though parents are not seeh as having too Much input into

school decisions, teachers' negative response to Role 3 (parents as

decision makers) indicates that they do not see this type Of parent'

involvement as particUlarly important (R=2.41).
I

Of'the school decisions included in this domain, teachers rated

par,ent involvement in deciding whether family problems.iwere affecting

school performance as the most useful (7=3.88)', and in deciding whether

to place children'in Special Education as the next Most useful (R=3.20),

but this rating was barely above.theomid-point of the 5-point scale. Of'

school decisions, those-in which parent involvement was seen as-least

useful included hiring/firing school staff (7=1.51), eValuating teacher

performance (X=1.95), and selecting teaching methods. (R=1.98). Responses
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TABLE 29
TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO ITEMS IN DOMAIN III

,PARENT.INVOLVEMENT IN SCHOOL DECISIOWMAK-ING

Item

Administrative Decisions

PARTS'I & II - Opinions

Mean Response

Parents have too much input into decisions that
are the concern of school staff 2.10

rincipals should be evaluated,by.parents 2.01

Parents should have the final word in educational
decisions affecting their children 1.98

Teacher evaluation by parents is a goOd idea 1.97

PART III - Decisions

Setting school discipline guidelines 2.76

Formulating desegregation/integration plans 2.74

Deciding priorities for the school budget 2.26

_

Setting promotion and retention standards of students 2.18

Evaluating teacher performance 1.95

Hiring/firing Of school staff 1.51

"PARf V - Roles

Decision maker (i.e., partners in schOol'plannin
curriculum or administrative decisions 2.41

PART VI - Activities

Identifying needs and problemHareasi of.th school , 2.57

Participating in school budget planning 1.55

Participiting in evaluation of school staff 1.32

Participaticin in decisions about hiring/firing
Of-school staff 1.21

'PART VII - Goals

To have parents become part of planning, implementation,
and support of school programs 2.78



A
TAkE 29 (cont'd)

Mean Response

,Curriculum and Instruction Decisions

PART II - Opinions

More parents need to be included on curriculum
development committees 2.53

PART III - Decisions

Decidin6 family problems are affecting school

performance
4 3.88

Placing children in Special Education 3.20 /

Providing sex role tnstruction and sex education...., 2.99

Choosing classroom discipline methods 2.81

Amount of homework assigned 2.65

Emphasizing affecting skills rather than cognitive,

skills . 2.43
(

Emphasizing multicultural/bilingual education 2.37

Selecting textbooks and other learning materials 2/35
e.

Evaluating pupil performance

Groupirig of children for instruction 2.33
-

Setting guidelines for grading students 2.08

,Curriculum emphasis on the arts rather than ba-sic

skills 2.04

Selecting teaching methods 1.98

PART VI - Activities

Participation in evaluation of ,school programs
and instruction 1.62

AssistinTin establishment of school s educational
-goals 1.59

Participating in curriculum development. 1.49

Settimg goals with teachers for classroom learning ¼ 1.48

Participation in evaluation of students 1.40

- -55 .
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to the,other school decisions were ail between'2.0:and 3.0 whicft

suggests that respondents saw parent involvement in these decisions as

not ,very useful.

Of the 9 parent involvement activities which describe some

participation in school decision making, not a single one wat described

by teachers as even somewhat typical of parent involvement in their
_

schools, On a-5-point scale where t=Not Typical and 5=Very Typical, the

ratings for these items ranged from. 1.21 to!2.13.

The goal which was Originally identified as parI of this doMain

(Goal 9) received a rating of 2.78 on the 4-point scaleOnditattng

there was general agreementswith this goal. However, thit,response,

should_be interpreted in light of the fact that the average'rating for

all items in Part.VII was 3.23, and Goal 9 received the next to lowest

rating for these items,

d.. DOmain IV - The items in this domain relate to,various-aspects

df parent involvement in supporting school programs (see,Table 30).

Teachers Indicated that having parents in the roles of audience for

school activities and school 'program supporter were very important by

giv-ing-them ratings of 4.24 and 4.21 respectively on a scale where 1 =

Not Important and 5 = Very Important.

,When teachers were asked to indicate which activities were most

typical of parent-invdlvement efforts in their schools, they identi-

fied ittendtng open,house at school (76=3.73), chaperoning field.trips

and parties (R=3.71),and holding fund-raisers to Suijport school needs

(i=362) as the Most typical ways in which parents were involved in

school support. The leatt typical activities of this type 'Included
,

_

providing clerical assistance to teachers (51=1.83),,assisting in school
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TABLE 30

TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO rTEms IN DOMAIN IV
PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN SUPPORTING SC OOL PROGRAMS

Items

PART-V - Roles

2. School program supporter (e.gr, volunteers fo

activities, field trip chaperones; etc.)

Audience for school activities (e.
performahtes, etc.)

Mean Response

4.21

4.24

PART VI - Activities

4. Atiending'open house or "follow-your-children's

schedule" activities 3:73 .

6. 'Preparing and disseminating Parent newsletter \ 2.12'

7. Holding fund-raisers to.support school needs 3.62

8. Conducting school public relations attivities

in the community 2.62

9. Identifying community resources for the school 2.57

1(1. Holding social functions at the school (coffees,

luncheons, potluck suppers, etc.) 2.60

12. Assisting teachers with classroom learning

actiVities 2.10

13. Assisting in school resource areas, playgroun s,

and health facilities "2.08

14. Chaperoning for school field trips, picnics,

parties,.etc
3.71

15. Helping with the improvement of school facilities

and the classroom learning environment 2.49

16. Providing.clerical assistance to teachers 1.83

:PART VII - Goals

10. "To increase parents' commitment to the success of

the school
3.26

11. To develop ways for parents to help improve the

learning climate and school program richness 3.22
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resource areas (i=2.08) 'and assisting eachers With classroom learning

activities-17c=72-JOY.'-

Jhe two goal items which related'to this Aromain both received high

rAtings from teachers, indicating their support for parent involvement

to increase parents' Commitment to the succe'Ss of the school (g=3..26)

and for parent,involliement to develop ways forparents to help improve

the learning climate and school progrdm (3-6=3.22).'

e. Domain V.- The items, in this domain taRped a number of

different attitudes toward parent involvement. t.iithfn this domain there

wer*e 5 subgroups of items, the firSt of Which deals with teachers'

attitudes toward mirking with parents (see Table 31). In general,

teachers in tnis'survey agreed strongly that teachers are having to take

on many 'of the responsibilities parents used.tO assume (i=3.49) and they
,

agreed to a letSer extent that most parents were cooperative (ii=2.90).

_and that many teachers are uncoMfortable working with parents (R=2.85)..

'However, theY indicated disagreement with the statement that teachers
.

have enough to do without also having to work with parents (7=2.01).

The second subgroup eitems in this domain deals with attitudes

about parents' competence for parent involvement (see Table 32).- They

indicated moderate disagreement with statements that most parents know

what is best for their school-age children .(X=2.22), and that most

parents would rather be involved with arts than'basic skills (g=2.47).

They agreed slightly that parents could make rational decfsions about

their children when given adequate information (g=2.87) but they also

dgreed that most' parents do not have adequate training to take part in

school decisions (7=2.66) and that most parents Are not able to teach

their children basic skills (K=2-.60). Responses to these items Were
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TABLE 31
TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO. ITEMS IN DOMAIN V

'ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENT,INVOLVEMENT

Iteur

Topic: Working with 1,ti.ents

PARTS .1 & II - OpAions

Teachers are having to take on many of the
responsibilities that parents used to assume 3.49..

Mean Response

,Many teachers Are uncomfortable working 'with
parents 2.85

Most Parents are'caoperative with teachers 2.90

Teachers have enough to do Without also
having to work with parents

Topic: Competence of-Parents

PART II - Opinions

TABLE 32

2.01

Parents can make rational decisions about
their children when given adequate information 2.87

/

Most parents would rather-be involved,with/
children's arts ana crafts than with basic skills 2.47

Most parents do not have the necessary training
to take part in making school _decisions / 2.66

Most parents are not able to teach thetr
children basic skills 2.60

/ -

Most parents know what.is best for their school-age

children- 2.22

a

p
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tlose to the mid-point of the scale, suggesti,ng that they neither agreed

-nor disagreed very strohgly with any of these statements.

The third subgroup of items_deals with placing responsibility for

parent involvement(see_Table 33). Responses' to these\4 items indicated

that,teachers agreed most strongly that principals shoulti provide.
.c,

teacheft With guidelines for parent involvement (R=3.37),'but they also
\

, agreed that teachers must:take the initiatiye to get parenii\involved

(R=2.0),`that parent shoUld give principals ideai about wiys\they'can

beccme inVolved (R=2.86) and there was:less agreeMent that pareht

involvement should be the responsibility of parents (R=2.70).

The fourth subgroup of items is concerned with teachers' attit7tes

toward parents as partners in the eduiation-of their childi.en (see Table

34). Teachers agreed most strongly that is is difficult to get low

income familes in4olvegi (R=3.13) or to get working parents involved

(R=3.02). However, they_also agreed that parent participation in all

school matters should be increased4R=2.93). When teachers were asked

whether or not it was important to have parents participating in

activities where they learn about°education with teachers, the mean

response was 3.65-on a scale where41 = Not Important and 5 = Very

Important. Their.responses about various parent-teicher activities-
.

indicate-that the least typical activities in their schools 'are those

which parents Attend parent-teacher educational meetings away from

50ool (R=1.92). The most.typical activity'in which parents and teacher
-

are partners in the educational process is the parent-teacher conference

in

conCerning' a child's progress

The last subgroup of items in this Atmain cOncern teachers'

perceptions of 'the value of parent involvement (see Table 35)., Teachers
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TABLE 33-
TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO"ITEMS TN DOMAIN V

AT ITUDES TOWARD PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Item

Topic: Responsibility fo- Parent Involvement

PARTS I & II - Opinior

Principals'need to provide teachers with guide-
lines about parent in olvement

Teachert(must-take the initiative-to g t:parents

invOlved in 'education ,

\

Mean Response

2.90'.

Parents need to provide principals with ideas

about how they cap be ome involved in school
-

2.86

Principals should be esponsible for parents

taking a more active ole in the schools 2.69

Parent invOlvement in schools should be the

responsibility of parents
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TABLE:34
flIACHERS' RESPONSES TO ITEMS IN.DOMAIN V

ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENT INVOLVEMENT

item

Topic: Parents as/Partners

. PART II -.Opinions

It is difficult to get low income families
involved-in their children'S-schools 3.13

It is difficult:to get working parents involved
in- the scnool 3.02

'Parent participation in :all school related matters
needs to be increased, 2.93

Mean Response

Most parents want more information sent hoMe
about classroom instruction 2.69

Most parents are not able to acceptnegative
feedback about their children from teachers 2.76

Most parents are comfortable when they. come
to the schodl 2.35,

Involving middle and upper income parents in
the school is easy 2.39

Most parents are-unwilling to spend time on
their children's education 2.46

PART V - Roles

Co-learner (i.e., parents participate in activities
where theY learn about education with teachers,
students and principals)

\\.,eART

VI - Activities
^.

,Attending parent-teadier conferences about
children's progress

Participating in,parent-teacher inservice activities
at school

Attending paYent-teacher educational meetings or
conferences away froM school

PART VII - Gbals

I.

3.65

3.61

1.92

/
1

1.81

To,increase parents'. recbgnition, of themselves
as partners in the educational process ,3.41
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- TABLE 35 .

TEACHERS' RESPONSES TO ITEMS IN DOMAIN V
ATTITUDE5 TOWARD PARENT INVOLVEMENT

:4

Item

Topic:1 Parent InvolveMent's Value

PART VII Goa1i'
,

,

To iMprove-Children!s:seif-eiteem and`academic
achievement q

a

To maintain open communications
through a variety cif methods

with parents

- Mein Response

3.61

3.44

To reinforce the view.that schools "belong" to
all affected by their operations (school-board,
parents, students, administrators; teachers,
and commtrity members) 3.36

To allow parents to shtre their special expertise,
talént, time and enely in ways Ahat fulfill them
as parents and individuals 3.39

To increase parent, sIudent, and school staff
expectations and chool success 3.27

To develop with,°school staff waYs of involving'

more.parents in the schoo1,0

To encourage and *wide fcir continuplo growth
of parent involvement 3.20

-

To have parents hp.lp with the evaluation of

school programs 2.78

-"!

°
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strongly'disagreed with the statement-that parent involvement has little

effecton pupil success (R=1.64). The other items in this subgroup are

goals for parent-involvement listed in Part VII of the questionnaire.

Responses to these items suggest that teachers most strongly agree with

parentinvolvement as a way to improve children's self-esteem and

academic achievement (R=3.61), a way to maintain open communications

with parents (R=3.44), and a way to allow parents to share their talent,

, time, and energy in waYs that fulfill them (3.39). They most disagreed

that the goal of parentiinvolvement was to have parents help with the

evaluation of school prbgrams (R=2.64).

Factor Anaiysis of Parts I - VII of the QUestionnaire

Each part of the questionnaire was.factOr analyzed separately to

identify patterns among the items. By selecting only those factors with

an eigenvalue of greater than 1.0,' lt4 factors were identified in the 7

, parts of the questionnaire. Next, the items with a factor loading of

.40 or greater were listed for each factor and individual responses to

those items were used to compute a summated core for each factor.

These, faCtor scores were then tied to create a 14 x 14 correlation

matrixato examine the relatiOnsh(ps between t\he various factors. In

creating this correlation-matrix, cases with missing data were removed

from the cbmputation by sel, :ting a listuise deietion option which

-reduced the number of cases to 858.
4 /

For Part I, two factors were identified. Items loading of Factor

1 are shown in Table 36, and theyseem to deal with teachers' needs for
I .

both thining and administrative guidance in the area, of parent4nvolve-

ment. 'The factor score of 2.97 indicates general aAllennIt with the

6items making.up this factor. In contrast, Factor 2 consisted of only 2
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TABLE 36
PART I - OPINIONS

FACTOR 1 - TEACHERS NEED TRAINING AND ADMINISTRATIIVE

SUPPORT FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT
2.97)

Items Loading-on Factorl.

2. Principals need to provide te chers With guidelines a out parent

involvement.

3. A course in working with par nts should be requird for undergraduates

in 'elembntary education.
\

4. Teachers must take the init ative to get parents i volved in education.

5. There needs to be an elect ye course about involv ng parents for under-,

graduates in,teacher trai ing.

Ne a lye Loadin Item

11. Teachers do not need tra ning to prepare them f r working with parents.

TABLE 37
, PA T I - -OPINIONS

FACTOR1 2 - SCHOOL STAFF SHOULD NOT BE EVALUATED
,

,

Y PARENTS
7 = 1.96)

12. Principals shou

13. Teacher evaluat

Items Loa on Factor

d be evaluat d by parents

on-by parents is a good i ea.



1

which state that.parents should evaluate both teachers and

prin,ipals (see Table 37). The factor score of 1.96 indicates that

teachers generally disagreed.with these items.

In part II, two more factors were identified. The first factor

included 4 items which express the idea that parents should be mpre

involved in sehool decisions (See Table 38). Respondents average

Tesponse.on this factor was 2.74, indicating general agreement. ,The

second factor in Part II consisted of items which describe reasons why

parent involvement .doesJlot Work (see Table 39). The factor score of

2.97 indicates teachers agreed with these item§ as well.

In Part III, 3 factors were identified, but they consisted of a

large number of items and some of these loaded oR all 3 of the factors

(see Tables 40, 41, and 42). For Factors 1 and 2; the mean scores were

2.34 and 2.57 indicating that respondents saw parert involvement in

these decisions as only moderately useful. Factor 3'seemed to consist

of decisions which clearly require a greater level of professional

- experience, and the factor score of 1.94 indicates that respondents saw

42

parent involvement in these school decisions as not very useful.

,Part IV consisted of a list of 14 training experiences and teachers

were asked to indicate which ones were part of their owh undergraduate

4 ,

teacher training. A single factdr,emerged which included 10 items (see

Table 43). These items described the training experiences which tended

to be more practical and applied/rather than abstract or academic. The

factor score of 1.69 is not particularly meaningful as it is derived

.from coding negative responses as 1 and positive responses as Z.

'Part V of the questionnaire, which asked teachers about the

.relative'importance of having parents in each of 7 specific roles,

66
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TABLE 38
°PART II - OPINIONS

\ FACTOR 1 PARENTS SHOULD BE MORE'INVOLVED
IN .SCHOOLS

.C7 2;74)

Items-Loading on Factor 1
\

2. Parents need to provide principals with\ideas about how they Can

become involved'in school.
,

,

9. Parent participation in all school relat d matters needs to be

T

\

increased. ,

10. More Orents need to be included on curriculum development committees.

Negative Loading Item

16. Parents have too much input into decisions that are the concern of

school staff.

TABtE 39
PART II - OPINIONS

FACTOR 2 - BARRIERS TO PARENT INVOLVEMENT
(T 2.97)

12. Most parents do not have the necessary.training to take part in

making schOol.decisions.
4

13. It is difficult to get low income faMilies involved in their chil-

dren's schools'.
a

15. It is difficult to get working parents involved in the school.

4,1
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TABLE 40
PART III.- DECISIONS

FACTOR 1 - DECISIONS RELATED TO THE CLASSROOM TEACHER
_(T 2,34) '.

1. Grouping children for instruction.

2. Amount of homework assigned.

3. Choosing classroom.discipline methods.

4. Evaluating pupil per'formance.

5. Selecting teaching methods.

6. Selecting textbooks and other learning materials.

7: Emphasizing affective skills rather than cognitive skills.

141 Setting promotion and retention standards for students.

18. Setting school discipline guidelines.

20. Setting guidelines for grading students.

TABLE 41
PART III - DECISIONS

FACTOR 2 - DECISIONS RELATED TO GENERAL
scHooL POLICIES

2.57)

'IP

3. Choosing classr'r disciOline:methods.

12-° Deciding prioritiesfor the school'budget.

13. Emphasizing mu1ticu1tura1ibi1ingua0education.

14. Setting promotiOn,and rétention\ standards for studoW

1L5. Formulating desegregation/integration

17. DeCiding if family problems are affecting school performance.

_

18. Setting school discipline guidelines.

19. Providing sex rolejnstruction and sex education..
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* TABLE 42
PART III - DECISIONS.

FACTOR 3 - DECISIONS REQUIRING MORE PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE
(= 1.94)

5. Selecting teaching methods.

6. Selecting textbooks and other learning materials.
\

10. Hiring/firing of School staff.,

11. Evaluating teacher performance:

12. Deciding priorities for the schnol budget.

14. Setting promotion and retention standards for students.

16. Making assignments of teachers within a school.

20. Setting guidelines for grading students.

6P-
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TABLE 43.

PAAT IV -*TRAINING EXPERIENCES
FACTOR 1. - EXPERIENCES WHICH TEND TO BE PRACTICAL

AND APPLIED RATHER THAN THEORETICAL
OR ACADEMIC.
(T. 1.'69)

1. Being involved in parent organfiations.

2. Working with par:ent volunteers.

3. Participating in parent-teacher conferences.

4. Conducting.home vfsqs with parents.

5. Participating in role playing or other such activities related to
parent involvement.

-6. Conducting parent conferences.

9. Talking with parents about ways to wor:k with. teachers.

11. Being involved in.school ocial activittes-with parents.

12. Assisting a principal in planning parent involvement activittes.
rt:

13. Participating in principal-teacher-parent conferences concerning
students.
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yielded two distinct factors. The first factor consisted of 3 roles.,

each of which would require.that educators share some of their power or
m-

status in the Schools with parents (see Table 44). )ne factor score of

3.00 indicates that teachers saw parent inVolvement in these roles as

only moderatell important. The second factor also consisted of 3 roles,

but these roles seemed io be those which mostly depend upon the parents

cooperating with the wishes of school personnel (see TabTe 45). This

second factOr had.an average score of 4.10, indicating that teachers see

parent involvement-in these particular roles as very-important.

In Part VI teachers were asked to indicate which parent involvement

activities could be described as.t)pical in their schools. Factor 1

consisted of 10 activities which are generally restricted to.

professional educators (see Table 46). The factor score of 1.55

indidates that parents are not typically involved-in these activities in

respondents' schools: Factor 2 consisted of 9,activities (see Table 47)

which are not generally restricted to professional educators, but the

relatively low factor score of 205 suggests that even these pai.ent

involvement activities are not very typicaT in,respondents' schools.

Two factors also emerged from the items in Part VII. The first of

,these consisted of 10 items which described broad, abstract goals for

parent involvement (see Table 48). The factor score for the first

factor was 3.36.on a 4-point scale, indicating a high level of agreement

by teachers with these goals. The second factor shOwn in Table 49

consisted of Only 2 goals, each of which suggested that parents could be

involved with the planning, implementation or evaluation of school

programs. The factor score of 2.74 indicates somewhat less agreementSy

teachers with these goals.



TABLE 44
PART V - ROLES

FACTOR 1 - ROLES WHICH REQUIRE SHARING POWER
WITH PARENTS IN iHE SCHOOLS

(T = 3.00)

3. Decision-maker (i.e., partners in school planning, curriculumior
iciministrative decisions).

6. Co-learner (i.e., Rarents'participate in activities where they learn
about education with teachers., ftudents and principals).

7. Advocate, (i.e., activist role -regarding school policies and community
issues).

TABLE 45
PART V - ROLES

FACTOR 2 - ROLES WHICH MOSTLY DEPEND
UPON COOPERATION BY PARENTS

(7= 4.10)

2. School program supporter (e.g., volunteers for activities, field
trip chaperones, etc.),c,

4. Home tutor for children (i.e., helping children at home to naster
school work),

I

5. Audience for school activi,ties, (e.g., attending special performances,
etc.).

7.2



TABLE 46
PART VI - ACTIVITIES

FACTOR 1 - ACTIVITIES WHICH ARE GENERALLY
RESTRICTED TO PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS.

1:55)

1. Setting goals with teachers for classroom learning.

19. Participation in School budget planning.

20. Participating in curriculum development and:review-

.

I

21. Assisting in establishment.. fsChool's'educational goals.

22. Participation in.levaluation of school programs and instruction.

23 . l'articipation in evaluation Of 'School:staff.

24. Participation in evaluation of students.

25. Parttcipation in decisions .about_hiring/firihg of,school staff.

Identifying needs and problem areas of the school.

27. Initiating Policy changes for the school or school diStrict..



4+1,

TABLE 47
PART VI - ACTIVITIES

FACTOR 1 - ACTIVITIES WHICH ARE NOT GENERALLY
RESTRICTED TO PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS

2.05)

Participating in-activities to prepare parents for home.tutoring.
ortheir, Children:

5._ Preparing and disseminating Parent newsletter.-
. .

8. Conducting school Public relations acttvities An-the community.

9. Identifying pomMunity resources forthe school_

12

.
.

.Assisting 'teachers with'classroom learning:activities.

13. Assis.ting in.school. resource areas, playgrounds, and health facilities.

16. 'Providing clerical assistance tO-teaChers,

17. Participating in parentteacher inservice activities at,Schoo1.

18, . Attending'parentteacher educational mftetings or conferences.away,from--
r schbol. ; .

.,

a

,
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TABLE 48
PART VII - GOALS

FACTOR 1 - BROAD, ABSTRAOT GOALS FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT

_ . = 3..36)

1. To encourage and provicie 'for continuoUs growth of parent involvement.

2.- To increase parent, StUdent, and school staff expectations and ,school
success.

3. TO develop with Sthool staff ways of involving,more parents in the
, schools.

4. To reinforce the view that schools "belong" to all affected by their .

oRerations (school board, parents, studentS, administratars, teachers,.
arid. Comuni ty members).

5. To allow parents to share their special expertise-, -tal,ent, time and
energY in ways that fulfill them ,as parents and individuals.

6. To Maintain open communications with parents, through a variety of
\ methods.

7.1\ To improve children's self-esteem and adademic achievement.

10. To increase paren'ts' commitment; to the success of the/sthool .

11. \ To develop iiays 'fbr parents to help irhprove the lea-rning climate
and school program richness.

. I

I ,

1-2: To increase-parents' recognition of themselves
educational process. ,

_y

i

1

i

TABiLE 49

PART VIII - GOALS

FACTOR 2--T-GOALS WHICH. IMPLY PARENT INVOLVEMENT

WITH SCHOOL;ADMINISTRATION
"(7= 2.74)

1

as partners in the

8. To have parents help with thie evaluation of school programs.

parents_become_p.a_r_t_JoLplanhins,____i_mplementation-,L-andsuppo.rt
of school programs.'
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Inithe correlation matrix based upon the 14 factors, several

interesting patterns emerged which described relationships.between the

factors. First the factor consisting of reasons why parent involvemen

does'not work\ (Part II, Factor 2) showed a significant; negative

.correlatton With 9 Of the other 13 factors (p=.001; r=-.133 to

AIthouqh-thit, correlation coefficients are small, they, indicate a

qonsistent relationship among these factors.

. In Part III, the 3 factors which were difficult to distinguish

_

because many items loaded,on more than one factor showed a sfropg, ,

rJsitive correlation with each.other (p=.001, r=.785 to .882). These 3

factors describing school decisions were also found to have significant

poSitive correlatiOns with Factor 1 in Part V (Roles).

Factor 1 in'Part V showed a significant, positive correlation with

11 of the other 13 factors, and.a correlation of greater than .400 with

each of the 3 faCtors in Part III (School Decisions) and the 2 factors

in Part VII (Goals).
.

:

IR Part VI, factor 1 showed a signifiCant positiVe correlation with

-
,

Factor 2 (p=.001, r=.626). InPa,rt VII there_was_also a signiftcant
,

'

positoive correlation between factors 1 and 2 (p=.001, r=.562). However,

Factor 2 also showed significant Positive. correlatiOnSwith 10 of the

other 13 factors, including a correlation of .524 with Factor'1 of Part -

-

V (Roles).
,

D. DISCUSSION AND-CONCLUSIONS
,

.

i .

, In Order to set up guidelines for parent involvement training, this

. study was designed to elicit teachers attitudes toward specific aspects

of Parent involvement, to get descriptions Of current practices'or'

8 .1.
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or

e

'activities involving parents in the schools and to get recommendations

from teachers in the schools about methods.used to train new teachers

for/p:rent involvment.

leachers were asked to respond to four major types of parent .

involvement, each of which makes a contribution to schools, and each of

which seems to require different skills:from parents.

The first type of parent involvement could-be described as parent

involvement in support of school'activities. In this traditional type

of parent involvement parent§ support.the.school by attending schodl

social functions:1 by supervising children on an outing, or by participa-

ting in fund raising activities. For this type of involvement, porents-

need to have the social skpls for gaining the cooperation of children

and other parents. Parents who participate in this way serve to conple-,

ment school personnel and enhance the school as a conmunity effort..

The teachers in this survey clearly support this type of parent

involvement. Their responses indicated that activities of this Sort

which involvecLparents were fairly typical in the schools. 'They alsp

igreed with parent involvement goals which,fOcuSed on increasing

parents' commitment to the-success of the school and on improvtog the

richness of school, programs. In evaluatin§ parent involvedent roles,

they gave schobi support roles the highest ratings; indicating.their

preference for this type Of parent involvement.

The second type of parent involvement could be described'as-parent

involvement in-home learning. This could.include having parents make

sure homework is completed, or assisting their children with homework or

. evens tutoring their ch4dren when there are no homework assignments'.
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For this type of involve ent, parents must have some behavior raanagement

strategies as well as some academic skills to be effective. Parents who

.are able to participate.in this way.can reinfoete the academic

Instruction which takes/place at school and may even contribute.to their

child's academic succesis in ways which can be measured.

Teachers responding to the survey expressed strong support for this

type of parent involvement, They agreed that parents should make sure

homework is done and that teachers/should give parents ideassabout

helping children with schoolwork at home. They agreed it was important

to have parents in the role of "home tutor," but they indicated that

.rtuAl tufnr'lng wAc milfh lac typical than simply helpina children, with

school assignments at home. Also, they agreed that teachers should give

parents ideas about ways to help with homework, but they indicated that

it was atypical for teachers in their school to, participate in any

activities designed to prepare parents for home tutoring their own

children.

In summary, teachers support the idea of parents helping their

children with school assignments, but they feel teachers should provide

them with some.ideas ahout how to do it. However, current practices in

'their schools do not usually include activities which put teachers and

parents together far this_purpose.

A third way parents could be Anvolved in schools could be described

as parent involvement in curriculum and instruction. This type of

parent involvement could include parents particiOating in Andivivival

educ tional plans, helping to select textbooks or other inStructional

materials, selecting teaching methods, assisting in the classroom, and
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setting standards for academic performance and student behavior. For

thfs type of involvement, parents might need a trong educational

background if not some degree of training ps proessional educators to

be, most effect ive.

Although this type of parent involvemlent coul potentially reduce

the work load of teachers in the schools, ithere are\two problems which

counteract its potential. First of all, Most parents do not have the

training in education or the time to devote to this e4erprise. Second,

i

professional educators may see parent invblvement in curriculum and
\

instruction as unwanted interference with their professfonal

1

responsibilities. So this type of parent involvement might be seen by

teachers as a blessing or a curse.

Teachers in this survey were generally unen lusiastic about this

type of parent inVolvememt:- They agreed that'parents sho0d be involved

in deciding whether family problems might be affecting schOol

performance and A deciding whether to place their child in Special

Education. There was no consensus about whether parents ha1 adequate

training to participate in school decisions. However, teachers

generally indicated that this type of parent involvement wa both

unimportant and atypical, in their schools. They placed litt e value on

having parents involved in decisions related to curriculum or classroom

instruction. These resuits suggest that this type of parent involvement

is not seen as useful by most elementary school teachers.

The fourth type of parent involvement could be describe as parent

involvement in school governance. This would include any acivities
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where parents participated in decisions about school policy or

administration. In order to be most effective in this role, parents

should probably have a strong educational background together with

significant experiences in management or educational administration.

The problems with this type of parent involvement are similar to

those of the previous type: very few parents have both the professional

skills and the time to devote to this type of parent involvement and

professfOnaL administrators could see it as an encroachment on their

professional duties.

The teachers in this survey gave this type of.parent involvement

the lowest marks. They indicated that having part:ants participate in

decisions such as planning, budgeting and staffing for the schools was

very atypical. In addition they indicated that parent involvement in

such decisions would not be very, useful. They gave the loweserating to

having parents involved as decision makers in the schools. Cleurly,

this is not the type of parent involvement they were thinking of when

they agreed that "parent partiripation in all school related matters

needs to be increased," or t.. parent involvement should be a right of

parents."

In summary, elementary school teachers in this survey support the

119
types of parent involvement where parents contribute their time for

social or fund, raising events and the type where parents assist their

children in ledrninT'aehome. In contrast, these teachers do not

support the,idea of having parents involved in either curriculum and

instruction decisions or in decisions related to school governance.
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E. RECOMMENDATIONS

In terms of teacher training, these results suggest that parent

involveMent training should concentrate upon (1) training teachers to

enlist parent cooperation and (2) training teachers to teach parents

about working with their children. There is a consensus among teachers

surveyed that prospective teachers should be trained to work with

parehts and there is some agreement about the competencies such training

should address. Specific coMpetencies which would be supported by

teachers in the schools might include:

1. The ability to understand and overcome the barriers to open

communication between parents and teachers;

2. The ability to engage in one to one communication with parents

in a variety of settings, so that the judgmental nature of the

experience is minimized and the parent's sense of competence is

maxiMized;

3. The ability to interpret various educational and institutional

iractices to parents of diverse socioeconomit or cultural

backgrounds; and

4. The ability to define and explain specific meaningful.tasks for

parents in their roles as either educators of their own chil-

dren or as schoCil resources.

Although teachers were not specifically asked how they might train

, prospective teachers in these canpetencies, they were asked to recommend

training experiences which might be most helpful in helping new teachers

learn to work with parents. The training experiences most recommended

werei
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1. Participating in parent-teacher conferences;

2. Talking with inservice teachers about ways to work with

parents; and
1

3. Participating in principal-teacher-parent conferences con-

cerning students.

The results of this study indicate that teachers in the field

support what Gordon (1978) referred to as the "Family Impact Model" of

parent involvement rather than the "School Impact Model" omthe

"Community Impact Model.", In this model, teachers basically retain

their traditional role as classroom inStructors, but they expand it

somewhat to include the parents of children tn their classrooms. .In

this model or parent involvement, the primary task is for teachers to

help parents take on more responsibilities and learn more skills related

to helping their own children learn.

The implication which, can be drawn from thetr support of this mode

is that prospectiveteachers could be taught the competencies associated

with this model without encountering opposition from those in the

profession who are currently practicing in the schools.

In contrast, if prospective teachers were taught competencies which

related to involving parents in school decisions, their training is

likely to be opposed both by current practices in the schools and by the'

attitudes of their teaching colleagu. In short, there does not seem

to be adequate support for these types of parent involvement from

elementary school teachers.
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If the goal of teacher training is to prepare prospective teachers

for the responsibilities.they will face in the schools, then parent

involvement training should initially concentrate on training teachers

to-involve parents as school supporters and as home tutors. .Perhaps

when these parent involvement roles are more widely implemented there

will be broader support in the teaching profession for involving parents

in making school decisions.
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AREA FOCUS TWO: PARENT EDUCATION BASED ON PARENT

MODELS OF CHILD SOCIALIZATION

Project Goals: To gather informatton about child rearing from parents

themselves rather than the "experts;" to identify
particular patterns of child rearing based on the infor-

mation gathered; to identify cognitive mediators or
attitudes and values associated with particular parent

models; to provide an information base from which ideas

for parent education Materials and programs- could be

developed and distributed to parent educators.

A. INTRODU6TION

Historically, adults have found support for their roles through extended

families and close knit networks of friends and neighbors. These neighbor-

hood and community support systems reinforced parent directives and values,

extendtng parent control and influence beyond the home. Parents did not feel

solely-responsible for child rearing and were not socially and emotionally

isolated from others. Advice from friends and neighbors, as well as their

own parents, provided a ritualistic, informal transition into the new role

of parent. Young adults were socialized into this role through a cultural

as well as a generational transmission of values and traditions. More

formal preparation for parenthood has been' :1:se exception rather than the

rule. The lack of formal "schooling!: for parenting suggests societal belief

that the simple status of parenthood automatically conftirs the requisite

skills, knowledge, and inform'ation necessary for enacting this role.

The tradAtionally infoimal nature of socialization for parenting makes

efforts by social scientists to intervene, for example, with parent edu-

cation programs, seem all the.mo;-eNntrusie. ,The relationship between

parent and "experts" appears to have soured in recent years; the history



of advice from experts to parents appears inconsistent and confusing

(McCandless, 1967; Longtain, 1981). Experts are not able to say which

parent role prescriptions have what effects on the adult characteristics

of the child (Yarrow, Campbell, and Burton, 1968). Consequently, beyond

the nutritional, clothing, and medical needs of children, the experts do

not appear to have made a significant contribution to parents, and many

believe they should stay out of parent education altogether. "As with most

human matter, the truth probably lies somewhere between ,the optimiSm of

the early or 9gre extreme child development experts-(or parent-family

educators) and the pessimism of the more conservative, or of those who

come more recently into the field" (McCandless, 1967, p. 58).

Studies in child development, learning theory, personality theory,

family processes, and abnormal psychology (clinical case studies) have,

contributed to the theoretical framework and formulation of some parent

education programs. Many parent education programs are content-oriented,

or highly organized.instructional packets prescribing the "do's and don'ts"

of child rearing. Oftentimes, these packaged programs reflect a.singular

value system which parents are expected to adopt.

Throughout the studies of families and child rearing, investigators

from a variety of disciplines have periodically attempted to identify the

values and beliefs of parents themselves (Whiting, 1963; Kohn, 1967; Stolz;

1977). Contributions from cognitive-psychology have shifted increasing

attention towards studying parents as -active interpreters and organizers

of their environments, as reflected in th ir beliefs, attitudes, and values

regarding how the world operates and the appropriate roles for parents and

0.101dren (Jurkovich, 1980; McGillicuddy-DeLisi, 1980). Research of this
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nature typically refers to a theoretical framework desribing certain internal

conditions which guide individual behavior, such as "cognitive frames"

(Elkind, 1979), personal constructs (Kelly, 1963), individual need systems

(Murray, )938). Regardless of the particOlar theory to which an investigator

subscribes, each describes an inner core state from which individuals

generate responses and regulate social behavior.

Interest in the cognitive disposition of parents has led parent

researchers and parent educators toward reconsidering parent education

programs. If, in fact, parent behaviors are a function of dee y held

beliefs and values, parent education efforts directed towards behavior

change alcne may Pe of limited utility and duratioxi (McGillicuddy-DeLisi,

1980; Sutherland and Williams, 1979). Suther!and and Williams (1979) con-

ducted an_evaluat4n-p-f-p!arent education program materials.and found that

the program session entitled "Actiye listening" had a uniformally_high

impact on all parentS participating in the different prorams. No single

session emphasizing a parenting "technique" produced this uniform a result

across groups. They suggested that the session on listening tapped Parent

beliefs about thenature of children and the appropriate roles for parents

and children regarding itatus and authority. In other words, inner cve

beliefs about the parent-chilli relationship appeared to have been challenged

by the activity and corisequently produced the,greatest single impact on

parents participating in these pro'grams.'

_B. Rationale

The research project developed a comprehensive model of compfex

cognitive-constructs, yarent beltef constructs, as an important mediating

mechanisi., between external (environmehtal) influences-on/parents and parent
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behavior. The model suggested that individuals are composed of beliefs,

values, attitudes and behaviors and that a'study of human behavior should

attempt to include these three levels of inquiry in order to understand the

outcome, which in this case is parenting behavior. The research model

also 1 zorporates external influences as a source of inflgence',on an

individual's core beliefs. For example, ethnicity or income may tend to

influence an individual's world view to the extent that-particular

personality-traits are aisumed. There is reason to'beliéve that patterns

of common experiences (external influences) may affect individuals in a

similar manner leading them to make similar interpretations of their world

(Kohn, 1977). This'world view is subsequently translated into the various

behavioral systems in an individual's life, one of which Is ,the individual

parent model of child rearing.

The current studyassumed that parents, like child psychologists,

constantly enact a model of parent-child socialization. This model is,

composed of varying constructs that help to justify most; if not all,/

paront behaviors. Implicit in the model is the parent's iheory about

the distribution of power/in the family, the ndture of the child, and

specific ways for parents to teach and children to learn, forMally as well

as:informally. On a daily basis, parents are hot-likely to be conscious

of their parlicular parenting model. Instead, they simply respond to the

,stimuli immediately pressing them at the moment. Parents' coMments on a

pilot version of this study strongly suggested that parents have little

time to reflect upon themselves or their roles as parents, but derived

considerable enjoyment from ,doing so as participants in the pilot .study

(Final Report, FY80).
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Expert advice on child rearing has been available for years, but con-

'siderably less information available on how parents themselves perceive,
6

define and enact their roles. The purpose of this study wa, to identify

parent beliefs, values and attitudes related to the parenting role, as well

as to identify parent, ratherthan expert, models of.child rearing. An,
f I

important premise in this research effortjsthatImrents have many skills

,and strategies for pareniing that are highly effeaive, currently intact,

and which match their personalities and life situation. If, effective

, !

parenting is Pike effective therapy (as some have suggeSted) particular

techniques orl"tricks" may be less important than the communication and

support experienced by client and/or child. Consequently, a different

approaCh to p'arent education would be premised on helping parents identify

oihat they currently\do, the respective beliefs and values relitted to that

.. 1set,of benavfors, and then to help them do what they do, but in a more

effective and satisfying manner. More typically parent education presumes
.

.

.

a deficit.-molel of parenting and attempts to change the parents without

consideratiorOfor what they already do knovi, believe and feel.

' C. Goals'ancl Objectives

(
1. Goal: ,To gather information fromj)arents regarding their

./

beliefs, values, and Cattitudes related to child rearing

in an effort to identify lay models of child socializa-

tion that cOuld serve as the groundwork for preparfng

guidelines for parent education programming and ma/te-

rials development,

2. Objedtives:
/

(a) To.identify pa'rent attitudes with respect to foyir topfc
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areas: family life, community life, parent-child communi-

Cation, and parent concerns regarding child rearing.

To.identifY the values that parents consider to be most

important for their daughters..

(c) To identify thealues that parents consider to be makt

important for ttie-ir sons.

1(d) To further refine the variables which appear to be most

useful in discriminating parent models of child rearing.

(e) To identify the child rearing models of a selected sample

of mothers and fathers.

(f) To gather and compare information on beliefs, values,

attitudes, aid parent models from three Oifferent ethnic

groups.

D. Statement of the Problem

Although recent*times have seen a shift in focus away from expert

_

sourcesj and more towards ,Ammunity and lay resources and other "grassroots"

movements, there is still limited research on parenting from the perspective-

of parents themselves. There is even less information from the persPective

of minority parents as aftentimes they have not been included in parenting

-esearch,efforts due tO a variety of factors--time Consitraints, a general

'suspicion of research conducted by "outsiders," and general oversight by

those cOnducting the research. Also, the faMily as.a social unit and the

importance of the adult role of parenting have unde one a serie of stresses

and strains in the last decade. There is ,reason.to believe that social

changes are occurring more rapidly than in generations issast and these

changes are affecting families more immediately and more directly than ever



before, The pace,at which research becomei irrelevant or inappropriate

presents a whole new challenge to social scientists. Research on families

and parenting appears to be a case in point.

E. Research Questions

(1) Is there a significant difference in attitudes towards family

life as a function of ethnicity; social class, parent model

of child rearylg, or gender of parent?

(2) Is there a significant difference in attitudes about community

F.

life as a function-of ethnicity, socia,1 Class, parent model

of child rearing, or gender of parent?

(3) Is there a significant di'fference in communication between parent

and child as a -eunction Of ethnicity, social class, parent model

of child rearing, or gender of parent?

(4) Do parents have different types and/or aegreeS of concerns regarding

raising their children with respect to ethnicity, social class,

'parent model of child rearing, or their gender?

(5) Do parents have a different set of values for their sons than for

their daughters?

(6) Are there differences in values for sons and values for daughters

according to parent's ethnicity, social class, or gender?

(7) What are the relationships of ethnicity, social class, and parent

gender to parent models of child rearing?

D.ginition of Terms

(1) External Influences - External influences are conditions or

circumstances outside the individual, ascribed conditions,

about which individual has restrict'd choice or control,
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i.e., ethnicity. External influences may become internalized

by individuals in the form of personality traits, world views,

attitudes, values, and/or beliefs. External influences are

independent variables in this study, operationalized as ethnicity,

social class, education, sex, and religion.

(2) Parent Model of Child Rearing interrelated sets of behaviors,

,attitudes, values, and beliefs which are mutually supportive,

and which lead parents either towards or away from particular

parental dispositions and actions. Construction of a "model"

is premised in the notion that individual behavior is nonrandom,

i.e., has a rationale, theoretical underpinning, and philosophical

base, regardless of its complexity. Knowing an individual's

parent model of child'rearing allows for making certain predictions

about that parent's world view and philosophy of discipline, child

development, and the appropriate and inappropriate roles for

parents and children.

(3') Seven models of child rearing were defined in -Elie pilot study
,

which was,conducted in FY80. The following are brief narratives

describing the seven models:

(a) Authoritarian - The authoritarian parent tends to see the

world from an 'adult's perspective most of the time. He or

she is very traditional in the division of power between

parent and child, assigning power to the parent. An

authoritarian parent would tend to ;lave firm opinions and

ideas regarding appropriate and inappropriate behavior for

children, tending towards rigidity in these opinions.
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Children's rights would be limited, their judgment would

be suspect perhaps, and a general sense of parental

perogative and the world being cast in tones of "inight"

and "wrong" would prevail. The proverbial "spare the rod,

spoil the child" adage of child rearing would befit this

parent model. It is important to note that this seemingly

"self-centered" perspective does not preclude the authori-

tarian parent from developing a very loving, caring bond

between am/herself anJ the child.

(b) Overprotective/Permissive - The overprotective/permissive

parent is child-centered in their preoccupation with the

child's perspective. They are busy either overseeing all

the child's activities or letting the child "roam free."

Although both of these parents are child-centred, 'one

parent is likely to believe that children are more like

innocent flowers needing protection from the outside world,

and the other parent believes that the innocence itself will

guide and protect the child and the least interference from

parents is the idea. In either situation, discipline is

largely in the hands of the child where the slanted focus of

attention towards the child may lead tc an imbalance in power

between parent and child. Directly or indirectly, the child

may come. to "rule the house."

(C) Behaviorist - The behaviorist parent follows a Skinnerian

philosophy of learning, implementing the principles-of

positive and negative reinforcement for child training and ,
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_discipline, and general principles of behavior management

in which many of today's parents have become well-versed.

The behaviorist parent tends to be less emotional than other

parents, which is not to say they don't have emotions. This

parent tends to set clear rules and contingencies for bre;king

rules placing th responsibility for maintaining the rules

clearly in the hands of the child.

(d) Romantic - The romantic parent is highly conc ied with the

child's perspective but offsets the intensity 144,4ch that

- perspective can hold by attending to his or her* own needs as-
.

well, and reading or talking to remain well-informed of other

attitudes. This parent tends to believe in the innocence and

magic of childhood and strives to enhance that as much as

possible. This parent is more willing than the Model b parent

to draw certain boundaries 'between the parent and child,

although they.do strive to let the child find his/her otZ'n way.

The romantic parent may be less conventional than other-parents,

and considerably more flexible in their world view, and prone

to use passive forms of disciOine.

(e) Confused - The confused parent is child-centered and parent-

centered, the ultimate so.urce of confusion. This parent tends

to be alternately immersed in their own perspective or their

child's perspective, sometimes leading to a double bind. When

operating from the parent-centered, or self-centered mode,

the parent is likely to evaluate the child's behaviors and

intentions from adult standards and expectations, poss*jbly
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resulting in a negative judgment on the child and his/her

abilities. When operating from the child-centered per=

spective, the parent is likely to excuse the child's behaviors

that may have triggered a punitive response on another occasion.

The child may alterhatey experience adult expectations and

directiveS.that seem unreasonable on one hand, and more

indulggnt, overly nurturant parent responses on the other

hand: In one moment the child may feel "spared" and the

next moment overwhelmed. This confilsion may be a product

of a parent with a more authoritarian perSonality who was

raised in an authoritarian home:but who has been exposed

to a more nontraditional approach to ,parenting and is tryiKg

to incorporate that perspective into their parenting, albeit

with difficulty.

(f) Consultant - The Went consultant is strikingly similar to

the Model d, Romantic parent. The major difference in the

two models is the consultant's seemingly more balanced per-

spective. This parent tends to always consider their own,

adult needs and interests as 'much as they consider those of

the children. They place heavy emphasis on communication

between parent and child. They are likely to have an open

style of communication which al/ows them to keep in close

contact with them. As the label indicates, they are likely

to give their children sig0ficant decision-making responsi-

bility, acting as a consultant but not as a commander. This

does not preclude these parents from periodically drawing the



line and asserting themselves as having the final say in

certain matters. Consulting:parents are likely to have

clear boundaries between themselves and their children such

that their egos do not become overly involved in their

children's doings.

(g) Authoritative - The authoritative parent is very similar to

the parent consultant, thoughihey are considerably less

inclined to give the child as.much individual responsibiljty.

The authoritative parent is clear about the boundaries Intween

parent and child, but more inclined to negotiate that boundary

than the au.thoritarian parent. The authoritative parent tries,

to respond to individual and developmental needs of the child;

they can be very stern regarding certain matters, but will try

hard to consider the child's perspective in other areas. The

authoritative 'parent is likely to be traditional in their

philosophy of discipline and comfortable with corporal punish-

ment: They have confidence as parents, dre likely to enjoy

the parent role considerably, prdbablicommunicate well with

their children, take timp for themselves as well as the family,

and believe in the importande of parental authority and respect.

G.' Nethodology

1. Design

Two social class groupings and three ethnic groups were used to produce

six different design cells'. Social class assignments were based on father's

educat4onal level and oc:upational status (Manual for Computing Socioeconomic

Status, The Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, University
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of Texas at AustTn). Generally speaking, low social class standiq was

identified for those subjects with no more.than a igh school education

working in blue collar pOsitions. Middle class sta ding was identified

for those subjects with college degrees working in professional or

administrative positions.

Social .Mid
Class Low

White

ETHNICITY

Black CHicano
5* 1 5

: 15 5

*Families

2. Subjects

In spite of much effort to dentify subjects for the study, it was

impossible to fill the dEsign cells with the number of subjects originally

proposed. The final data analysis will include data from 30 families rather

than the anticipated 36 families, with ten mothers and fathers in each cell.

The following resources were tapped)n our efforts to enlist subjects:

(1) Ms. Evelyn Bonavita, President, Austin PTA City Counci.1

(2) Tobin Quereau, PET Coordinator and Family Counselor

(3) Sara Madera, Child Care Specialist

(4) Diane Spearly, Parent Education Association Member

(5) Beth'Geer, Teacher, Elementary Level

(6) Dr. Judy Corder-Bolz, Sociologist/Consultant

(7) Ms. Lind Ruiz, Teacher, Child Development Center
a

(8) Diane Dunham-Massey, Nurse Practitioner, Family Health Clinic

(,JR) Reverend Frank Garrett, CETA Program

(10) Ms. Oldamira Garcia, National Hispanic Institute



(11) Brother 'Sylvester, St. Mary's Catholic'Schodl
;

(12) Susie Lindeman, Parent-Family Life Center, Huston-Tillotson College

(13) Mr. James Hillyer, Director, Capital Creative School

(14) Ms. Sheila Anderson, Elementary School Principal

(15) Ms. Glori4 Williams, Principal, Robbins School

(16) Reverend Freddie Dixon, Pastor, Wesley United Methodist Church

(17) Reverend Marvin Griffin,- Pastor, Ebenezar Baptist Church

(18) Cora Briggs, Austin Community College

(19) Ms. Orvis Austin, Teacher, Austin Independent School District

(20) Ms. Robena Jackson, Executive Director, Austin Urban League

(21) Ms. Mona Musel; South Austin Community Center

(22) Child, Inc., Austin, Texas

(23) Ms. Maureen Dillon, Youth Program Director, Our J.ady of Guadalupe
Church

This listing does riot include the informal networks that were tapped in our

efforts to identify subjects. Several families who signed up as participants

later failed to complete their commtment; most often the father would refuse

to be interviewed as the appointment was attempted to be scheduled. In fact,

participation from fathers was the greatest hinderance in signing up-families;

oftentimes, the mother was willing but the father was not. Had our study

:limited itself to gathering data from mothers, we could have easily completed

our sample.

Although the project was unable to meet the original commitment for a
ti

sample size of 36 families, the decision was made by the Research Associate

and Project Director to close off data collection and move on to analyzing

the results. Time considerations became paramount as the Research Associate,
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primary supervisor for the project,.will be liaving the ,CENfER staff prior

to the closing of FY81. limiting the sample size and moving oh withvdata

:// 'analysis ieemed'mo:re-pertinent than leaving data analysis"with someone less

familier with the project. GiVen the,time nd effort already expended On

enlisting subjects, it was alsa doubtful as to the outcome of that cohtinued:

pursuit.

3. Instruments (See Appendix A)

(a) Survey of Parent Attitudes

Part I. Attitudes about Family Life. This iS a 30-item,

five-point Likert scale inventory of attitudes on h

life, optimiim about the future of the family, satisfpction

with the family atmosphere, general life style, etc.

Part *II. Attitudes about Community Life. ihis is a 14-item,

fivepaint Likert scale'inientory 'of attitudes about the '

subject's community and neighborhood. This section attemptS

to tap theie'degree.of satisfction a'nd feelings of safety and

involvement in their neighborhood.

Part III. Parents and Children Talking. This section41S

designed to assess how well parents and children cOmmunicate

along a variety of topics. There are eighteen topics listed

ranging from death and homosexuality to dating And choice of

friends. A five-point Likert scale format is also used in

,this section.

(b) Basic Values Inventory: Values parents Have for Their Children

(1) Values Parents Have for Their Son. Pa nts are asked to

rate the importance of 30 values in terms f raising a son.



#

e

The ing scale issiflve-:pointlikert scale. Parents ire

are-also asked to identify the ten mosst 1Mportant values for\

raising a son.

, .

(2) Values Parents Have for Their Daughter. Parents are asked

torate t(he importance of the same:30 valuei, blAt in terms of

raising a daughter. The rating scale is a five-Point Likert

scale. , P:arents are then asked to Identify the ten most important

values for raising a daughter.

(c) .Parent Interview'

Part I. Parents and Children Talking. Parents were asked to

respond to 14 vignettes describing typical interactions or

cir umstances between parents and children. Parent§,were asked

tell the-interviewer (a) exactly whit they would say and

in_eaCh situation, (b) thetr reasoning behind their dhoosing ;

espond in.that manner, and (c) what the thoughts and feelings

of the child and'parent ach situation. The vignettes

are designed to include children of both sexes; all developmental

periods (early childhood, preadolescence and'adolesoence), and

a wide range of cfrCumstances. Parent reactions to 1.:he vignettes

themselves consistently suggested the "yalidity" of the vignettes

as they appeared to be very common events to which few parents

had difficulty 'responding.

0 Part II. The Parent Psychologist. This is a less structured

forMat with the interviewer asking the parent general, open-

ended questions on (a) child development, (b). personality

deve1opment,'(6 moral developments (d) discipline, and (e)

general home life.
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Part III. Pa-rent Sentence'Completion: Parents are asked to,.

cOmplete 13 sentences about themselves as parents.

DATA COLLECTION-

1. Gathering the Data

'= Once potentiafl sgbjects were identified,.a letter ef introduction was

sent ti,e-ach indiviaual (see Appendbc B).. This letter described the pur-
,

pose of the project, at w&Il 8s those activities the subjects would be
r

Zst4c1 to enage in (cOMpleting'a sur.Vey and an interview)'hould they choose
,

to participate. Subjectt were asked to,"iign-up".for the study by completing
%

a small formand returning ft in-a self-addressed postege-paid envelope.

Upon receiving the sign-up sheets from the subjects, in,dividual packets

were sent to mch parent. Packett tncluded the survey and a sign-Up sheet

for scheduling the parent interviews.. Again, subjects were asked to

return all this information in a postage-paid envelope. After the com-
,

4,4!,

pleted surveys were returned, interviewers were-contacted, and asked to

call 46 individual parents to schedule the exact tiffe and plaCe for the

interv4.ew. Two female intervieWers, a Black female and a Chicano female,

and three male interViewers, 6 Black male, a Chicano male and an Anglo

male were hired to do the interviewing and paired with subjects aCcording

to ethnicity and gender. When both parents 'had completed their intrviews,

each family wes sent a check in the amount' of $10.00 as compensation for

their participation.

The previdusly mentioned procedures were followed in most cases. As

time went on, though, receiving the completed surveys began to slow down'

the data collection process. Consequently, interviewers began scheduling

the interviews and either picking up the completed forms at that time, or

.asking the parents to fill them out at the time of the interview: This



/
insured getting all of the necessary dat'áon time. Some of the parents

seemed t,) need this extra bit of tructure in order to fill out the

seemingly long survey. Stil , one father who was nterviewed was uncoop-
_

erative in returning a cOmpleted survey.

2. Organizing the Data v.

Each interviewe was responsible for scoring each interview along 17

,dimensions using, a fiva-point glsoba.krating scale (see Appendix C). They

were also.respon ible for refining their notes and making summarj, comments

';-;

r-

.1

'regarding the i terview itself. Each interviewer was supplied with a coding

manual to-facilitate their scoring (see Appendix D).

tn spite of the three hours of preliminary training, a praCtice inter=

v.iew and scoring session, and a feedback session with more training, the
. .

Research Associate fopnd several inter,iewers unable,to score the protocols

without,biases°of some sort. Qne interviewer was excellent at the inter-

Niewing process itself, but her long-time experience as a case worker

fOr juvenile foster care parents °appeared byinterfere.with her judgments

, about'the parents- interviewed for this stu*. Her nterview summaries

G P
obviously followed a forRat she had been 'using f. years as a case worker.

Another male 'inte-rviewer who wa5 also an excellent interviewer simply did

46

not have the breadth °of experience or exposure to chl1dreh and parenting

necessarj to put all'of the information into context. His.naivete appeared

to interfere with his ability to make reliablejjudgments when scbring the
;

interviews. Dr. Diana Baumrind, principal investigator for the Family

Socialization and Develop ental CoMpetence Project at the University of

California at Berkeley, cautioned against rater bias in her manual for

the Rating Scales of Adolescent Children in thc following manner:



Guard against rater bias, that is, a subjective component

reflecting your characteristics rather than those of the

parrmt being rated. A common rater bias is the tendency
to avoid extreme ratings, in this case the stale points

numbered "1" and "5." To avoid this bias, it may tie helpful

to imagine a distribution for each item in which you attempt

to rate a minimum of about 10% of your parents at each of the

extreme points. Note, then, that these-ratings are normative
and require a familiarity with a sample of parents. In

general, you should have a completededata collection for about

ten parents before cttempting to do a rating (1978, p. 4).

. Budget constraints as well as a shortage of practice subjects would not have

allowed for such an extended training period for the interviewers. If

Baumrind's suggestion holds true, reliable ratings fromhithe interviewers

was an unreasonable expectation from the outset. Consequently, all of the

interview protocols were reviewed and final rarent model assignments were

made by the Research Associate. Tapes of the interviews _re also reviewed

to insure that the interview was administered according to training thrtugh-

out data collection, as well as to take extra notes on the parents' responses

to the interview questions.

The original researCh plan had not focused any particular attention

to any of the vignettes and parent respons s to them. In the process,,of

reviewing the protocols several of the vignettes appeared provoke different

patterns of respoises from parents, but it was unclear whether there was any

systematic variation in the patterns. So, the Research Associate decided

to code parent responses to these wticular vignettes and to include them

in data analyses.

The Research Associate had final responsibility of coding all of the

necessary information prior to having it keypunched.

I. Data Anal ses Procedures

1. Descriptive statistics for cleaning data as well as preliminary
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inspection of demographic characteristics and total samples'

responses to survey it-Als.

2. Condensing data--constructing single scores for parent responses

to Part II and Part III.

3. Conducting tests of significance between different independent

variables using reconstructed parent attitude scores as described

in (2) above.

4. Conducting T-tests between parents' ratings of importance of 30

dtfferent-value-s- itrrnsof boys and in terms of-girls.

5. Conducting a Chi-Square test of significance for the relationship

between parent models and selected demographic variables.

6. Conducting analyses of variance tests for attitude items on Part I

of the survey.

J. RESULTS

The final data collection and analySes was based on a sample of 30

mothers and 30 fathers. All families were intact and had an average of

three children per family. The sample included 20 Black families, 20
1.7)

White families, and 20 Chicano families. Parents from each ethnic group

were divided into two social classes, middle and low. Pe.ents in this

study had been married an average of 11 years. Over one-third of the

sample (22) reported Catholicism as their religiOus preference; 12 parents

were Baptists, 11 Were Methodists, 2 were Jewish, 3 were Protestant, 6

reported "Other," and 4 parents did not express a religious preference.

Only 2:of the 60 parents had ever participated in a parent education

course, and more than one-third of the parents did not belong to any adult

clubs or organizations. Almost all of the parents (58) described
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themselves as "healthy most of the time," and all of the parents described

their children as such. Forty-three percent (43%) of the parents responded

"yes" when asked if they had any special problems as a parent. Special

problems included topic areas related to patience, time allocation, and

discipline.

K. INTERVIEW DATA

Although it was not always easy to commit the parents to schedule the

time necessary for the parent interview, all parents indicated they enjoyed

,

that part of the data collection process. Several parents were somewhat

and reserved in the early parts of their interview. Other parents were not

shy at all', providing unsolicited "editorials" on the place of the famfly

in our society or some otner issue related to parenting. One father was

particularly vocal in his opinions of child psychology, an opinion which

may be shared by other, less vocal parents:

c.

Child psychology is crazy; it has a crazy way of disciplining

the "child. They talk about not hitting the child. Basically,

I don't go along with not hitting the child. :The old fashioned

way, "spare the rod, spoil the chjld" is still the best method.

We didn't like it when we were children, we didn't'quite under-

stand it, we thought our parents and grandparents were cruel

because they used to whip us or punish us by not allowing us to

do certain things because they took away what we thought was

best. Every generation is weaker and weaker as we have gotten

away-from real discipline. That is why we have so many problems

with teenagers. There used to be a time when.if we did anything

wrong in the neighborhood and the neighbors saw us they whipf2d

us.. If you discipline a child now that's not your own, you can

get killed. And people have been killed. "Schobls can't

discipline properly without going through a whole lot of hassles.

We got spankings when I was in school and then we got sent home

with a note and you better believe you told your parents about

it because the teacher would'for surd. sAnd we respected that

discipline, and our elders and our neighbors and our neighbors'

property. And it has changed, largely due to child psychologists...

You can't make a child resnect authority unless authority has an

opportunity to be there...as long as the authority is fair.
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Another father expressed his candid opinion about,the role-of the family

and how individual members should 'respect one another:

I really think that respect is something we lost in the 60's
to maybe the early 70's, but we have found that a family
that does, respect each other can make it through anything
no matter what the problems are. They're more willing to
give support to each other and not ridicule one another or
have petty jealousies...If you don't have your family, who
do you have to turn to? That period of 'do your own thing'
really dispersed the family.

Editorial commentaries such as these were sprinkled throughout the inter-

views, making evident the value, qualitative that it is, of interview

data.

Parent interviews were scored using a global rating scale. Scoring

resulted in each subject being assigned to a parent model: Parents'

model assignments distributed themselves in the following manner:

Authoritative (23), Authoritarian (14), Overly Permissive/Protective (1),

Confused (8), Romantic (4), and Consulting (10). The following narratives.
*

will briefly describd the five parent models-identified based on parent

profiles and excerpts from interviews occurring in the data collection.

Although the original pilot study identified seven different parenting

styles, only five of these models were predominant in this round of data

collectiOn. No parent exhibited the Behaviorist parenting style and only

one parent was identified as Overprotective. The reader is referred to

the Southwest Parent Education Resource Center Final Report, FY80 for case

descriptions of these models.

Authoritative Parent Model

The Authoritative model of child rearing was the most common parenting

style to which mothers and fathers in this study were assigned. As stated
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previously, it is not surprisingto find this kind of parent a willing

participant in a study about child rearing. As a group, these parents tend

to be conscious of their roles and have a correspondingly firm grip on.what

they expect of themselves as parents and their offspring as children. They

tend to be "strict" and identify themselves as such, though some parents

are self-conscious about this and follow their admissions of "strictness"

with varying rationalizations and justifications for being so. It seemed

as though the parents themselves were comfOrtable with their authoritative

position with the child, but intimidated by what others might think--

anticipating social disapproval ,for their position. These parents were also

simple, clear thinkers as they tended-to have fairly definite ideas and

opinions. They tended to see the child as an individual Separate in his/her

own rights, but with limited power in the family setting. They-projected

a considerable degree of warmth as pat:ents, did not tend to be overly

emotional, held a posi,tive attitude towards discipline, and tended to

back up much of what they do as parents with their own "theories" about

leanning or ohild development.

Authoritative parents,tend to place a high priority on convention

and tradition. They are likely to subscribe to the traditional "spare

the roll, spoil the chilsd" presoription for discipline which assigns con-

siderable pow2r and authority to,parents. It is impbrtant to note,

thdugh, thafthe authoritative parent does not believe in authority just

for its own sake. Instead, parental authority is defined as a means of

providing guidance and counsel--a means'by which children can benefit

from the parents' experiences. One parent described this role in the

following manner:



Pdrents need to provide guidance and not accept every
impulse that a child has. If they get too out of line,
or.too much out ,Qf boundS, parents should not accept it.
.They're not going to explain why. I really think that is
important...basically give them a, logica.1 evaluation of
what they want to do. I think that that guidance and

. counseling and the fun the family has together can help
them through the tiws when other relationship types of
problems can happen.

Several important operational assumptions are implicit in this father's.

statement. First, he indicates that although chtldren may be impulsiVe,

they are capable of being reasoned with; he also indicates Lhat, children

are resilient and don't need protecting from parental dictates. Embedded

,
within these assumptions are his "theories" about child development--chil-

dren's, intelligence, ego strength, and family bonding. This same father

went on to say:

A lot of people might think that kids' emotions are veny
fragile. I th1nk if you't2 going to be a parent, and
hopefully teach them certain morals :nd values and be-
haviors, I think they have to experience at some point
in time a little bit ofthings that are matter of fact,
they are not the.heads of the household, they do not tell
everyone what to do and no one caters all the time to
anyone's feelings or emotions. I think they have to
experience a little bit of'both of them--times of leniency
and-times of discipline. You don't go all one, way, but
you can't be jiberal about every situation either. It

has to be even.

Interestinqjy, these parents readily identify themselves as "strict"

parents. One father said he came from two schools of thought, one being

the "spare the rod, spoil the child," and the other being "that children

have feelings and intelligence and parents can reason with them." One

mother described herself as being a lot stricter than anyone else she knew,

attributing it to her older age. She reasoned that "A lot of my friends

are younger and got married too young in life and feel like they missed



something, so they are kind of letting their chirdren get away with things

I wouldn't let my children get away with." Another mother who described

herself as "fairly strict" and a "reasonably disciplined person" sometimes

had difficulty remembering her children were not adults.

.Convention and tradition influences these parents in their expectatIons

for children's behaviors outside of the home. Otifer figures of authority,

, i.e., elders and^teachers are granted full authority and disciplining rights

over their children when under their supervision. This was demonstrated

by several parents' responses to the vignette in which the spnwho had

been in an argument with his football coach and refused to play in the

championshiP game:

He (the son) would go. It's as simple as that. You never

quit, I don't care what the situation is. First of all,

the coach is the man. He is the one who gives the'instruC-

tions and orders out there. , The players don't give the.

instructions and orders. I would really 4et uptight if he

got into an argument with the coach because you just can't

do that. At 12 years old yOu havgn't learned everything

there is to learn in that situation and if he's going to

give you some instructions, you try to adhere to them and

getting angry is not a good,enough reason to quit!

Most parents tend to mix these two perspectives of "strittness" and respect

for the child's autonoMy. There is a consistent belief that children need

the close supervision and authority of parents, but not at the expense of

their developing as unique and capable individualsn

I believe 1n-discipline, but I also want to give the child

chanCe to explain and try to hear their side first. If

you are too loose with your kids, they won't have.values

and will do as they please. Let them know what you expect

and what you are not going to /61e-rate. I start teaching

them early.

These parents tend to view discipline positively, one parent defining

discipline aS "love," and another describing it as an "evolving process

of giving the child the Control and boundaries he needs."
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Par.Int responses suggest a variety of "theories" about child develop-

ment and human nature. For example, several,parents referred to the

importance of "role models" and how important it is for children to be

able "to see people who have done really well and people who have.done bad

and to understand why that person did good or bad." One parent expressed

his belief in the importance of establishing a "working relationship With

the child at a very young age" and that "children really do like to please

their.parents and when parents express their displeasure children want to

make things right." Another mother stated that a "fifteen year old already

has her personality and behavior set...my letting her go to the mall (just

to 'hang-out') will show her that her mother trusts her and because of that

she would want to do right."' This is her theory about how to develop trust

between parent and child.

In summary, authoritative parents,tend to have relatively clear ideas

about appropriate and inappropriate behavior for parents and children. They.

provide obvious "guidance and counsel" as parents, wielding their authority

as parents and elders, though not indiscriminately. They encourage their

children towards autonomy while expecting them to maintain certain standards

and guidelines of behavior. Children's .transgressions are dealt with promptly

with varying degrees of severity depending upon age and circumstanCes. These

parents definitely believe,in "discipline," describe themselves as "disci-

plinarians," and use corporal punishment as well as passive' forms of

punishment. They are conscientious parents, concerned about thei,4- children's

"self-esteem," blending their love for their children with respectful %

sternness,
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Authoritarian Parent Model

Authoritarian parents distinguish themselves from Authoritative parents

in thdir tending to be more self-centered and slightly more emotional. They

have stronger opinions regarding right and wrong and a stronger belief in

their judgment about right and'wrong. Parental authority and control are

more important to these parents; discussions are likely to be lectures and

decision making to be abrupt. Tiiere tends to be more distrust of children's

motives, as well as the motives of others. Mure than other parents, these

parents wanted to make sure their childeen "never have to suffer" and often

times relied on "lessons" when making their position on a certain issue.

Authoritarian parents describe themselves as the person in control in

the family. This type of parent has a more indiscriminate attachMent to

authority and authority figures in a very traditional manner. One parent

described herself as the kind of parent who "feels like a child should do

right and the parent should insist on it." The same parent said some of

the things she wanted her children to learn from her culture were "respect

and fear of GOd." Another parent wanted her children to learn to "always

respect older people and to experience religion.," This .same parent believe&

in children being "polite, honorable and obedient." Another pareht said if

she could give her child anything in the world, she would give him a Bible

to study." One mother described her parenting style in the following

NN
manner: -

I anraNdisciplinarian. I feel I know what is best for my

childreNnNand they will agree later in life. We talk a

lot, but 'tNtheir age it is not two sided yet, it is more

of a fecture.-.NI know what is best for them and just want

them to learn from me.

Authoritarian parents terided to use many of the same discipline methods



as Authoritative parents, but there was a certain abruptness to its adminis-

tration. Where Authoritative parents may spank their children, they also

emphasize the importance of talking with their children. Authoritarian

parents relied more on simple spanking as a sole means of intervening.

One mother responded to'the vignette describing the child coloring on the

\

walls by spanking the child, stating this was the best way for a three

year old to understand. Several Authoritarian parents responded in this
9

manper to the three year old coloring on Vie walls, where other parents

tended t6 use scolding accompanied by having the child clean up the mess

with the parent. This seeming abrupt attitude was suggested by several

parents on many of the vignettes.

Vignette 2 describes a child crying as the parents are preparing
0

to leave for the evening, to which an Authoritarian parent responded.

"I would tell him to get in there and sit down. I'm leaving and crying

will do po good. I won't baby you because it will make it worse."

Vignette 3 describes a ten-year-old girl who pretends to be sick to

avoid a math test. An Authoritarian father said he would "make her go

to school unless she was visibly vomiting," commenting that he would

have to be strong and take a leader role. An Authoritarian parent would

have insisted the ten year old go to school, but not before engaging in

the rituals of taking a temperature ( ';or talking to the child about her

anxiety about school and the math test. So, although the final .decision,

to sepdthe girl on to school, is the ame, the means by which the parents

finplement that course of action are different.

Authoritarian parents do not seem to have the same degree of trust

as Authoritative parents. They are not al; likely to trust their children
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or the "outside world." Several Authoritarian parents responded to

Vignette 9 (second grade girl who hasn't been giving her parents notes

from the teagher about her bad behavior at school) by setting a "trap"

fZr the child: "I need to let her know she isn't getting away with any-

thing. I would take her with me to put'her on the spot. If I .go to

the teacher by myself, that gives her all kinds of time to think of things

to tell me." AnOther parent suggested the same plan--"I would go to

school with her and have the child confronted with the whole ordeal with

the teacher there. I keid1W-I could catch her-off-gueTd-that-way:-I would-

have her trapped and she would learn she couldn't outfox the fox (the

father)." Where other parents may be cnncerned about the child's feeling

the need to hide something from the parents, these parents were more con-

cerned with entrapping the child to insure he/she didn't get away with

anything and learned his/her lesson.

More than other pareks, Authoritarian parents seemed to want to

prevent their children fram suftering. Several parents' responses'eto

the sentence completions suggested this theme:

I want to make sure my children :ever have to experience

hunger,or lack of clothes or othel- necessities.

I want to makc sure my children never have to go through

some of the things I went through.

I am the kind of parent who wants to give their children

all there is.

I want to make sure my children never have to suffer.

It is not clear what would motivate0Authoritarian parents to this seemingly

unrealistic, oyerly "protective" perspective, although it does appear to

be more common for this type of parent. This,altruistic but seemingly
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naive perspective may be associated with this parents! tendency to parent

with "les:ons" in life. .For example, "there ts alWays a price to pay and'.

children need to learn that," or "life is like a chess Agame,and you have

to ca.lculate each move...you can come out on top without even breaking a

sweat." It may also be related to their simpler perspective on life

coupled with a 1 mdency to be emotional. It could also be related to their

ridt seeing children as autonomous and as competent as Authoritative parents

do, fostering a seemingly patronizing attitude:

Although many of the final decisions reached by Authoritarian parents

are the same or similar to.those of the Authoritative parent, the means

by which these decisions were either presented or implemented tended to

be different. Authoritarian parents seemed to be more abrupt in their

decision making,.less interested in considering the child's perspective,

more prone to be emotional, more concerned about maintaining parental

control, and less trusting of their children and/or the outside world.

They also tended to be more "protective" of their children, in a

seemingly naive manner.

Consulting Parent Model

Consulting parents differ.from other parents in their tendency to

consider the child's perspective more consistently. Their separation
0

from the child makes it easier for them to allow the child to make more

individual decisions and for the parent to play an advisory role. Thls

is not to say that consulting parents do not have certain standards and

guidelines which theyikmly enforce, similar to Authoritative parents.

Consulting parents are not overly emotional, they tend to see several

options to various situations, are highly cognizant that their personalities
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can affect their childre, and are likely to emphas, ize fhe importance of

self,responsibtlity in their children.
".

Consulting parents don't want to influence their children in situ-

ations where individual responsibility is at stake. -They want their

children to 'grow up feeling conf.ident of .themselves and.their ability to

make their own-decisions. Unlike other parents who may want t eir

dren to learn individual respOnsibility, by experiencing the "cold cruel

Agorld as it really is," these parents gently push their children.towards

personal respanlbility. One father responded to Vignette 3 (young girl

pretends tebe sick.to avoid a math test) by <lasing. thedaughter to go to

schogILfurther commenting that kie "may even write a note to the teacher
,

about 'matching' her for being sick. Sometimes children just need a

77-

little extra. attention." Consulting paylents tended o interpret

Vignette 8 (child performs chore poorly and expects payment) in terms

of their own responsibility. Although they felt the importance of their

children learning to take' pride in their work, rather than presume the

child's negative intentions, they would give the child the benefit of

the doubt:

or,

I would pay him. At his age he wouldn't understand how
well it was supposed to be done. If I thought the job

was purposefully done wrong, I wouldn't pay him. But

pointing out his mistakes wouldn't accomp)ish anything
but positive. fie, is probably feeling proud of himself.

o

My first thought would be not to give the money. But

I would probably think about it and give him.the money
and how -he does better the next time when I would be

more specific about my instructions and supOortive of

what was done if it. was th.,: child's best effort.

In general, consulting parents are-not emotionally reactive, Several



parents' responses to Vignette 7-(four-year-old girl under bedcovers with

clothet off) and Vignette 1 (coloringun the wa21s) and Vignette 4 (boy

frustrated with puzzle who calls parents stupid) Wa,/t6/ laugh. There was,

a seeming atceptance of-chjldren simpl.i/ being "child..-eW and that wall

coloring, exploring bodies, and temper tantrums were all expected, and

therefore accepted behavior. Although the children may have been diSCi-

plined or reprimanded, it was light and off handed. Several-consulting

...

parents expressed concern atout the child in Vignette 4 Having.to go to

such ''.engths to get their attention.. They alsotended tosuggest the chil-

dren under the bedcovers to get dressed and "play a new game."

ConsultinO parents carve.out a difficult role for themsetves as

advisors. This perspective presumes that children are able to make many

decisions on their own, as well as requiring the parent to step out of

those'decisions childrennake with which they disagree. This advisory role

is closely related to their emphasis on personal responsibiliy. Consulting

Oarents describe children as active, loving, trying, gifts, learning beings,

open to what there is to know, sensitive, capable of the full range of

adult emotions. One father was willing to let his son decide whetheror

not to finish the football season (Vignette 6) but commented that "parents

really have to know the history of the child to *now what to do...sometimes

the pdrent really must judge what the child really wants tc do--it is a

test of your knowledge of the child." This parent was sensitfve to the

child really wanting the father: to guide him in a decision that he himself

was too angry to make.

Vignette 12 describes a seventeen-year-old boy wanting to drop out

of school to work full time. Consulting parents said they would ",advise
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hThi not to," "counsel him .otherwise," or "strongly encourage him to stay

in school," commenting on.the difficulty of accepting the actuality of

such a decision. Consulting parents seem to strive towards viewing their

children as separate individuals capable of considerable independence and

deserving of personal privacy. The following is a father's response to

Vignette 14 (parent discovers sixteen year old masterbating in his room).

A

I would drop the school books off and leave. He is

sixteeen and I have no religious or moral compulsion

regarding masterbation. He is going to be embarrassed;

.I don't need .to tellghim what my generation was told.

It is a personal, private thing. To me, that question

is equal to what someone would do if I walked in the

- room and he was kneeling and praying--I would still

drop the books off and leave.

Consulting parents describe themselvesas "loose" or "leaing tre

leash out a little more than others," "believer in children," or some-

one who likes them as people." One mother said, "You get what you give.

I try to give the kids a little more respect than they may even deserve.. .

I try to be,loving, respectful, honest, and to communicate with them .

hoping that itopill come back toae." In this sense, conniting parents

may be more flexib,le than Authoritative pareqts, just as Atithoritahan

parents are less flexible. Overall Consulting parents emphasize individual

responsibility and decision making, groom their children in these valUes

,

early on, attempt to "advise" rather than "command," are likely to be

less emotional than other parents,and trYtosee the child's perspective

as much as possible. Acting as a consultant may bring more strain during

those times when a child may make a decision which the 'parent feels is nOt .

4

a-good decision.

r,
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. Romantic Parent Model

The Romantic parents,interviewed inCluded three mothers. More.than

(
other parents, thpy held a more idealized notion of children. Romantic

parents would subscribe to the image of children al "blossor*g flowers"

or "natural spirits best left alone." They want to protect their children

from outside influences based on their belief in the natural strength arid

goodnes§ of chdldren, rather than a belief in their "frailty." Romantic

parents appear to follow the tradition of Rouseau strongly in this sense.

Romantic parents enjoy the creativity and expressiveness of children; they

encourage children's free spirit!; and are inclined to view many behaviors

(which other parents may find obnoxious or taxing) from that perspective.

Romantic parents are Ansequently more tolerant and flexible than many

parents in certain situations; they may also take seemingly "unorthodox"

points of view in certain matters.

Romantic parents believe children are a "beautiful experience."

They see children as born with "clean souls," or as one mother put it,

At.

"they are like fly paper that a lot of things get stuck.to as they grow

up." Romantic parents would be suspicious-of parenting by reading a book,

feeling that the nature of children could not really be captured. One

mother expressed this sentiment, have read a lot of books and find them

disgusting...no two children forlow,the same development and I think books

fruStrate.parents because theymake parents'expect their children:to'be

just like the books. I think I could have learned more from other parents

than from the books I read."

Two of the Romantic parents were the only parents to allow the child

in Vignette 3 to stay home for the day rather than take the math test.



One mother simply stated that taking the test wasn't that imikrtant, and

that although she was a strong believer in learning she was not a strong

believer in formal education. This was a mother who had been living in

a log cab,in on a farm which she and her husband had built. Her family

had just recently-65Ned to Austin and were having to adjust to being in

a city. The-other mother, who allowed the child to stay home from school

just felt if the child was that upset she needed to stay home.

Ali thr:ee mothers had candid responses to Vignette 7 in which the

four year old is under the bedcovers% The mother who recently moved to-

Austin said she, wouldn't do anything. She and her husband share a communal

philosophY_of:life and nudity is not awkward for-any members of their

family. Having grown up in the woods on a farm, the children have had to

become more disCrete since moving to Austin. Another mother said she

would not make them ashamed, but Would feel a need to teach them what

others expect when children.play together. This mother said she wouqd

tell them, "If you want to find out about your body and anyone else's

body, there are some really good books that I could show you," and pursue

their ihierest in that manner. The other mother said she would simply

tell everybody to let dressed to go fOr an ice cream cone and say-nothing

else.

More than otherparents, 'Romantic.parents believe in the frinate
'

goodness orchildren. In the words df one mother:

People have tickers...you have these little things inside

you since you are born that says you should do somethings

and shouldn't do other things. Tpo many times you follow

a parent's advice or do what other people expect you to

do--you succumb to outside influence and you don't follow

your ticker. I think personality is your ticker. If you

would go with your ticker, you would be a lot better off.
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This mother continued to refer to her notion of "tickers," stating that.

her job as a parent was to help her children feel good enough about them-
.

selves to learn to liSten to their own, naturally "right" ticker. It 1

is this kind of belief in the internal goodness of children that motivates

the Romantic parent. de or she is very loyl to children in general; the

Romantic parent will work hard to create the kind of environment they feel

is most conducive for-positive development of a child's self-esteem.

Romanticparents arte loyal to a child's perspective and legitimizes it

whenever possible, Unlike permissive parents, though, a Romantic parent

will not .leta child abuse privileges or take advantage of a situation.

Romantic parents %ire not so ideal as to lose sight of their own role as

adults and parents.

Confused Parent Model

Confused parents distinguish themselves by not having a distinctive

parenting style. These parents stand out in a couple of ways. They tend

to be less Organized thinkers, contradicting themselves within a single

statement sometimes, aS well as subscribing to seemingly naive prescriptions

for child rearing'. Several of the parents assigned to this model_also

tended, to ramble when responding to questions, losing track of the original

question. Tiiey are often more emotional, tending to'react to sjtuationS

rather than responding to them. They also appear to be More "pressed" by

outside circUmstances--to.the point of being preoccupied.

Statements Made by Confused parents seemed to reflect muddled thinking

at times. For example, a mother-red-nded to Vignette 11 (young son caught

fighting at school) by saying she woUld "...tell my-son not hit anyone first.

However, if he should be hit he needs 'to be able to defend himself. However,
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if it is just involvirig name calling, this doesh't justify a.fight...he has

to learn to defend hiiiiself in preparation for any cut-throat experiences he

may have to face in this world." This mother's position on fighting is not

wholly clear; in fact, it appe'ars to change the more she talks. A father

responded to Vignette 5 (tired parent asked to come to child's room to see

something) with a similar ,kind of double message. "It would really ham to

be important before I moved. I really wouldn't be interested in it. But

I need to show more interest at that time because I can't make up for it

later on." Although the father seems to sense that,his paying attention

to the child is important, it is also apparent he isn't intereSted enough

to do so. This same father responded to Vignette 9 (child caught not

giving her parents notes from the teacher) by arranging a kind of "trap"

for the child so she couldn't "lie her waycdut." He ended his response

by stating he tried to encourage his children to tell him "what's going

dn." The father did not seem to recognize the dilemma the child might
_

_experience-ih-feeling his encdU-ragement on the one hand and the entrapment

on the other.

Confused parents also presented somewhat simplier or naive inter-

pretations of children's behaviors and child rearing models. One mother

responded to several of.thevignettes by getting angry and yelling,

explaintng, "I yell because it is more effective to show the kids they

did wrong.6 She believes the only w4.children wili,"get the message" js

by her showing anger. 'She responded to Vignette 13 (10 year old caught

taking mother from mother's purse) by saying her chtldren do that a lot

and_she screams at them,. gets angry and tells them "not to do that," and

although the screaming and yelling doesn't appear to work, she continues
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to do s6. One father responded to Vignette 2 (6 year old crying as parents

are leaving for the night out)- by listing a whole series of strategies

ranging from simply telling the child where they were going and when they

would return, to direct persuasion, to formal bribery, to threatening

punishment unless he stopped crying immediately. His fina.1 comment was

that "he would feel flattered that he (the son) wants'his father around."

The father appears to be flattered by an apparent sign of immaturity, and

then'fee3s compellq to rectify the situation through whatever means

possible. This same father was the only parent to respond to Vignette 11

(6 year old caught fighting) by asking who won the fight, stating rIf you're

going to fight-you should go all out." If his &on had lost, this father

would give him some pointers. The father added that if it had been a little

girl he would tell her not to fight and would send a note:to the teacher

tn_fanning-h4mther-thet-hi§ da ghter was being picked on.
_------------- li

,

Confused/p4rents often displayed highly emotional reactions to the

vignettes. The,j, get angry, holler, scream, express "shdck," etc. Some

of the Confused parents just seemed\to have a different emotional "pitch"

than other.parents. This may be rela d to their seeming preocCupation

with outside circumstances. Several Co fused parenti were under con-

siderable financial strain; one father ha recently been injured in a

construction accident and had been out of, ork for a while. Another

father seeMed to have a'chipson. hiS shoulde and emphasized the importance

of surviving, in the,world. 'He got into a 1 ng dis'cussiofi about his being

the only on-union employee out of 300-400 wiprkers. Another couple in

which bot parents manifested a confused parnting style had a living

arrangemen in whichthe father worked at niight and cared for the children
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during the day while the-Mbther worked in the day and cared for the chil-

dren at night. This arrangement would likely strain both the parenting

roles and the marital roles of the adults.

Confused parents seem to be "confused" in general. They do not

express themselves as clearly es other parents, shifting perspectives and

focus throughout the interviews and sometimes mithin a single statement.

They also appeared to be.more affected by extenuating circumStances,that

may have distracted them from their parenting role. One mother described

her parenting style as "haphazard--like my housekeeping." Another mother.

described her style as "simple and4in between,modern and old-fashioned--

mean and nice." Both self descriptions denote"uncanny accuracy. Confused

paiAents do not seem.to be guided by any particular set of standards or any

partidirar philosophy of life. This kind of piecemeal parenting may be

related to the tendency to.be emotional in certain parent-child situations.

It is difficu:t to say whether the Confused parenting style is a transition

point for parents or a life style. For some of the parents, it appears to

be the latter.

L. SURVEY DATA - DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
mr

1. Attitudes about Family Life

The parents participating in the survey generally reported positive

attitudes about parenting (see Table 1). Their responses to survey items

probing Attitbdes.about family'life had a particularly positive tone. As'

,

a group, these parents strongly agree mith,the statement, "I,feel good'

about the future of our famiTy." They feel that they'are good parents,

that their spolises are good parents, and that as a Couple they are more

likely than hot to be in agreement about how to raise their children.
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TABLE 1
ATTITUDES ABOUT FAMILY LIFE

1. I feel good about the future of our family.

2. Our family members are so busy with their own friends
trid their own interests that we hardly get together
anymore.

3. I get a lot of enjoyment from our family.

4. Parents themselves are to blame for how ttleir children

turn out.

5. I thiak boys and girls should be raised differently.

6. I like to invite friends to our house.

7. I get angry when I can't buy things for my family.

,

8. For the-sake of children, parents.should stay together
even if they are unhappy. .

9. My spouse and I agree on how to raise the children.

10. Parents shoUld always be ready to make sacrifices
,foetheir children.

11. The pebple in our house argue too much. ,

12. I am satisfied with the amount of time our family has
together.

1.3. A woman with small children ShoUld not work unless it
is absolutely necessary. 0

` 14. Raising children has been harder than I expected.

15. I think I am a .good parent.

16. Friends feel comfortable in our home.

17. Our family Aoes not turn to each otherwhen they need
help.

I

18. The man should be the main supporter of the family.

19. I am satisfied with the way our family solves its
problems.

20. I feel like we never get ahead, no matter how hard we
try.

21. Our family has Ilmost everything,it needs to.be happy.

22. it is important for parents to have their own lives
and interests, even if it means Spending less-time

,
with their children%

23. Our children feel comfortable having Iheir friends
visit at our house. ..

24., I tiii'ilk my spouse is,a goad parent:

25. I hope our children will make more whey than their
A parents.

26. The people in our house show how much they care about
each other.

27. Parents should provide their children with some
privacy.

28. In today's world, everyone needs help rearing their
chjldren.

4

29. Parents should leave their children alone as much as
possible.

30. Strict, old-fashioned discipline and upbringing,are
still the best ways to raise children.

1 241-0

7 Mode

4.4 5

2.2 2

4.4 5

3.1 2 (4)

2.7 2 (4)

-..,

3.9 4

2.9 4

2.0 2

3:5 4

3.2 4

2.5 '2

3.1 4

3.0 2

3.1 2

4.0 4

4.1 4

1,8 2

3.0 2

3.7 4

2.8 2

3.5 4

2.9 . 4

4.0 4

4.4
...

J4

3.8.

4.2 4

4.3

3.7 4

1.8

3.0 3



They feel that their families have, most everything they need to be happy

and that they can turn to other family members when they need help. Their'

responses suggest that the family,atmosoherb in these parentshoMes is

warm and friendly--arriily members don't argue too much, friends feel

comfortable in their homes and their children feel comfortable inviting

friends over, and family members show each other how much they cPre

about each other. These parents also tend to reflect relatively "current"

thinking regarding marriage and divorce. For example,' this group of

parents-does not-agree that parents should stay together for the sa,ke of

their children even if they are unhappy. They were also very neutral in

their agreeing with the dictum that strict, old-fashioned discipline and

upbringing are still the best ways to raise children. They did however,

tend to believe that parents should always be ready to make sacrifices

for their children.

-Two items on the attitudes about family life portion of the survey

resulted'in a bi-modal distribution suggesting that these parents had

relatively strong opinions about thesce items. Parents tended td agree

or disagree,that parents themselves are to blame foi- how their children

turf) out. They showed the same pattern of responses in agreeing or

disagreeing that boys and girls should be raised differently. Apparently,

parents. have strohger and more divergent opinions about those two iSsues.

Finally, although parents' responses were very positive overall, this,
7

optimism'is.cast.in'the majoritk of the parents agreeing that in today's ,

World, everyorie needs helvrearing their ch4,1dren.. So, althoUgh they-feel'

,
good about themselves as parents and the future of their family, there

appears to be full acknowledgment that parenting is a difficult and de-

manding task.
3
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2. Attitudes about Community Life

This portion of the survey was designed to tap parent attitudes

regarding their community--the immediate neighborhood, local schools,

and their Participation in community activities. ResponSes to this

section of the survey were consistently positive. Parents agreed with

positive statements about the quality of their general environment--that

there were nice parks and play areas in their neighborhoods, that their

neighborhoods were safe, that they can depend on-their neighbors for help

when they need it, and that they like their neighbors. Parents strongly

a9reed to feeling comfortable in their children's schools-. The lowest

rating'anypitem received was a neutral rating; two items fell into this

.category: "People in this neighborhood stick together': and "I participate

in community activities." Mode and mean responses on these two items

were neutral. (see Table 2).

Parents,and Chilchn Talking

Part III of the survey asked parents to rate the difficulty of dis-

cussing 18 different topics with their children. A five-point scale,

where I was easy and 5 was difficult, was used for rating. No topic

received a mean rating greater tha\ n 2.6 with 1 beIng the modal response
,

for all 18 topics (see Table. 3), This suggest8 that this group of parents
- . .

have little or no difficulty communicatihg with their:children.

Given that notOpic received a mean,difficdlty. rating-,of 3,-this

groupoof ParentSrated Pdeath," a-nd "hothoSeXuy" a'S -the thOst difficult

items for thew to discuss with their childrert. bttler items receivihg a

minimum mean scoreof 2.0 included "family problems,your personal faults,"

. 9 "Your own.feelings and emotiOns,". "sex," and "btrth control." Topics
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TABLE 2
ATTITUDES:ABOUT COMMUNIY LIFE

There are nice parks and play areas in

Mode

our neighborhood. 3.7 4.0

2. I worry about my children when they ai*

out playing in the neighborhood: 3.0 2.0

3. The parents in this neighborhood do a good

job of ra-ising their children. 3.2 44)

4. I live in a safe neighborhood. 3,6 4.0

5. I feel good about the education my children

are getting. 3.7

6. I can depend on my neighbors for he)p when.

I need it.
a

3.7 '4.0

7.' I would move out of this neighborhood if

I could. 2.5 " 2.0

8. The people living in this neighborhood
stick together. 3,1 3.0

9. I participate in community activities. 3.0 3.0

10. I can share my problerrs with at least one

person in the neighbo;nood. 3.3 4.0

11. I know many people in my neighborhood. 3.3 4.0

12. I have met my children's teachers. 4.2' 4.0

13.., I feel comfortable going-to my children's
schoqls. 4.4 5.6

I like my neighbors. 3.9 4.0
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, TABLE 3
PARENTS AND CHILDREN TALKING

0

Death 2.5

2. Homosexuality 2.6

3. Family problems 2.2

4. Money- 1.7

5. Your own personal faults
.t. 2.2

.

6. Smoking cigarettes 1.4

7. Using drugs, 1.4

8. Drinking alcohol 1.4

9. Religibn 1.5

10. Your own feelings and emotions 2.0°

11. Sex 2.2

12. Child's problems at schooT 1.6

13. Love 1.3

14. Morality 1:4

15. Values 1.4

16. Birth control 2.2

17. Dating 1.7

18, ,Choice,of friends', 1.8
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related to sexuality or the parents' personal concerns appear to be' the

most difficult topic areas for parents to discuss with their children,

although no topic was rated particularly difficult. In spite of the

apparent ease these parents reported regarding'their degree of comfort

with discussing certain topics with their children, their.actual ability

to commurficate effectively was not measured. One would'think that in-

creased comfort would lead tosincrease'd effectiveness, but this was not

include0.as a criteria on the °survey.

Parents' Concerns About Raising Children

On Part IV of the survey parents were asked to agree or disagree.

with 14 different statements reflecting various concerns of parents.. 'A

five-7point rating scale, where,1 is strongly disagree and 5 is-4strongly

agree, was uied. Responses to this part of the qUestionnaire suggest

that this group of parents have little or'no cqncern About how strict

they are With-their children, their children dropping'out of sdhool or

whether dr not their children will get good jobs when they are older

(see Table 4). .PArents' responses do indicate they are somewhat con-

cerned about violence on Tv, the possible bad influence that other
0

people may have on their children, the foods their children eat, the

amount Of time they spend with their children (ladk of time), and teen-

age pregnancy. Responses to four items peoduced bi-modal'distributions.

Parents were just As 'likely to agree as disagree with statements apout

their feeling like they push their children, their feel{ng guilty When

they can't buy th.O.Igs fortheir children,-and theirsetting a bad example

for their children. Parents were either neutral or disagrekd with the

statement "I will be hurt if my children move far away when they are older."
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TABLE 4
CONCERNS ABOUT RAISING CH/LDREN

.0Mode

1. I feel like I push my children. 2.9 2 (4)

2. I feel guilty when I can't buy things for
my children. 2.9 2 (4)

I. feel like I am too strict with my children. 2.5 2

4. I mirry about my children dropping out of
school when they are older.,. 2.4 2

5. I worry about my children not being able to
get good jobs when they are older. 2.5 2

6. I think violence on TV is bad for children. 3.7 4

7. -I worry about my children being badly
influenced by other people. - 3.2 4

8, I worry.about my children not going to college. 2.6 2

' 9. I worry about the kinds of food my children eat. 3.5 4

10. I feeT like I should spend more time with my
children. 3.4 4

11. I worry about my'children becoming involved
with drugs. 3.1 4

12. I worry about setting a bad example for my
children. 3.1 4 (2)

13. I will.be hurt if my children move far away
when they are older 2.4 3 (2)

. I worry abolit 'my children becoming parents
when they are too young. 3.4

a
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fn summary, parenti' appear to be relatively unconcerned about

'questions related to their children's overall future, i e., the parents'l

feel their children will go to college and get good jobs. When asked

about specific concerns, overall ratings increased. Drugs, nutrition,

early pregnancy, outside influences, and limited time were specific

concerns\for 6is group of parents.

Vanes-Parehts Have for Their Sons and Daughters
4

In this section.of the survey parents, were asked to rate the importance

of thirty different values in terms of their sons amd and in terms of their

daughters. Importance was measured using a I (low) to 5 (high) Likert

scale% ',Reviewing the meaq ahd mode scores on Table 5, it i"-s apparent that4

parents rated of the thirty values very high. The parents rated

honesty, considering othVrs, dependability, being a good listener, and

P

being able to adapt to change with a mean rating of 4.5 or greater and a

mode score of 5 for both sons and daughters. Values which were rated

lowestin importance included making a lot of money, being popular, and '

being aggressive (see Table 5 and Table 6).

, Parents were also asked to choose the ten most important values they

7 held for raising a son and for raising a daughter (see Table 7 and-Table 8).

Although the rank ordering was different, parents tended to rate the same

ten values as most important for raising a son or a daughter. Values

commonly listed in the top ten rankings included honesty, intereSt in

learning, consideration of others, dependability, ability to adapt to

change, bein.6 affectionate, respecting authority, and being able to support

themselves. There were several differences in the importance rarffings of

values that may be noteworthy, Where honesty was the number one ranked
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TABLE 5
VALUES PARENTS HAVE FOR THEIR SONS 6

1. to be honest

2. to have good manners

3. to respect authority

4. to marry and have children

5. to control his emotions

6. to be interested in learning

7. to make a lot of money

8. to speak out in front of others

9., to be loyal to his f.amily

10. to be popular

11. to be a hard worker

12. to be able to defend himself

13. to be affectionate

14. to be religious

15. to be considerate of others.

16. to be dependable

17. to be neat and clean

18. to be able to support himself

19. to always save money

20. to be ambitious

21. to enjoy relaxing and playing'

22. to have a close sexual relationship when
he is old enough

23. to understand the feelings of others

24. to be a good listener

25. to be aggnessive

26. to be able to tolerate high stress

27. to keep physically fit

28. to have tlose friends

29. to set high goals

30. to be able to adapt to change.
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4.9 5

4.4 5

4.2 5

3.6 3

3.6 3

4.7 4

3.1 3

3.7 3

4.4 5

2.8 3

4.5 5

4.2 5

4.4 5

3.8 4

4.8 5

4.8 5

4.4 5

4.6 5

3.6 4

4.1 4

4.2 , 4

3.4 3

5

4.5 5

4

4.0 5

4.3 5

4.1 5

4.4 4

4.5 5



TABLE 6
VALUES PARENTS HAVE FOR THEIR DAUGHTERS

1. to be Oonest

..9 2. to have good manners

3. to respect auLhority

4. to marry and have children

5. to control her emotions

6. to be interested in learning

7. to make a lot of money

8. to speak out in front of others

9. to be loyal to her family

10. to 'Je popular

11. to be a hard worker

12. to be dole to defend herself

13. to be affectionate

14. to be religious

15. to be considerate of -thers

16. to be dependable

17. to be neat and clean

18. to be able to support herself

19. to always save money

20. to be ambitious

21. to enjoy relaxing and playing

22. to have a close sexual relationship when

she is old enough

23. to understand the feelings of others

24. to be a good listener

25. to be aggressive

26. to be able to tolerate high stress

27. to keep physically fit

28. to have close friends

29. to set high goals

30. to be able to adapt to change
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4.2 5

3.2 4

3.6 4

4.7 5

3.1 3

3.5 3

4.4 5

3,70 3

4.4 5

4.0 4
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4.4 5

3.9 4

4.7 5

4.7 5

4.4 5

3.6 4
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TABLE 7

IMPORTANCE RANKING OF VALUES
PARENTS HAVE FOR RAISING A SON

Value

to be honest

to be interested in learning

to be considerate of others .

to be a hard worker

to be dependable

to be able to adapt to change

to be loyal to his'famtly

to be religious

to be affectionate

to be able to support himself

to respect authority °

to have good manners

to set high goals 7

tu.understand the*feelings of others

to be ambitious

to be neat and clean
.

to enjoy relaxing and playing

to be a good listener

to have close friends

to be able to defend himself

to'keep physically fit

to be aggressive

to control,his emotions

to be able to tolerate high stress

to have a close sexual relationship when
he is old enough

to speak out in front of others

to marry and have children

to make a lot of money

to always save money

to be popmlar
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Ranking Raw Score

1 49

2 42

2 42

3 34

4 27

5 26

5 26

6 24

7 22

8 21

9 20

9 20

10 19

11 18

12 16

13 15

13 15

13 15

14 13

15 11

15 11

16 8

17 7'

18 6

19 5

20 4

21 1

21 1

21 1

22 0
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TABLE 8
IMPORTANCE RANKING OF VALUES

PARENTS HAVE FOR RAISING A OAUGHTER

Value Ranking Raw,Score

to be considerate of others
1 38

to be interested in learning
2 35

to understand the feelings of others 3 30

to be able to support herself
4 28

to be dependable
4 28

to be a hard worker
5 27

to be affectionate
6 25

to be neat and clean
7 24

to-be able to adapt to change 8 22

to be honest
9 21

to respect authority
10 19

to.be ambitious
10 19

to be loyal to her family
11 ,18

to have good Manners
11 18

to be a good listener
12 16

to set high goals
13 15

to keep physically fit
14 14

to enjoy relaxing and playing
14 14

to control her emotions
15 13

to have close friends
16 12

to be religious
17 11

to be able to tolerate high stress 18 9
1---

to be aggressive
18 9-

to be able to defend herself
19 8

to have a close sexual relationship when

she is old enough
20 7

to marry and haveschildren
21 3

to be popular
22 2

to always save money
22 2

to make a lot of money
22 2

to speak out in front of others 23 1
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value foLboys, it was rated ninth for g41s; family loyalty and being

1

religious were also ranked considerably nigher for raising a son than

raising a daughter. Values which were ,anked much higher for girls than

for boys Were "understanding the feeli gs of others," and "to be able

to support'herself." The difference in ranking for the latter value is

tf)

,not as easily interpreted 4s the former given the differential sex role

sOcialization for boys and for girls. The high ranking of being self-

supporting for girls than for boys may in fact be a reflection of a kind

of reactionary thinking--a kind of over, compensation for society's .

historical response to women who are financially independent.

M. STATISTIC)* ANALYSES OF DATA

Statistical tests Of significance were conducted on different parts

of the survey to identify differential effects of social class, parent

gender, and ethnicity. In the first series of analyses parents' attitudes

about family life were used as the dependent variable. A three-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed dsing ethnicity, parent gender,

and social class as 'the independent variables and parents' ratings of

agreement with the statement, "I think my spouse is a gqod parent." There

was 4' significant two-way interaction with ethnicity and sacial class,

f = 3.52, df = 2, p < .05 as well as a significant three-way interaction

between ethnicity, parent gender, and social clast (f = 3.05, df = 2,

p < .05) (see Table 9)'. The mean scores suggest that there is little or

no social class difference between White mothers' and fathers' ratings

of their spouse as a good parent, but lower SES Blacks and higher SES

Mexican Americans rate their spouses higher than middle SES Blacks or

lower SES Mexic'an Americans. 'the two highest ratings of spouses as gOod

136
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TABLE 9

A THREE-WAY ANOVA: PARENT ATTITUDES
ABOUT THEIR SPOUSE BEING A GOOD PARENT

BY ETHNICITY, SOCIAL CLASS AND PARENT GENDER

Sum of
S uares. df

Meat).

Squares

.

Sig. of

Ethnicity

Social Class

c.

Parent Gender

Ethnicity x Social Class

Ethnicity x Parent Gender

Social Class x Parent Gender

Ethnicity x 'Social Class
x Parent Gender

Explained ,

.. ..

Residual

.02

.108

.19

2.10

.38

.001

2.03

4.81

___15..._fi0-4-7-----

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

11

.010

.108

.19

1.05

.19
,

.001

1.01

.43

-.13----

.04

.32

.58

3.15

.57

.004

3.05

1.32

.96

.57

.45

.05*

.57

.947

.05*

.24,

__

*p < .05
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parents were 6S/ lower SES Bl:ack fathers and higher.SES Mexican AMerican

fathers (see Table 10). Lov;fer SES Mexican American fathers produced the

lowest -mean rating of their Spouse as a good parent (7 = 4.0)., It should

be noted that the rating scale was 1-5, so a mean scare of 4.0 is. still a

high rating. 'The pattern of results suggest that'social class makes a

difference about how different ethnic groups regard their spouse andthat

these differences are further delineated when broken down by parent gender.

A three-way analysis of variance was conducted using ethnicity, social

class, and parent gender as independent variables and.parents' attitudes

regarding the following statement, "It is important for parents to have

their own lives and interests, even if it means spending-less time'with

the chi 1 dren . " There was a s i ni fi c_ant_mai-pef-fe-etfore-th f = 4.1,

df =02, p < .02) and social class (f = 3.9, df = 1, p < ..05) (see Table 11)

Means scores suggest that White parents feel Sighificantly dlfferent than

Blacks or Mexican Americans in,their attitude a6out this statement as they

were inclined to agree with this statement where the latter groups of

parents were inclined to disagree. Social clasS differences resulted in

lower SES parents tending to disagree with the statement and middle SES

parents tending to agree (see Table 12 for mean scores).

A three-way analysis of variance was conducted using ethnicity, social

class, and parent '§ender as independent variables and parent responses to

the statement, "The man should be the main supporter of the family."

Significant main effects, occurred for ethnicity (f = 5.3, df = 2, p < .009)

.and parent gender (f = 4.5,, df = 1, p <.04) (see Table 13). As a group,

Mexican American parents tended to disagree with this statement where Blacks

and Whites tended to agree. Lower income Black fathers had the highest
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Social Class

Lo

Mid

TABLE 10

MEAN SCORES FOR PARENTS' ATTITUDES ABOUT
THEIR SPOUSE BEING A GOOD PARENT BY

ETHNICITY, SOCIAL CLASS AND PARENT GENDER

White

Ethnicity

Black Chicano

Mother Father Mother

.)

Father Mother Father

4.6 4.4 4.2 5.0 4.2 4.0
,

4.4

_

4.4 4.4 4.2 4.4, 5.0

4.45 X = 4.45

139
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TABLE 11

A THREE-WAY ANOVA: PAREWW, ATTITUDES
.

, \ ABOUT-"LIVING THeIR 00 LIVES"
BY ETHNICITY, SOCIAL CLASS A D PARENT GENDER

,

(-

Sum of Mean
S uares df S uares

Ethnicity . .

Social Class

Parent Gender '"

.9.31-

4.50

.10

2

1

1

4.66

4.50

.10,
,

4.10

3.91

.09

.02*

05*

.77

e,thnicity x Social Class .23 2 .11 rpj0' .91

Ethnicity x Parent Gender 1.02 2 .51 .45 .64

Social Class x Parent Gender 1.80 1 1.80 1.60 .22

Ethnicity x Social Class
x Parent Gender 1.30 2 .64 :56

Explained - 18.18 11 1.65 1:45 .1,8

i

Residual 53.55 47 1.14

*p < .05
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Social Class

Mid

TABLE 12
MEAN SCORES FOR PARENTS ATTITUDES ABOUT
"LIVING THEIR OWN LIVES" BY ETHNICITY,

SOCIAL-CLASS AND PARENT GENDffR

Ethnicity

Black Chicano

Mother Father

r

'Mother Father Mother Father

3.4 2.8 2.4 2.8 2.8 1.8

3.5 . 4.0 , 3.0 3.2 2.6 2.8

= 4.45 .7 =4.45
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TABLE 13

A THREEWAY ANOVA: PARENT ATTITUDES ABOUT MEN BEING
THE PRIMARY SUPPORTERS OF THEIR FAMILIES

BY ETHNICITY, SOCIAL CLASS AND PARENT GENDER
,

SUm of
S uares-

Mean
df SQuares

Sig. of

Ethnidfty

Social Class

Pdiment Gender
,

14.96

,

4.11 ,

6.44

2

1

1

7.48

4.11

6.44

5.30

2.90

4.55

.009**

.09

.04*

Ethnicity x Social Class .84 2 .42 .30 .75.

Ethnicity x Parent Gender 1.63 2 .82 .58 .57

Social Class x Parent Gender ..00 1 .00 .00 .99,

Ethnicity x Social Class ---

x Parent Gender
,

ExPlained,

'' 6.90

.34.38

2

11

3.45

3.13

2.43

2.21

.10,

.03

Residual 66.60 47. 1.42

*p < .05
**p < .01
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r
group mean score of 4.5 suggesting strong agreement with this statement.

, 4

, ,

There were two sets of..parents, middle SES Whites and lower SES Blacks

that had markedly different mean ratings. MiddIe5ES WhfIelmothers tended

,
to disagree where their husbands tended

,
to agree. The same pattern existed

between Black lower income mothers.and fa herswhere the difference between

mean scores was 1.8 and 1.7, respectivelyr Means scores for mothert and .

fathers for all groups suggest that mothers do not agree that their husbands

should be the main'supporters of their families where the fathers feel they

should provide 'Primary support for fheir familes. These results would

appear to reflect more liberal attitudes .oh the part of the mothers regarding

traditional roles for males and females in Our society. It may also reflect
get

the fact that most of the mothers in thiscIstudy worked full or part time

and may be more'inclined to have a more liperal attitude (see Table 14 for

means scores).

A three-way analysis of variance was conducted using ethnicty, social

class, and parent gender as independent variables and 'degree of parent

agreement with the st-Aement, "A woman with small childremsbould not work

unless it is absolutely necessary" as the'depeodent variable jhere was a

significant main effect for social class (f df = 1,,p '<-'.01) and-a

significant interaction effect for ethnicity and soctal class (f = 4.2,

df = 2, p < .02) (see Table 15). Lower SES mothdrs and fathers tended to

agree that mothers with small children should not 'work = 3.4) where

middle SES parents did not (i = 2.4). W ere there was little or no 4ff-

ference in-mean scores by social class for Mexican American-parents, Black

lower SES parents had a mean score of 4.0,and mddle SES Black.parents -had

a mean score of 2.0.: The same pattern existed by social class for White
I .
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TABLE 14 _-

MEAN SCORES FOR PARENT ATTITUDES ABOUT MEN BDING
THE PRIMARY'SUPPORTERS OF THEIR FAMILIES BW.
ETHNICITY, SOCIAL CLASS AND PARENT GENDER'

. \

Social Class
A

Mid

6r

White

Ettlnicity

Black

-9 *

Chicano

Mother Father Mothe'r Father Mother

---,

Father

9

3.8

g

3.8 2.8 , 4.5 2.2 216

.

2.2 4.0

.

2.8 30 2.2 22

=,3.45

MOthers: 2.6

Fathers: X = 3.4

144
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TABLE 15

A THREE-WAY ANOVA: PARENT ATTITUDES ABOUT WOMEN
WITH YOUNG CHILDREN WORKING BY ETHNICITY,

SOCIAL CLASS AND PARENT GENDER

SUm of
S uares df

Mean
S uares

Sig. of

Echnicity 5.33 2 2.67 1.87 .17

Social Class 9.69 1 9.69 6.78 .01**

Parent Gender .00 1 .00 .00 .97

Ethnicity x Social Class 12.05 2 6,03 4.22 .02*

Ethnicity x Parent Gender 4.19 . 2 2.09 1.46 .24

Social Class x Parent Gender .17 .1 .17 .12 .73

Ethnicity x Social Clah
x Parent Wider 5..60 2 2.80 1.96 .15

Explained 36.78 11 3.34 2.34, .02

ResidUal 67.15 47 1.43

* p < .05
* p < .05
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mothers and fathers, though not to the same degree (see Table 16). It is

not surprising that the more "liberal" attitudes regarding women and work

would be held by middle SES parents, though it may be surprising that the

most liberal attitudes were reflected in responses by Mexican American

parents, a group which is oftentimes described as being very traditional

in their attitudes about male and female sex roles, child rearing, etc.

Mexican American fathers had the lowest mean score for this item, tending

to strongly disagree with the statement. Lower SES Black fathers tended

to strongly agree with .the statement suggesting, as in the previous set

4*

of results, their being considerably more traditional than Mexican American

fathers and slightly more traditional than White fathers in the same social

class.

Differences in parents' attitudes about their commUnity were analyzed

by creating a single score based on parent responses to all of the items

in this section of the survey. A two-way analysis of variance was con-

ducted using this.single mean score as the dependent variable and ethnicity

and social class as the independent variables. There were no significant

results on this analysis, though the social class variable tended towards

significance with the lower income parents feeling less positive about

their community and neighborhood (see Table 17 and Table 18 for these

results).

Differences in parent concerns were studied by creating -a single

dependent variable based on thE rlrents' responses to each of the items

in this section of the survey. Responses were summed and a mean score

was created. Using this as the dependent variable, a three-way analysis'

Of /ariance was conducted using ethnicity, social class, and parent gender
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Social Class

'TABLE 16
MEAN SCORES FOR PARENT ATTITUDES ABOUT WOMEN

WITH YOUNG CHILDREN WORKING BY ETHNICITY,
SOCIAL CLASS AND PARENT GENDER

Lo

Mid

White

Ethnicity

Black Chicano

Mother Father Mother Father Mother Father

4.0 3.8 3.2 4.8 3.2 1.2

2.6 3.4 2.2 1.8 3.0 1.3

7=3.5

Mothers: 7 = 3.0

Fathers: 7 = 3.0

147
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TABLE 17
A THREE-WAY ANOVA: DEGREE OF PARENTAL CONCERN
BY ETHNICITY, SOCIAL CLASS AND PARENT GENDER

Sum of
uares df

Mean
S uares

Sig. of

Ethnicity .18 2 .09 .34 .71

Social Class 1.87 1 1.87 6.98 .01**

Parent Gender .71 1 .71 2.67 .11

Ethnicity x Social Class ..48 2 .24 .90 .41

Ethnicity x Parent Gender .37 2 .18 .69 .51

Social Class x Parent Gender .00 1 .00 .00 .93

Ethnicity x Social Class
x Parent Gender .17 2 .08 .31 .73

Explained 3.81 11 .35 1.30 .26

Residual 12.56 47 .27

**p < .05
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Social Class

TABLE 18
MEAN SCORES FOR PARENT ATTITUDES ABOUT THE DEGREE

OF PARENTAL CONCERN BY-ETHNICITY,, SOCIAL
CLASS AND PARENT GENDER

Lo

Mid

White

Ethnicity

Black Chicand

Mother Father Mother Father Mother Father

3.1 3.2 3.2 2.9 3.5 3.0

2.7 2.6 3.1 2.8 2.9 2.6

X = 2.9 7=3.0 = 3.0

= 3.2

7=2.8



as the independent variable:. There was a significant main effect for

social class (f = 6.98, df = 1, p < .01) (see Table 19). Mean scores

suggest that lower SES parents tend to have more concerns than middle

SES parents (see Table 20). This would make sense as statistics would

uphold that children from lower SES backgrounds have higher rates of

early pregnancy, drua usage, dropping out of school, and do not appear

to have the employment opportunities of their middle class counterparts.

Consequently, the increased level of concern from parents in the lower

SES group may be a realistic consideration of their circumstances.

A series of T-tests were conducted to identify significant differences

in parents rStings of thirty values in terms of their sons and in terms

of their daughters. This resulted in seven significant differences (see

Table 21). In each case, the value was rated as more important for raising

a son than for raising a daughter. The six values included honWy,

speaking out in front of others, being popular, being able to defend

oneself, being considerate of others, being able to support oneself, and

keeping physically fit. Researchers in sex role socialization would

interpret this pattern of results as evidence'for unchangeq attitudes

regarding,the social value attached to being male as opposed to being

female and the increased importance of parents socializing their sons

with a Offerent, i.e., "higher" value system than their daughters.
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TABLE 19
A THREE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE USING ETHNICITY,

SOCIAL CLASS AND PARENT GENDER AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

AND PARENT CONCERNS AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Squares

-Sig of

Ethn

SocC1

.401

2.52

2

1

.201

2.52

.799

,10.03

.456

.003**

ParGen .526 1 .526 2.095 .154

Ethn x SocC1 .792 2 .396 1.576 .217

Ethn x ParGen .303 2 .151 .602 .552

SocC1 x ParGen .01 1 .01 .04 .84

Ethn x SucC1 x
ParGen .046 2 .023. .091 .913

Explained 4.57 11 .416 1.654 .115

Residual 11.81 47 .251

_

* p <
** p < .01



SocC1

-Lo-

Mid

TABLE 20
MEAN SCORES FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

USING PARENT CONCERNS AS TRE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

White

Ethn

Black Chicano

Mother Father Mother Father Mother Father

3.1 3.1 3.2 2.8 3.5 3.1

2.6 2.5 3.1 2.8 2.9

i

2.7

= 2.82 = 3.0

152 -1L73

= 3.05

3.13

2.76



TABLE 21

MEAN DIFFERENCES FOk PARENTS' VALUES FOR THEIR SONS AND THEIR DAUGHTERS

For Boys For Girls

7 Mode 7 Mode

1. to be honest*
4.9 5 4.8 5

2. to have good manners
4.4 5 4.5 5

3. to respect authority
4.2 5 4.2 5

4. to marry and have children
3.6 3 3.2 4

5: to control his emotions
3.6 3 3.6 4

6. --t-o-b-e interested in learning
4.7 4 4.7 5

7. to make a lot of money
3.1 3 3.1 3

8. to speak out in front of others* 3.7 3 3.5 3

9. to be loyal.to his/her family 4.4 5 4.4 5

10. to be popular*
2.8 3 3.0 3

_

11. to be a hard worker
4.5 5 4.4 5

12. to be able to defend himself/herself* 4.2 5 4.0 4

13. to be affectionate
4.4 5 4.4 5

14. 'to be religious
3.8 ' 4 3.9 4

15. to be considerate of others* 4.8 5 4.7 5

16. to be depenable
4.8 5 4.7 5

17. to be neat and clean
4.4 5 4.4 5

18. to be able to support himself/herself* 4.6 5 3.6 4

19. to always save money
3.6 4 4.2 4

20. to be ambitious
4.1 4 3.2 3

21. to enjoy relaxing and playing , 4.2 4 4.6 5

22. to have a close sexual relationship when

he/she is old enough*
3.4 3 4.5 5

f

23. to understand the feelings of others 4.6 5 3.5 4

24. to be a good listener
4.5 5 4.5 5

25. to be aggressive
3.4 4 3.5 4

4

26. to be able to tolerate high stress 4.0 5 4.0 5

27. to keep physically fit*
4.3 5 4.2 4

28. to have close friends
4.1

. 5 4.2 5

29. to set high goals
4.4 4 4.3 4

30. to be able to adapt to change
4.5 5 4.5 5

*P < .05 153



N. SUMMARY
,

Please note that the Summary; Conc/usions, and Recommendations

)
Section for Area Focus Two is not encl sed. The person having major

responsibility for writing_the report for this research effort was

Melinda Longtain, Research Associate. She resigned from the Project

effective November 30, 1981. However, she was on-leave from November 9

through 30. During that time she wrote parts of the final report. It

was indicated by Melinda that she would have all of the written parts

completed for submission with final reports for the other two areas.

Thus far, we have been unable to ootain the final written section

of Area Focus Two from Melinda. This is complicated by the fact that

she has begun work at a new job. Several telephone calls tc her have

been unsuccessful in getting a definitive reply regarding when and/or if

the section will be completed. As soon as we c'an receive additional

information leading to a resolve of this matter, I will contact you

(Dr. Collins).
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NAME

VALUES PARENTS HAVE FOR THEIR CHILDRdIN

Parents have many values they would like to pass on to th ir children. Please rate the

importance of each value listed below. Think of the impttance of each value in terms

of raising a daughter. Ask yourself how important you t ink each'value is fu, your

daughter to become a happy and successful adult.

You will be using a five=point rating scale. Number 1 w'll mean very low importance

and number 5 will mean very high importance.

to be honest

2. to have good manners

3. to respect authority

4. to marry and have children

5. to control her emotions

6. to be interested in learning

7. to make a lot of money I

8. to speak out in front of others

9. to be loyal to her family

10. to be popular '

11. to be a hard worker

12. to be able to defend herself '

13. to he affectionate

14. vi be religious: 0-
or

15. to be considerate of others

16. to be dependable

17. to be neat and clean

18. to be able to support herself

19. to always savemoney

20. to be ambitious

21. to enjoy relaxing and playing

22. to have a close sexual relationship when she is old enough

23. to understand the feelings of others

24. to be a good listener

25. to be aggressive

26. to be able to tolerate high stress

27. to keep physically fit

28. to have close friends

29. to set high goals

30. to be able to adapt to change
156

160

IMPORTANCE RATING

Low High

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 40 5

1 2' 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 41 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 -5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2* 3 5 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 ,
5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5



TEN MOST IMPORTANT VALUES FOR GIRLS

c-

Please look at the list of items again and decide which are the ten most
im ortant values for girls. Place thg.numbers of each in 'the following

blanks. Put the most important value first. ' For exathple, if the most
important Value is "to be honest," you would write the number one CO in
.the first blank.

MOST'IMpORTANT ITEMS FOR GIRLS

1.

2.

3.

4. .

5.

Review Of.I.t.eiths:

r-

a

7.

9.

10.

1. to be honest ,11. to be a hard worker

2. to have good manners 12. to be able to defend herself

3. to respect authority 13. to be affectionate

4. to marry Ad have children 14. to be religious

5. to control her emotions 15. to be considerate of others

6. to be interested in learning 16. to be dependable

7. to make a lot of money 17. to be neat and clean

8. to spealc out in front of others 18. tAo be able to support herself

.9. to be loyal to her family 19. to always save money

10. to be poPular 20. to be ambitious,

157
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1

21. -to enjoy relaxing ark' playing

22, to have a close sexual relation-
,

ship when she is old enough

23.

24. to be,a good listener

25: to 'be aggressive

26. to be able to tolerate high stress

27. to keep physically fit

28. to have close friends

29. to set high goals

to understand the feelings:of others

30. to be able to adapt to change ,



NAME

VALUES PARENTS HAVE FOR THEIR CHILDREN

_
Parents have many values they would like to pass on to their children. Please rate the

importance of each value listed below. Think of the importance of each value in terms

of raising a iga. Ask yourself how important you think each value is for your son to

become a happy and su::dssful adult.

You will be using a five-point rating scale. Number 1 will mean very low importance

and number 5 will mean very high importance.

1. to be honest

Z. to have good manners

. 3. to respect authority

4. to marry and have children

5. to control his emotions

to be interested in learning

7.. to make a lot of money

8. to speak out in front of others

9. to be loyal to his family

10. to be popular

11. to' be a hard worker

12: to be able to defend himself

13. to be affectionate

14. to be religious

15. to he considerate of others

16. to be dependable
4

17. to be neat and clean

18, to be able to support himself

19. to.always save money

20. to be ambitious
\

21. to enjoy relaxing and playing

22. to have a close sexual relationship when he is old enough

23. to understand the feelings of others

24. to be,a good listener

25. to be aggressive

26. to be able to tole rate high stres3

27., t keep physically fit

28. to have close friends,

29. to set high goals

30.. ,5o be able to adapt to change

1 58 I Go

IMPORTANCE RATING

Low High

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4. 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 1 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4



TEN MOST IMPORTANT VALUES FOR BOYS

Please look at the list of items again and decide which zre the ten mOst

important values for boys. Place the numbers of each in the followin

blanks. Put the most important value first. For example, if the mo t

important value is "to be honest," you would write the number one (1/

the first blank.

MOST IMPORTANT ITEMS/FOR BOYS

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Review of Items:

1. to be honest 11.

2. to have good manners 12.

3. to respect authority 13. to be affec onate

4. to marry and have children 14. to be religi us

5. to control his emotions 15. to be conside ate of others

6. to be interested in learning 16. to be dependab e

7. to mke a lot of money 17. to be neat and ôlean

8. to s eak out in front of others 18. to

9. to b loyal to his family 19. to

20.

to be a har0 worker

to be able to defend himself

10. to be. popular

be able to su' ort himself

always. save mo ey

to be ambitious
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21. to/enjoy relaxing and playing

22. to'have a close sexual relation-
s.1p when he is old enough

23. to understand the feelings of others

24. to be a good listener

25. it() be aggressive

26. (to be able to tolerate high stress

27. ! to keep physicallyjit

28.1 to have close friends

29i to set high goals

to be able to adapt to change



1. Name

2. How long.have you been married?

3. How many children do you have?

4. What are the ages of your children?

5. What is your job title?

GENERAL INFORMATION

6. What is the highest grade you completed in school?

7. Do you have any people other than the immediate family living with

you? For example, a grandparent, a.cousin, or a niece?

a. Relative 1:

b. Relative 2:

c. Relative 3:

8. How often does someone other than you or your spouse stay with the

children?

Never Rarely Sometimes Often,

9. Which of the 'following people have stayed with your children?

Grandparents

Brother or sister

Neighbor

Oldest child in the family

Cousin

Aunt or uncle

Babysitter (unrelated to family)

10. Have you ever participated in a class on parentina? If so, what was

it and who sponsored it?

11. Do .ou have a relinious preference?

If so, what is it?

No Yes
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12. Are you a member of any groups, clubs, or organizations? (trade unions,

church groups, health clubs, etc.) No , Yes

If so, what are they? ..
2.

3.

4.

.13. Are your children members of any clubs or organ'izations?

groups, Scouts, band, Little League baseball, e.c.)

No Yes

If so, what are they? 1.

2.

3.

4.

(church

14. Are you healthy most of the time? No Yes

15. Are your,children healthy most of the time? No

16. Oo yoU feel like you have any specia) problems as a parent?

Yes

THE REMAINDER OF THE SURVEY'WILL BE ASKING FOR YOUR ATTITUDES AND

OPINIONS ABOUT MORE SPECIFIC FAMILY MATTERS. PLEASE ANSWER AS

HONESTLY AS YOU CAN. THANK-YOU.
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NAME

SURVEY OF PARENT ATTITUDES

Attitudes about Family Life

We would like to find out what you think about certain family matters.

Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements

by circling the response that best describes how you feel about each state-

ment. Be sure the response you circle is 1%4. you actually feel and nct what

you think you should feel. There are no right or wrong answers.

Row You Actually Feel

1...Strongly Disagree (SO)
2...Disagree (0)

3...Neutral (1'1?

4...Agree (A)

5...Strongly Agree- -(SA)

1. I feel good about the future of our family.

2. Our family ambers are so busy with their oum
friends and their own interests that we hardly

get together anymore.

3. I get a lot of enjoyment from our family.

4. Parents themselves are to blame for how
their children turn out.

5. I think boys and girls should be raised

differently.

I like to invite friends to our house.

7. I get angry when I can't buy things for my

tepidly.

8. For the sake of children, parents should
stay together even if they are unhappy.

9. My spouse and I agree on how to raise the
children.

10. Parents should always be ready to make
sacrifices for their children.

11. The people in our house argue too much.

12. I am satisfied with the amount of time our

family has together. \

13. A woman with small children should not work
unless it is absolutely necessary.

14. Raising children has been harder than I
expected.

15. I think I am a good parent.

16. Friends feel comfortable in our home.

17. Our family does not turn to each other
when they need help.

18. The man should be the main supporter of

the family.

19. I am satisfied with the way-our famdly solves

Its problems. _
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How You Actually Feel

SD 0 N A SA

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 $

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5



20. I feel like we never get ahead, no matter how
hard we try.

21. Our family has almost-everything it needs to
be happy.

ZZ. It is important for parents id have their
own lives and interea,Ls, even if it means
spending less time with their children.

23. Our children feel comforiable having their
friends visit at our house.

24. I think my spouse is a. good-parent.

26. ihope our children will make more money than
their parents.

26. The people in our house show how much thety
care about each other.

27. Parents should provide their children with
some privacy.

28. In today's world, everyone needs help rearing
their children.

29. Parents should leave their children alone
as much as possible.

30. Strict, old-fashioned discipline and
upbringing are still the best ways to
raise children.

How You Actually Feel

SD 0 N A SA

1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Attitudes about Community Life

We would like to find out how you feel about issues regarding your local cow.

munity and immediate neighbornood. Please indicate how much you agree or
disagree with the following statements by circling the response that best

describes haw you feel. Be sure to tell us exactly how you feel. The responses

-are numbered Just like the previous exercise.

1. There are nice parks and play areas in

our neighborhood.

2. I worry about my children when they art
out playing in the neighborhood,

3. The parents in this neighborhood do a good
Job of raising their children.

4. I live in a safe neighbor6od.

5. I feel good about the education my children
are getting.

6. I can depend on my neighbors for help when

I need it.

7. I would move out of this neighborhood if
I could.
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_HOW YOU Actually Feel

SO .0 N A SA

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5



8. The people living in this neighborhood

How You Actually Feel

D N A SA

stick together. 1 2 3 4 5

9. I participate in community activities. 1 2 3 4 5

10. I can share my problems with at least one
person in the neighborhood. 1 2 3 4 5

11. I know many people in my neighborhood. 1 2 3 4 5

12. I have met my children's teachers. 1 2 3 4 5

13. I feel comfortable going to my children's
schools. 1 2 3 4 5

14. I like my neighbors. 1 2 3 4 5

Parents and Children Talking

Patents and children cag.talk about many things together. Some of the topics

that parents and children discuss may be difficult to talk about. .Please

read the following list of topics,and.decide how easy or how difficult it is

or it would be for yod to discusrthese topics with your children. Please

rata each topic, even if your children are not oTd enough to discuss Ihem yet.

Use a rating scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is very easy and 5 is very difficult.

Circle the number'that bat describes 'how easy or how difffcuIt it would be

for you to talk with your children about each topic.

Rating
Difficult

1. Death

.E1112.

1 2 3 4 5

2. Homosexuality 1 2 3 4 5

3. Family problems 1 2 3 4 5

4. Money 1 2 3 4 5

5. Your own personal faults 1 2 3 4 5

6. Smoking cigarettes 1 2 3 4 5

7. Using drugs 1 2 3 4 5

8. Drinking alcohol 1 2 3 4 5

9. Religion 1 2 3 4 5

10. Your own feelings and mnotions 1 2 3 4 5

ll. Sex 1 2 3 4 5

12. Child' problems at school 1 2 3 4 5

13. Love 1 2 3 4 5

14. Morality 1- 2 3 4 5

15. Values 1 2 3 4 5

16* Birth control 1 2 3 4 5

17. Dating 1 2 3 4 5

18. Choice of friends 1 2 3 4 5
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Concerns about Raising Childeen
a

All parents worry about how they are raising their children. Different

parents worry about different things. In this section we would like to
find-out how you feel about some concerns that parents may have about
raising children. Please follow the same set of instructions used in the
two previous exercises.

How You Actually Feel

SD D N A SA

1. I feel like I push my children. 1 2 3 4 5

2. I feel guilty when I can't buy things for
my children. 1 2 3 4 5

3. I feel like I am too strict with my children. 1 2 3 4 5

4. I worry about my children dropping out of
school when they are older. 1 2 3 4 5

5. I worry about my children not being able to
get good jobs when they are older. 1 2 3 4 5

6. I think violence on TV is bad for cilildren. 1 2 3 4 5

7. I worry about my children being badly
influenced by other people. 1 2 3 4 5

8. I worry about my children not going to college. 1 2 3 4 5

9. I worry about the kinds of food my children eat. 1 2 '3 4 5

10. I feel like I should spend more time with my
children. 1 2 4 5

11. I worry about my children becoming involved
with drugs. 1 2 3 4 5

12. I worry about setting a bad example for my
children. 1 2 3 4

13. I will be hurt if my children move far away
when they are older. 1 2 3 4 5

a

14. I wOrry about my children becoming parents
when they are too young. 1 2 3 4 5
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PARENT INTERVIEW: PART I

PARENTS AND CHILDREN TOGETHER

INSTRUCTIONS:

The following stories describe some different situations that could

come up between parents and children. Please pretend,you are the parent

of the child presented in each story. Some of the children in the stories

will be older or younger than your oWn children. Please go ahead and'

pretend that you are the parent .of that child. After listening to the

story, tell me exactly-what you would say and do. There is no rightor

wrong answer, so please don't be cohcerned with that. Just tell me what

you would really say or do in each situation.



Story 1

Maria, your three year old daughter, has been very quiet. You just found

her coloring on the walls.

a. You would:

b4 Reasoning behind the esponse:

c. What are the thoughts and feelings of the people in this story?

Maria, three years old:

Parent:

Comments: (Probe: Would the parent response change if this were the

second or third time Maria had colored on the walls?)
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Story 2

You and your husband (wife) are going out for the evening. As you say

goodbye to your six year old, John, he begins to cry very hard, crying

for you not to go. He doesn't seem t- be sick and the babysitter has

stayed with him before without any problems.

a. You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. What are the Vioughts and feelings of the people in this story?

John, six years old:

Parent:

COmments:



tory 3

---Your ten year old daughter has been studying for a math test she is dreading.
Th4 morning of the tcst you notice her stalling around, about to be late for

sch ol. When you remind her to hurry up and go to school, she says she is
5 clk.

a. would:

b. Reas ning behind response:

c.- What are the thoughts and feelings of the people in this story?

Dalighterl, ten yeirs:

Parent:

Comments: \(Probes:_ What would your response be if your daughter wasn't
really sick but pretended to be sick?)
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Story 4

Your four year old son, Willie, has been working on a.puzzle. Even though,

the puzzle is not too hard for him, he is starting to get angry with it.

He just threw a puzzle piece on the floor and shouted at you saying, "This

puzzle is stupid and so are you."

a. You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. Wriat are the thoughts and feelings of the people in this story?

Willie, four years old:

Parent:

Comments: (Probe: How should children act towards their parents?)
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Story 5

You have been working,hard all day and are feeling tired. You finally sit

down :Ad begin to relax. You have started reading the newspaper or watching

,TV whe ou 9 year old calls for you to come and look at something she did

in.her ro

a. You would:
. ,

b. Rea.soning behind response:

c, .What are the thOughts and feelings of the people in this,story?

Daughter, 9 years old:

Parent:

Comments:
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Stor& 6_

'You twelve year old son is on a c.ty football team. He had an argument

wit the coach at the last practice and now he doesn't want to play in the

'chapionship game this afternoon.

I

I

a. i You would:
,

b.1 Reasoning behind response:

cL What are the thoughts and feelings of the people in this story?

Son, 12,years old:

Parent:

ents:



Story 7

Your four year old daughter, Stephanie, has a young boy and girl from the

neighborhood come_and visit. They have been playina 'in hen\ room for the

last hour or o. They have started giggling so loudly you are getting

annoyed. When you open the bedroom door, you find all thre of them under

the bed covers with their clothes off.

a. You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. What are the thoughts and feelings of the people in is story?

Stephanie, 4 years old:

Fiarent:

Comments:
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Story 8
4.3!

You made an agreement with your ten year old son to do a particular household

job for e,4tra money. This is the first time you have worked out a money

reward for his doing any extra chores. When you inspect his work you find

that he has no,t done a good job, yet.he still expects to get paid.

a. You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. What are the thoughts and feelings'of the people in this story?

Son, 10 years old:

Pa'rent:

Connents:
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Story 9

Your daughter's second grade teacher just called you and asked you why you
have refused to conference with her. You have no idea what she is talking
about. Apparently, your daughter has been in trouble at school and has not
given you any of the notes the teacher sent home with her. As you hang up

the phone, your daughter walks into the room.

a. You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. What are the thoughts and feelings of the people in this story?

Daughter, 7 years old:

Parent:

Comments: (Probe: What should a parent do if a child continually lies?)
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Story 10

Your fifteen year old daughter, Michele, wants to go to the mall and "hang

out." You know that is where a lot of kids go on the weekends. Recently,

there has been increasihg trouble there, and you know some of the kids go

there to drink, smoke pot in the parking lot, and generally look for trouble.

At the same time, you know that there are also some good kids who go to the

mall and meet friend, too.

a." You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. What are the thoughts and feelings of the people in this story?

Michele, 15 years old:

Parent:

Comments: (Probe: What can parents do to keep their children out of

trouble?)
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Story 11

The school principal has just called you at work. Your six year old son,

Ronnie, has been in a fight at school. He has a black eye and a cut lip;

so does the other student. Ronnie says the other boy started it by calling

him a "punk."

a. You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. What are the thoughts and,feelings of the people in this story?

Ronnie, 6 years old:

Parent:

Comments:
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Story 12

Your 17 year old son has been working part time at the supermarket in your

neighborhotd. He is a cashier and makes a good hourly wage and could have

employee benefits if he joined the union. The manager of the store has

offered ycar son a job-at a good salary, but he moujd have to work full

time. You son wants to quit school and take the job.

a. You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. What are the thoughts and feelings of the people in this story?

Son, 17 years old:

Parent:

Comments:



(

Story 13

You just walked into the bedroom and saw your ten year old daughter taking
money from your-wallet without permission. You have j.Jst caught ner in the

act of taking your money.

a. You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. What are the thoughts and feelings of the people in this story?

Daughter, 10 years old:

Parent:

Comments:



Story 14

It is late and you are getting ready to go to bed. You are dropping some

school books off in your 16 year old son's be±.-oom. As you open the door,

you find him awake and playing with himself. He immediately stops and pretends

he is asleep.

a. You would:

b. Reasoning behind response:

c. What are"the thoughts and feelings of the people in this story?

Son, 16 years old:

Parent:

Comments:



PARENT INTERVIEW: PART II

The .Parent P.cholo ist

,
In the second part of the interview I will be asking you some general
questions about children and how to raise them. I would like for you to

answer the questions the best you can, using.your experience as a parent.

There are no right or wrong answers.

Child Development

1. What words would you use to describe children? (For example? loving,

helpless, shy, demanding, smart, unfriendly, happy, sad, etc.)

2. How_do children learn:

to talk:

to read:

to ride a bike:

3. Are most babies the same or are they different? Why?
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4. Which of the following statements govou agree with most"!

a. Oftentimes children can't control themselves and don't know
what they are doing.

4

b. Oftentimes children can control themselves and they do know
what they are doing.

Personality

1. What is personality?

2. How much personality are we born with and how much do we get fribi\

growing up? .

3. How can parents affect their children's personalities?

4. 'Are parents responsibTe for the persPnalities of their children?

5. What other people or institutions might be responsible for a person's

personality? .

immediate environmeTt church'-

friends of child cul,jural traditions

school genetic inheritance

Moral Development

1. ,What is your definition of a good (moral) person?
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.
What should parents do to help their childred grow up to be good (moral)

people?

3. Are children born with natural morals (like a good qr. pure §oulz) ar do

all morals have to be taught? In other words, if children had souls

and we Gould see them when the children are born, would we see souls

filled with goodness, souls filled with bldness, or souls that are
empty waiting to be filled up?

etlt

Discipline

1. What is discipline? °
'

2. How often have you used the following di.;cipline techniques in your

house in the past month? ,

lectured
sent child to their room, made them sit in a.. corner, etc.-'

Tirade child skip a meal /
reStricted child to the house and\yard,
took awajt TV priVile9es, Ade child go to bed early,'etc.

took away allowance
spanked hild with bare hand
made child da extra household diores
threatened child.with sending him/her away
spanked child With belt, paddle, or some other object

3. How do y6u and your (husikand) (wife) share the discipiine responsibities?



4. Do you sometimes use rewardsin-your house? If so, what kinds of

rewards?

5. Do you have any house rules? If so, name some.

6. Who makes the house rules?

7. Do.the people in, the f6iily follow the house rules?

8. How much "sa " should children have in 'decisions regarding
?

1 None
2 Very Little'
3 Some

A Lot1 4
-

a. how they dress
b. who their friends are-

c. what they Ao in their spare time

d. amount. ).f TV_they watch

e. whether.or not they work (if they're old enough)

f. whether or not theycarry:a knlfe
g. whether or not they have a car

h. howmuci they stuO
i. what foods they eat
j. what tiiie they go.t iJet,

k. allowan e
1. how much make-up to wear, if child is a girl

m. curfew;- /
1

n. how clean they keep their room
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/ General Questions

/ 1. Do you have any family traditions or rituals If so; what are they?

2. Do you think parents should treat all of their childyen the same? i'.11

me why ybul think parents should or shoul_d not treat all of their chil-
dren the sTame.

3. What advice would you offer to someone w o is gettingTe&dy to start a
family?

4. In a few Sentences, how would you describe your parenting style.

5
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Parent Sentence Completion

Next, I will be asking you to complete some sentences. I will read the

first half of a sentence and ask you to complete it with the first thing

that comes to mind. Just say the first thing that comes to mind that is

the truth for you. There is no right or wrong answer, so don't worry about

that.

1. The best thing about me as a parent is

2. The best way to help a child learn is

3. I am the kind of parent who

4. I want to make sure my children never have to

5. When I get angry with my children

6. Some of the things I want my children to learn from my culture is

7. A problem I sometimes have as a parent is

8. When I spank my children

9. When one of my children has a problem

10. The most important job of a parent is
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11.. When my children do not like what I do

12. If I could give my children anything in the world:, I would give

13. The biggest problem my family faces today is
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'Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 EasTt 7th Street. Austin, Texas 78701

512, 476-6861

May 29, 1981

Mr. George Gage
1203 Lily Terrace
Austin, TX 78741

Dear Mr. Gage:

Ur. David Williams and I have been working together to locate families^who

would be willing.to fill out a written survey and particp&te in an inter-

view about rafsing children. I am trying to find out what parents themselves

have to say about children and how to raise them.
.

Dr. Williams said he had spoken with you about this project and that you
\
were willing to participate. I think you will find it fun aod interesting.

The project will have two different part, as Dr. Williams-suggested. The

second part is an interview where you will be asked to taU4 about how you

think parents should handle certain situations with their hildren. The

interview will last about 11/2 hours. We will want to interview the mothers

and fathers individually.

All of this will begin in the next two weeks. I am sending each of you a

questionnaire and asking you to fill them out separately. The interviews

will pe arranged soon after this, at a time that is convenient for you.6

Thank you very much for sharing your experiences as a parent with us. We

are eager to find out what you have to say! If you have any questions,

please call me et 476-6861, Ext. 207. Please fill out the enclosed question-

naire and return it to us in the self-addressed, postage-paid envelope. I

appreciate your volunteering time when I know how busy everyone is.

Sincerely,.

Melinda J.'Longtain
Research Associate
Division of Comiiiunity

and family Education

jm

Enclosures
xc: Dr. David L. Williams, Jr.
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revalopment Labora:or
Al_isrin. Texas 7S701

May 13, 1981

Dear Parent:

The Southwest Parent Education Resource Cen, ter received permission from

Brother Harris and Brother SylvA'ter to invite yoU,to.participate in a

study on parenting. We want to find out about raising children from the

people who do it--you, the parents!

We are needing parents to interview and to fill out a survey. The interView

lasts about 11/2 hours and asks you what yau would do in certain parent-child

situations. It is informal and usually fun for parents. The survey asks

for your opinions about your family life, your community, what concerns you

might have as a parent, and what values you would like to pass on to your

children.

Although it isn't much, we are offering $10.00 to each family that completes

the interview and fills out the survey. We would schedule the interviews

at a time and place that is convenient for you, for instance at night or on

, week-ends. We know you are busy, so we would do everything possible to make

the interviews convenient for you.

If you ai'e intersted in being interviewed and filling out the survey,

please fill out the form attached to this letter. Return the form in the

self-addressed, postage-paid envelope. We will get in touch with you after

receiving your response.

Thank you very much!

Melinda J. Longtain
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'PARENTING BEHAVIOR RATING CONSTRUCTS

I. Parent Model Variables Rating Score

1. Parent Centered

2. Child Centered

3. Information Centered

4. Emotional Reactiveness

5. Intentionality

6. Role of the Environment (a)

7. Role of the Environment (b)

8. Child as Decision Maker (a)

9. Child as Decision Maker (b)

10. Fragility of the Child

11. Confidence Level of Parents

II. Bäumrind SCales Rating Score

1. Parent Demandingness: Maturity Expectations

2. Traditionality:" nnventionality

3. Intellectual Clarity: Self-Awareness

4. Parent Responsiveness to IndivAual
Characteristics

5, Parent Supportiveness of Child

6. Warmth

7. Enjoyment of Parent Role
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Parent Model Variables

Parent Centered

5. Parent attaches significant importance tO ftrm parental control, clearly

letting the child know that adults are in charge. Distinct separatiOn

of adults from children in terms of rights and privileges. Parent tends

to be self-righteous. 'Parent likely to respond to a child's actions in

terms of how,the parent is affected, persOnally,rather than hat is

going on with the child. ,'("How could you do this to me.") L kely to be

intolerant of any signs of disrespect. May not listen to the hild.

.

4. Parentstill exerts firm control; child is' cledr about who is charge,

but without the more constant and consistent attitude expressed in #5.

Less righteousness as a parent.

3. The parent is considerably less righteous than #5, but still conc rned

with mintaining clear bouhdaries (vs. rigid boundaries) between' parent

and child. Parent is more tolerant of disrespect; parent more flex-

ible

2. Parent seemingly ambivalent about whether to be firm or lax in his/her

control 'and enforcement of directives. Parent-centered perspective seems

to be more situation-specific ratl-er than gener,alized
4
style.

1. Ego of parent does not seem to be at stake on parent-child interactions.

Parent exertS control over situations when necessary, but Control and

parental authority are not engaged in as demonstrations of power. Parent

may take control over situations, but not as a personal reaction (defense)

to children's behaviors. The self-righteousness of #5 is missing.
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Child Centered

5. Parent's first thought and consideration is always the child-zhow the

-child is feeling, how the child i& developing, what would be best for

the .child, etc. to the virtual exclusion.of 'considering othersAnd him/

herself. In this case, children are likely to have,more rights than

the parents. Parents are likely to "sacrifice" for the children.

Depending upon othr.Irs veriable%, parent cannot enforce his/her own

directives and the Child seems to be managing the parent,.or parent on

principle refrains from issuing and enforcing directives. Parent seems

so concerned with the child and the child's perspective that he/she

seems relatively "selfless." .Parent seeMingly unwilling for the child

to experience any negative feelings or circumstances; tendency to put

the child's interests before.anyone else. Parent may avoid confrontations

with the child by requently glossing over misbehavior. May, have romantic

notions about rearing children.

4. Same as #5, but less consistent or constant.

3. Parent still preoccupied with the child's feelings of.well-being, but

more willing to periodically "draw the line" and assert him/herself. .

Parent less willing to gloss.over misbehavior. Parent more willing to

see child as responsible agent and not romanticize children's behaviors

or their intentions.

2. Parent concerned about child's perspective and will take it into account

as he or she evaluates situatiohs. Child centered perspective appears

to be very situation-specific rather than generalized style of interaction.

1. Parent sees child and evaluates the child's behaviors in light of him/

herself and others. 2hild is seen as generally responsible for his/her

own behaviors, and as such can be held responsible for his/her own be-

haviors. Parent is able to appreciate the difference between-adults 'and

children without romanticizing or glamoizing the latter.

rl
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Infdrmation Centered

5. -Parent appears to be very rational and objective about everything.
Parent is nOt overly preoccupied with the child's feelings or his/her
own feelings. Personality and emotional factors are given significantly
less priority in evaluating parent-chilk: interactions Parent may be
4'ction oriented--alWays ready to deal with any situation that comes
probably wfth sbme form of behavior modification. Another variation of
a #5. information 'centered parent is the parent who patiently subscribes.
to a particular parenting technique, allowing the technique-to predict
and control parent behavior, without any apparent personal involveMent.
It-Would be important to.distinguish between a pareat who 'is personally
committed to a particular parenting technique and incorporated it into
tPeir personal style of parenting, and the parent who has replaced any
.personal style .of parenting,with a "packaged" responSe.

4. ,Same as #5, but less constant-or consistent.
a

3. Parent applies behavior mqd!fication techniques and other parenting
pr4nciples whenevet possible, but with less automaticity.. Parent is

.more ambivalent About always applying the Opropriate contingencies to.'
behaviors.

2. Parent is well-informed about various approaches to parenting and
parenting principles, and seems to be eclectic in style. Parent is
not attacned to objectivity and rationalism as the basis of good
parenting.

1. Parent presents a well-integrated Oicture of 'parenting, where various
persPectives are considered and intermixed with the parent's.personality.
The pare'nt seems thoughtful-in considering parent alternatives to chil-
dren's behaviors. Parent is calm as well as rational or objective.
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Emotional Reactiveness

5. Parent typically reacts to asituation rather than responding. Parent

who is hypersensitive to child's behaviors as signs of "trouble" and

needing to "nip it in the bud." Parent who reacts immediately,seemingly
withoutcontrol; delayed reaction is difficult fOr this parent. This

parent watches the child's growth and development for signs of abnormality.

This parent may noi be able to take many children's behaviors lightly.

Emotional reactiveness can be in the form of anger, anxiety', or enthusiasm,

or any other emotions.

4. Parents react to situations emotionally, but with slightly more control

than #5. It is still apparent that the parent is reacting rather than

responding.

3. Parent's emotional reactiveness appears )to be more situation,specific,than

a gener31ized response pattern. They aren't likely to distinguish betWeer

emotional responses and emotional reactions.

2. Parent demonstrates more control -and an awareness of situationsTihan

provoke,the parent. Parents typically responeto situations in 'a clear-

headed, controlled mahner.

1. Parent makes a conScidus effort to be responsible for their emotiJnal

respsonses to their children. Parent knows and can articulate those

situationS,with whith they have difficulty coping and are attempting to

deal with them. Awareness and control are often unrelated.

Note: A parent cn acknowledge a host of situations with which they are

attempting to deal. The extent to which't ey are dealing with

many situations is likely to suggest a hig er rating on emotional

reactiveneSs. In this case awareness is i .portant, but the

Manifest nature 'bf the parent's "problem" in coping suggests a

high degree of volatility and ther r a higher rating, quite

Possibly a 5. Again, awareness and control are often unrelated.



St

Intentionality

5. Parent who assumes children's behaviors to be malintended. Parent who

is sopicious of child's intentions. Parent who is likely to assume

the worst. Parent who is not likely to trust the chilO's motivations,
judgments, sense of responsibility, or ability to carry out tasks
(homework assignments, household chores, etc.). Parent is likely lik

control the child in a very intruSive manner--by nagging, prying, eft.

4. Same as #5, but less constant and consistent.

3. Parent's assumptions about a child's motivations, judgments and sense
of responsibility is situation-specific if It is negative. Parent's

trust in_the child is more_evident. Parent does not appear to have

predetermined judgments. Trust is not really an issue.

2. Parent who is likely to assume children's behaviors to be naive and
innocent. Children are not likely to have malintentions; if children
display seemingly purposeful, malicious or destructive behaviors, the
parent may be inclined to assume responsibilty for it. Parent is not

intrusive, trusting that the child will know what ', best.

1. Parent assumes the child is free of malice and ill intent. Children are

thou4ht to be naive and innocent in all ways. This parent is likely to
subscribe to the philosophy of minimal parent influence, feeling that
the child's natural innocence and purity left "untarnished" by auJlt
interference will provide the best environment for development.
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Roleof The Environment (a)

5. Parent makes a purposive and enthusiastic effort to Maintain an

internal (home) environment that is intellectually stimulating,

comfortable for children (breakable objects have been put out of

children's reach), and compatible with children's interests and

play (children able to play in all areas of the home). At level

5, the parent is likely to subordinate their own material interests

or advantages, as well as adult interests or conveniences, to those

of the child. The child appears to have the run of the house.

4. ame as #5, but less constant and consistent.

3. Parent is_cpnrerned_about_providing an intellectually stimulating

and fun environment for the child, but does so in conjunction with-

the interests and needs of the adul.n.

2. Parents provide limited intellectual stimulation and/or maintain

fairly rigid controWover how the child uses the space in the

house. Children may be expected to play, but to always play

"quietly," and.to never be "messy," and otherwise limit their

interference with adult interests and needs. The house would

probably be very neat and tidy with few or no signs of children

or children's things.

1. Home environment is designed for adults. Children have very limited

and controlled access to many or all parts of the house. Intellectual

stimulation may be provided, but it is likely to be more adult-like.



Role of The Environment (b)

5. Parent who maintains tight control over the child's interactions with
external environment. With young children, the parent supervises the
child closely to the point of overprotecting the child. Parents of

adolescents are likely to want to know where the child is at all times,
likely to place high restrictions on the adolescent's mobility and
independence away frcm home. This overprotectiveness and over control
could stem from a lack of trust in the child or a lack of trust in the
environment. For either purpose, parental involvemekt is interfering

and intrusive. High parental regulation.

4. Same as #5, but less constant and consistent.

3. Parent is more inclined to give the child some freedom to interact with
the external environment on the child's terms and not the parent's.
The parent remains concerned about monitoring the child's actions, but
is discrete and also attempts to stay out of the child's way when that
is possible.

2. Parent regulates very little of the child's interactions with the ex-
ternal environment, leaving the child to do most anything he/she pleases.

Few constraints are imposed upon the child's interactions with the ex-
ternal environment--the child's comings and goings as well as the child's

choice of friends and activities.

1. Functionally the parent regulates none of the child's interactions with

the external environment. The child is free of constraints, perhaps to
the point of being out of control. For whatever reasons, the p.arents
have seemingly abdicated parental discretion over the child's behaviors.
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Child as Decision Maker (a)

5. Parent encourages and expects age appropriate'responsibility for

decision making. Parent may give the child too much responsibility

in this area.

4. Same as #5, but less consistent and constant.

3. Although the parent encourages the child to assume age appropriate

decision making responsibility, it is more situation-specific. The

parent may assume decision making in some situations or allow the

child to avoid his/her own responsibility for decision making and

pass it an to.the parent.

2. Parent is generally uncomfortable with letting thechiTd make his/

'her own decisions.

1. Parent does not let the child make his/her own decisions in virtually

any area.
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Decision Making Responsibility (1)1

5. The parent is completely willing to cope with whatever consequences
may accompany a child's decision. The parent is not accusing or "I

told you so" when a child's decision does not work out. The parent

accepts the consequences of the decision and supports the child
seemingly without discretion, almost to a fault.

4. The parent is willing to accept the consequences of a child's decision,
but will use more discretion than #5.

3. The parent tolerates most of the consequences of a child's decision and
accepts many of them. This parent may be "blaming" from time to time
if a child's decision is not a "good one."

2. Parent is likely to blame the child for any negative consequences of a
child's decision. Parent might confuse a "bad decision" with a generalized
evaluation to the child, i.e., bad decisions are made by bad (stupid, silly,
immature, thoughtless, careless, etc.) children. Parental acceptance of

, the consequences of a child's decisions are highly contingent.

1. Parent is critical of most outcomes of a child's decision making, even
if the decision is a "good decision."
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Fragility of The Child

5. Child is seen as highly.vulnerable to outside influences whether it be,

germs that cause sickness, dogs that bite, unkind people, the "harsh-

ness of reality," etc. The parent ltkens thE child to a delicate flower

that needs constant care and protection. Parent i3 likely to feel that

one wrong parental act may be forever damaging to the child.

4. Same as #5, but less constant and consistent.

3. Child is seen as relatively resilient. Although the parent still attempts

to protect the child in many ways, the parent does not feel the child is

incapable of self-protection or that one wrong parental act will have a

permanently negative affect on the child.

2. The child is not assumed to be resilient or fragile, any moreso than an

adult.

1. Little consideration given to child being different than adults. Chil-

dren are not only seen as resilient, they are considered to be "tough,"

capable of pulling themselves up "by the bootstraps," if necessary.
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.Confidence Level of Parents

5. Parent proTects image of self-confidence and personal strength; parent
seems comfortable and,sure of self with chfld. Parent seems highly
secure in his/her ability to set guidelines and standards for the
child. Parent can have high confidence and philosophically subscrib
to setting few guidelines for their children.

eN,

4. Same as #5, but less constant and consistent.

3. Parent may be comfortable with the child but sometimes uncomfortable
with themselves and their ability to parent. Parent expresses lack of
confidence regarding certain aspects of their role.

2. Parent tends to lack self-confidence. Parent may be ambivalent or
unpredictable about setting guidelines and standards for their child's
behavior.

1. Parent lacks self-confidence and probably confused and unpredictable
in setting guidelines and standards for the-chilc, if they are set at
all: The parent may have abdicated his/her responsibility for setting
guidelines and standards':
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Baumrind Scales

Enjoyment of Parental Role

5. Parent obtains great satisfaction from having children, enjoys being

with them and exercising the parental role; parenting provides a major

source of joy and satisfaction in the parent's life.

4. Parent enjoys having children and obtains much satisfaction from

parental role.

3. Parent usually enjoys having children and exercising parental role,

although at times parenting seems to interfere with the parent's

ability to meet his/her needs.

2. Parent occasionally enjoys exercising parental role, but more often

finds children an obstacle tb the satisfaction of other needs and

interests.

1. Parent resists and resents having to exercise parental role, does not

enjoy having children, and sees them as a drain on his/her energy and

time.

r-N
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Warmth

5. Parent is extremely warm towards the child.

4. Child is treated warmly by parent.

3. Parent alternates between treating the child warmly or cooly, or
treatment of child appears to be lukewarm.

2. Child is treated cooly.

1. Child is treated coldly.



Parent Supportiveness of Child

5. Parent is consciously and conscientiously supportive of the child and

displays this supportiveness by, for example, showjng consideration for

the child's negative feelings, praising the child's accomplishments, and

encouraging the child in her/his goals;'parent gives the impression of

being on the child's side, of being the child's advocate.

4. Parent is generally supportive of the child, but not so extensively

consistently and/or conscientiously as in #5.

3. Parent is sometimes supportive of the child, or parent is differentially

supportive.

-PaTeht-tssetdom-supporttve-of-the-child- and-seems to have little

appreciation for child's feelings, concerns, aspirations, and accomplish-

ments.

1. Parent is not supportive of the chifd and may even be rejecting, e.g.,

by ridiculing the child's feelings, concerns and aspirations, and

accomplishments; parent seems to have it in for the child.



Parent Responsiveness to Individual Characteristics

5. Parent takes considerable and consistent care to tailor her/his
treatment of child.so that the child's unique configuration of
characteristics is taken into account, as well as age, stage,-and
developmental level.

4. Parent's treatment-of child takes .into account child's age, stage
and developmental level; parent makes some effort to tailor bis/her
treatment of chfid accOrding to the child's unique, configuration of
characteristics.

3. Parent's treatMent of the child takes into account, some as'pects of
developmental level, but is influenced by apsomewhat stereotyped or
idealized viewof whataciiildofthat-ageand s_tage_is like:

2. Parent's treatment of the child does not adequately take into account
child's age, stage, developmental level,' or unique configuration of
characteristics, but neither is it stereotyped as in #1 below.

1. Parent's treatment of the child is based on a stereotyped or idealized
view of what ch,ildren and adolescents are like, and fails to take into
account child's' actual age, stage, developmental level, and unique
configuration of characteristics.
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Intellectual Clarity: Self-Awareness

5. Parent is acutely conscious of the meaning Of what he/she does, leads

a fully examined life, and possesses clearly articulated idezs and

ideals for self and chitd.

4. Parent is, in general, conscious of the meaning of what he/she does;

ideas about self and ideals for child are, in general, clear and well

articulated or parent is acutefy aware of self or of child, but not

both.

3. Parent is usually conscious of the meaning of what se/he does; ideas

about self and ideals for child are adequately clear and articulated.

2. Parent is often unaware of the meaning of what he/she does; ideas about

self and ideals for child are often vague and inarticulate or parent is

unaware of self or of child, but not both.

1. Parent is unaware of the meaning of what he/she does, is unaware of own

stimulus value and also insensitive to the personal attributes of his/

her own child.

The term meaning in this item refers to implications for personal identity

and self-image and the consequences for self and others.



Traditionality: ConventioniOity

5. Parent gives full support to conventional values and lifestyles,
insisting o them in the child and exemplifying them in self.
(Conventionality.should be gauged by the parent's cultural cor'-ext.
What is conventional for one cluture may mit be conventional'for
another.) '

4. Parent supports conventional values and lifestyles and encourages them
in the child, though not with the same insistence as in #5.-

3_ Parent Supports some conventional values and lifestyles and encourages
the child to at least consider them, but the parent may also entertain
and encourage the child to entertain some non-conventio:,al values as
-well; and/or parent is not insistent that child hold to conventional ways.

2. ?.arent is critical of conventional values and lifestyles, and may en-
courage the child to consider or experiment with non-conventional modes.

1. Parent is rejecting of conventional values and lifestyles, exemplifies
unconventionality in his/her own behavior and strongly encourages the
child to do likewise.
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Parent Demandingness: Maturity Expectations

5. Parent pressures the.child to excel in all activities in which the ,

child engages and is not satisfied unless the child performs superlatively.

4. Parent pressures child to excel in many of the activities in which the

child engages and is not satisfied unless the child's performance is

_bove average.

3. In general, the parent is acceptant of the child's level of performanc:,;

on occasion or in specific areas the parent may pressure-the child to

improve his/her performance.

2. Parent is generally acceptant of child's level of'performance and rarely

--pressures the chtfd-to-extel;-where-such-pressure -63es-occur,

realistically based on the child's capabilities and sensitive to his/her

abilities.

1. Parent is virtually always acceptant of child's performance; such demands

as the parent may make on the child are realistieand contribute to the

child's development.

X. Parent Oiscourages the child from excelling at activities.

4
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

I. What'is the rell'lionship between different parenting models and:

a. ethnicity

b. socioetonomic status

c. gender of parent

d. importance rating of forty basic values

e. ranking- of ten most important values

f. differences in values for boys and for girls

g. attitudes about family life

h. attitudes about the'community

\

i. parent concerns about raising children

j. intimacy and self-disclosure of parents

k. parent demandiRgness,

1. traditionality

m. ihtellectual clarity

n. parent supportivenesS of child

o. parent responsiveness to individual characteristics

p. warmth

q. enjoyment of parent role

r. general demographic information

s. crowding

t. education

u. relfgious preference

v. participation in organizations (Oarents)

w. participation in Organizations (children)

x. how often someone other than spouse stays with children
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y. participation in parent education

z. work

aa. general health

bb. special problems
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AREA FOCUS THREE
A SURVEY OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS REGARDING

THEIR ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENT INVOLVEMENT ISSUES

Project Goals: To broaden the parent invonement knowledge base with

information gathered from elementary school principals.

To develop specific guidelines for training elementary

teachers to work with and involve parents. To identify

specific factors which affect parent involvement in

elementary schools. -

A. INTROPrTION

In response to the increasing emphasis upon parent involvement in the

schools, the CENTER Project began a three-year study to look at the relation-

ship of parent involvement to teacher education. The assumption on which

this study was based was that an increase in parent involvement would also

signal a change in the way teachers see their professional role; that their

new role would involve increased interaction with parents in addition to

their existing duties related to classroom instruction. In order for pro-

spective teachers to be trained for this larger professional role, this

study was designed to examine the extent to which teachers-were already

being trained to work with parents.

During the first year of the study, teacher educators in colleges of

education were asked to express their opinions about parent involvement

and also to describe the extent to which prospective teachers in their

classes were being trained tounderstand and work with parents. The

results,of :this study indicated that teacher educators generally favored

the idea of training pros'pective teachers'to work wfth parents. However,

the results of the study also indicated there was little consensus about

--

the particular ways in which parents should participate in the schools and
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there was also little agreement about the most appropriate ways to prepare

teachers for working with parents.

Activities for the second year of the study were based upon the re-

sponses of teacher educators. The purpose of the second year's efforts was

to identify the aspects of parent involvement which were most favored in

the education profession and then develop guidelines for training prospective

teachers in those specific areas of parent involvement.

In order to assure that these guidelines were based upon the actual

experience of professional educators in the schools, a survey of teachers

and a survey of principals was designed. This survey asked both groups

for their opinions about parent involvement, a description of current

practices in the area, and recommendations about "training prospective

teachers to work with parents. The teachers' survey and the principals'

survey contained many of the questions answered by teacher educators, so a

comparison of the three groups would be possible. In- addition, specific

questions were included which pertained more to each group of professionals.

For purposes of comparison, teacher educators, teachers, and principals

were all asked to give their opinions about parent involvement, their

I opinions about the usefulness of parent input into school decisions, and

their ratings_of the value of techniques used to train prospective teachers

to wOrk.with pdrents.
1

IThe survey of teachers andthe survey of principals are even more

coMparable because each group was asked to indicate their attitude towaH

various aspects, of parent involyement, to rate the usefulness of having

parents involved in school decisions, to indicate which training experiences

could most help prospective teachers learn to work with parents, to rate
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the relative importance of seven major parent involvement roles, to describe

current parent involve;zent activities in their schools, and to indicate

which parent involvement goals are most appropriate. Both the teachers and

the principals were also asked to provide demographic information which was

used to describe the variety within the sample of respondents.

1. Rationale

Teachers are increasingly being asked to broaden their responsibilities

in educating children at the elementary school level. They are called upon

now to work with parents in addition to improving their instructional skills.

Teachers' acceptance of these increased responsibilities has been mixed.

Some teachers welcome the idea of working with parents to impact the'educa-

tional experiences of children. Others are opposed to the "new" responsi-

bilities and feel that teachers alreadY have enough to do. Still others

offer little or no "resistance" and accept the call for expanded duties as

part of their professional workload.

Regardless of the reaction, these additional responsibilities fon

teachers appear to call for additional preparation or training. This

training may be provi,ded at either the preservice (undergraduate) or

inservice levels. In either case, such training has to be broadened so that

parent involvement becomes (1) an integral part of teacher preparation

experiences and (2) relevant to their expanding knowledge and, skill needs:

Elementary,principals were selected as-the sample population for this

aspect of the study because they are considered to be among thekey stake-

, holders in parent involvement's success. Principals interact directly with:

parents and have some input with respect to the placement of teachers in their

buildings. Further, principals are expected.to set the educational tone in
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schools through their administrative leadership. Thus, it would seem that

principals can provide important information, knowledge, and skills teachers

need to enhance the success of parent involvement.

In an effort to identify those needs, this study asked principals to

define what they mean by parent involvement, asked them what they thought

of it, asked them about current parent involvement practices in their schools,

and asked them to recommend methods for training prospective teachers to work

with parents. The survey instrument was designed to provide information

about teacher training needs in parent involvement and to classify those

needs according to whether they relate to developing new attitudes, acquiring

new knowledge, or learning new skills.

2. Goal and Objectives

This research activity has the following goal and objectives as guide-

lines for the research activities:

a. Goal: To gather information from the perspective of elementary

school principals to help identify the most relevant training

needs in parent involvement, which could serve as guidelines for

changing undergraduate preparation of elementary teachers.

b. Objectives:

(1) To determine-which aspects of parent involvement principals

see as improving children's home learning

(2) To speCify which types of parent involvement principals see

as requiring changes in the undergraduate curriculum of,

elementary teachers.

(3) To identify the school administration and curriculum decisions

in which principals consider parent'involvement as useful.
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(4) To identify elements of,parent involvement that principals

see as supportive of the.school programs.

(5) To ascertain what are the general attitudes of principals

toward parent involvement in schools.

3. Statement of the Problem

Although many persons play an important role in the growth and develop-

ment of elementary,studentt, :the principal has a most essential role in

"making it all happen." Principals are responsible for facilitating the

transition from (1) home learning to school learning, (2) preschool experi-

ences to school experiences, (3) parent-child interaction to thuse involving

parent-teacher-child, and (4) informal child learning to formal child

learning. In addition, they are called upon to provide leadership and

direction for-school staff, elicit input frail the school community, involve

parents in the educational process, interpret the policies and mandates of

the school/educational system, manage the school as an educational enterprise

and organize the school for learning experiences to meet the needs of a

variety of students.

This research activity surveyed elementary school principals to gather

information regarding their opinions about a range of key parent involvement

issues so that recommendations and/or guidelines could -be formulated for

Ancorporating parent involvement training into the undergraduate training

curritulum of elementary teachers.

Research Questions

In order to frameand fOcus,the'direction of thi5 survey research, the'

following\h..'oad research questions were posed:

a. ,What aspects of parent involvement do elementary principals
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indicate as being most and least important with respect-to

children's home learning?

b. What do principals think about including certain parent involve-

ment experiences as part of undergraduate elementary teacher

preparation?

c. What kinds of school administrative and curriculum decisions do

printipals think parents should be involved in?

d. What aspects of parent.involvement do principals see as most

and least supportive of their schools? program?

e. What are principals' opinions about parent motivation? parent

competence? responsibilities for parent invol* vement? parents

generally? working with parents? educational partnerships with

parents? and the purposes of parent involvement?

f. Are there differences among principals' responses when examined

by gender? racial groups? years of experience? educational

40

preparatio01

In addition to these broad research questions, items in the question-

naire provided answers to the following specific questions regarding parent

involvement:

a. Should principals, teachers, or parents take the initiative

for implementing parent involvement?

b. Should there be special training for teachers to Work with

parents?
4

,c. Are'parents perCeived as haVing the necessary skills.for parepf

involVement in the sChools?



d. Are parents perceived as desirous of being involved in their

thAldren s educatt6n?

e. How are the goals of parent involvement perceived as enhancing

home-school relationships? The self-esteem. of pdrents and

children?

f. Are there differences in the attitudes toward parent involvement

between female and male respondents?

g. Do principal attitudes,toward parent involvement Vary according

to the size of the city where they work?

5. Definition of Terms

The terms used in the context of this research activity are defined as

follows:

i. Principal - the administrator and educational leader of a public

elementary school.

b. Parent involvement - the active participation of parents in either

classroom/home learning activities, school support activities or

school decision making.

c. Undergraduate teacher prepar*ion - the range Of experiences pro.-

vided to students in elementary education.

d. Teacher educators - those persons at the college/university level'

who help prepare elementary education students'for teaching.

The next sedtion provides a detailed discussion of the procedures

employed in the conduct.of this research 'activity.

(h. METHODOLOGY

1. Description of Subjects

The sample for this survey, was selected fr6m the population of elementary
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school principals in-six states. The states were (a) Arkansas, (b) Louisiana,

(c) Mississippi, (d) New Mexico, (e) OK1Fhoma, and (f) Texas, also known as

the SEDL six-state region, Market Data Retrieval, Inc. (Denver Office) was

contracted to identify the population of principals, randomly select them by

state and generate a list of participants on self-addressed, pressure-

sensitive mailing labels. Table 1 provides a breakdown of the sample in

each state according to the population, sample size, and percentage of

population.

TABLE 1

State Population* Sample
Size

Percent of
Population

AR 610 150

LA 864 150 17.4%

MS 512 150 29.3%

NM 393 150 38.2%

OK 1,038 150 14.5%

TX 3,156 750 23.8%
,

*According to Market Data Retrieval, these totals represent
more than 98% of all principals in the six states.

2. Description of Instrument

The Parent Involvement Questionnaire (PIQ) was developed and used as

the data gathering instrument for this survey effort. The PIQ was developed

as a modification of a previoutly constructed instrument used to survey

elementary teacher educators. Suggestions for content and format were

provided by (a) representatives of each state principal association, (b)

fourteen seletted researchers, and (t) NIE Project Staff andipractitioners.

. With knowledge and expertise i'egardin-g parent.involvement. As a further

measure of refining the PIQ, it was pretested with principals in two sites:

(1) Washington, D.C. and (2) Grand Island, Nebraska. Twelve Nebraska and
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ten Washington, D.C. principals (n = 22) were mailed questionnaires.

Responses were received from 10 Nebraska and 6 R.C. principals (72.7%,

n = 16). Descriptive statistics were generated to analyze responses and

to check for reliability and validity. Results were used to (1) refine

item wording, (2) eliminate item redundancy, (3) strengthen content, (4)

improve instrument format, (5) refine demographic information items, and

(6) add new items where needed.

The PIQ was conceptualized within the franework of five (5) broad

domain areas with respect to parent involvement. First was the area of

parent involvement and teacher training (undergraduate preparation experi-

ences for students in elementary education). This domain sought.information

from principals regarding opinions about parent involvement in teachers'

undergraduate training and experiences to prepare teachers for parent

involvement at the elementary school level. Domain Two focused upon parent

involvement and home learning. Principals were asked to provide information

about opinions, roles and activities related to parents being involved with

children's learning'at home. 13 Domain Three, emphasis was upon parent

involvement and school decision making. Information was gathered from

principals regarding the usefulness of parent involvement in school decision

making as expressed by responses TO opinions, roles, kinds of decisions,

aCtivities and goals.

The fourth dorilain centered,on parent involVeMent and school program

'support.factors,. Principals were asked to respond to.querie about certain'.

parentinvolvement roles; actiVities and,goals dnd the extent.to which they

support the school'program. Finally, .'ne fifth domain-was concerned with

-general attitudes of principals toward parent involvement in the sehools.
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Here principals' furnished information in resicionse to a range of parent

involvement factors including.parent'competence, p'arent mtivation, parent/

school staff responsibility, working with parents, eic.

The PIQ was' divided inio seven parts and comprised of items from the

various domain areaS. Those parts are as follows:

I. Opinions I and II

2. Decisions

3. Experiences

4. Roles

5. Activities

6. Goals

7. Demographic Information

In all, the instrument'consisted of 140 items. For parts 1 and 6, a four-

point response scale was used which ranged from strongly agree to strongly

disagree. A five-point semantic differential scale was devised for

resbonses to -part 2, part 4, and part 5. The scale lor part 2 was from

not useful to very useful; for part 4 it was not important to important;

and in part 5 the scale-range was from not typical to very typical. In the

demographic information part, principals were asked to check the item

-response that was appropriate. The 167page instrument was printed with a

cover letter bn the front, one bage of general directions, specific directions

preceding each part and:a blank .page for participant comments.or reactions.

3. Proceduries fornData Collection

The questionnaire was mailed. to 750 randomly selected principals in Texas

and 200 each in Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, New.Mexico and Oklahoma.

Within Texas, the Austin school district was not included because school
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officialsstated that their principals were too busy with school desegregation

effortS. A total of 1,500 questionnaires-were mailed to principals, eaeh with

a self-addressed return envelope. Within two weeks of the initial mail out,
//

590 postcard follow-up reminders were sent to honrespondents. Approximately.

three weeks after the first queWonnaire mailing, 500 additional instruments

were sent out to those mho had not yet responded. ,The cut-off date for

receiving questionnaire returns wis six weeks after the initial mail out.

Returns were recorded, coded, and prepared for data analysis. A total

of 729 (48.7%) of the questionnaires were returned. Of the 729 questionna4r-_s
,

returned, three were found tofie blank.

instruments were used for data analysis.

information regarding the returns.

Therefore, 48.5% of the returned

Table 2 presents a summary of
tl

TABLE 2

State Population Sample
% of

Population

Number % of
of Returns- Population

% of
Sample

AR 610 150 24.6% .75 12.3% 50.0% '

LA 864 150 17.4% 59 6.9% 39.5%

MS 512 150 29.3% 92 16.1% 54.-71

NM 393 . 150 38.2% 40 17.9% 46.7%

OK 1,038 150 14.5% 70 . 6.8% 46.7%

TX 3,156, 750 23.8% 370 11.7% 49.4%

TOTALS 6,573 1,500 22.8% 726 1.1.05% 48.5%

Data were keypunched on cards and the card deck was useg,to create a computer

file of the principals' responses.
,

4. Data Analwis Procedures

, The data from 726 principals were first analyzed to (1)'generate an

overall picture of responses to the survey, (2), obtain a composite descrip-
_
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tion of respondent characteristics, and (3) plan for subsequent or seCondary

analyses. Descriptive statistics were calculated including item response \

mean's, percentages, standard deviations, and variance. Item mean scores

were ranked for each part of the instrument as a means cf identifying those

items which received the strongest positive and negative responses.

Standard deviations were used to identify those items O'n'which there

w s the most agreement among the respondents. Items with the highest
9

tandard deviation were broken down by demographic variables to determine

what, if any, factors might account for the response variance.

Joint frequencies were calculated for all demographic variables in

order to describe the relationships between or among theseYvariables. A

factor analysis was conducted to measure and identify the factors common

to each of the questionnaire's parts and/or domain areas. The cut-off

point for factor loading sclres was .40.

13ftra-kdowns of key demographic variables were calculated in order to

examine the source of variance Wthin item responses. 'Tnis procedure was

carried out through use of compueerized. statistical techniques. Jhe

^relationship'of certain items to the domain areas was examined as another

cheek on the instrument's reliability and validity. The items were cate-
,

gorOzed under the approprlate domains and examined in terms-of their

strength of responses.

An additional analysis Wa ,conducted through examlning'item response

Score strengths With respectto key parent involvement issues. The purpose

was'to determine the extent to which selected item responses supported these'

issues. The data are presented intables. TheSe are accompanied by a basic

results discussion and a more detailed discussion concerning implications.
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3ince the sampling resulted in unequal probabilities of selection across

states, the calculation of pooled-, i.e., regional, statisties reoires-a

correction procedure to take into account the differential sampling proba-

bilities. The desirable correction procedure should result in each state

estimate reflecting the appropriate percentage of the total participant

population. This procedure involves weighting each state mear to adjust

for differential probabilities. When each state mean is adjusted or weighted,

it is the legitimate to pool the states and calculate regional means. The

weighting procedures are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Individual ,State weights (denoted w) were calculated by taking the

inverse of the ratio of the actual return for that state relative to the

population of that state. Thus, w.= 1/A./N.
1 1 1

Where: wi is the weight for the ith state, Ai is the actual return and Ni

is the population in that state. Using this formula, the weights for each

state were calculated to be as follows:

Arkansas =' 8.13

Lduisiana = 14.64

: Mississippi = 6.24

New Mex3co = 5.61

Oklahoma = 14.63

Texas = 8.53

As an examp1e of weighting: Assume a total population of 100 and an-actual

response of 50. In this instance, each person sampled actually represents

two persons, thus intuitively, the weight should be two. By calculation, it

is observeq tat: w = 1/50/100 = 1/.5 = 2.
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In performing this type of procedure for all states in the analysis, there

was control for the differential sampling probabilities &cross states.

These weights were then used to weight the estimated means for each state.

The regional means was computed from the folloWing formula:

6 7 w
XR = E -1 1

i=1 zw.
2.

Where: ->T.R is the estimate of the regional mean', 71 is the mean for the ist

state; Ewi is the sum of the state weights. The regional Mean was calculated

from the following information:

7i coi Xiwi

Arkansas 10 .8.13 81.3

Louisiana 11 14.64 161.0

Mississippi 12 6.24 74.9

New. Mexico 10 5.61 56.1

Oklahoma 10 14.63 146.3

Texas 9 8.53 76.8

E 57.68 E 596.4

T(' = 596.4 --. 10.3 (Regional Mean)

57.68

Thus, regional weighted mea s for each item in the survey were calculated

with this corrected statistic.
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C. RESULTS

The findings from this survey of 726 elementary school principals in

a six-state region will be presented in the following manner. First,

weighted mean response scores for Parts I-III and V-VII will be presented

along with trt.c;uencies and percentages for the highest and lowest ranked

items in each part. Percentage and frequency data will be provided for

Parts IV and VIII. Next, factor analysis results which include identi-

fication of eight (8) specific factors, their related items and their

loading scores are presented. Fourth, weighted mean response score data

for respective items in each of the five (5) domain areas are provided.

Fifth, standard deviations for items are presented and then are ranked

in terms of those with the highest variance. Tables are utilized as the

format for arranging and depicting the data being presented.

1. Frequency, Percentage and Mean Data

a. Characteristics of Principals (Part VIII). Table 3 presents

findings with respect to various demographic variables which

describe principals who responded to the survey. Almost three-

fourths of the principals are Anglo (77.8%, n 565) and males

(74.7%, n = 542) with master's degrees plus hours (75.2%, n =

546). More than No-thirds (70.5%, n = 515) of the principals

have served less than fifteen years in their positions.

Over two-thirds (69%, n = 493) of the principals work in

towns with populations of less than 50,000. In addition,

approximately three-fourths (91.9%, n = 667) of responding

principals work in buildings whi.ch include grade levels with ,

some combination of prekindergarten to sixth, while more than
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TABLE 3
CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDING PRINCIPALS

Demographic Item

1. Gender (n = 722)

a. Fenale
b. Male

2. Level of Education (n = 725)

a. Bachelors Degree
b. Bachelors Degree Plus Hours
c. Masters Degree
d. Masters Degree Plus Hours
e. Specialist Degree
f. Doctorate Degree

3. Ethnicity (n = 717)

a. Hi spanic

b. B1 ack

c. Asian
d. Anglo
e. American Indi an

4. Number of Years As A Principal (n = 725)

a. 0-4 years \N

b. 5-9 years
c. 10-14 years
d. 15.-19 years

e. 20+ years

5. Building Grade Levels (n = 723)

a. Pre-Kindergarten-6
b. Kindergarten-6
c. 1-6
d. Kindergarten-9
e. Kindergarten-12
f. Nongraded

226

Frequencies Percentages

180 24.8%
542 74.7%

5 .7%

19 2.6%
67 9.2%
546 75.2%
65 9.0%
23 3.2%

58 8.0%
78 10.7%
5 .7%

565 77.8%
11 1.5%

193 26.6%
173 23.8%
149 20.05%
95 13.1%

115 15.8%

111 15.3%
418 57.6%
138 19.0%

41 5.6%
11 1.5%

4 .6%



TABLE 3 Antinued)

Demographic Item Frequencies Percentages

6. Population of Town Where Principals Work

43

167

82

109

92

89

80
30

23

5.9%

23.0%
11.3%

15.0%
12.7%
12.3%

,-, 11.0%

4.1%
3.2%

(n = 715)

a. Less than 500
b. 500-4999
c. 5000-9999
d. 10,000-19,999
e. 20,000-49,999
f. 50,000-99,999
g. 100,000-499,999
h. 500,000-999,999
i. 1 million plus

7. Pupil Enrollment of Principals' Schools

(n = 725)

a. Less than 100 r
18 2.5%

b. 100-499 436 60.1%

c. 500-999 255 35.1%

d. 1,000 plus _16 2.2%

8. Largest Source of School Funds*

a. Local system/district 220 30.3%

b. State 513 70.7%

c. Federal 33 45%
d. Private 1 .1%

9. Best Description of School Programs*

a. Mostly local 332 45.7%

b. Mostly state 397 54.7%

c. Mostly federal 98 13.5%

d. Mostly private 1 .1%

10. Closest Description of Principal Duties

a. Administration only 141 19.4%

b. Administration and Curriculum Development 325 44.8%

c. Administration and Classroom Teaching

d. Administration and Staff Development/

66 9.1%

Inservice Training 129 17.8%

e. Administration and Coaching 9 1.2%
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Demographic Item Frequencies Percentages

U. Best aescription of Teaching Situations

563
29

67

129
19

77.5%
4.0%

1N%
2.6%

in Principals' Buildings*

a .

b.

c.

d.

e.

Sel f-Contained Cl assroam
Open Space/Area
Team Teachi ng

Departmental i zat i on

Combination Grade

12. Best Description of Specialization Areas
Principal s Have Had hfost Training*

a. El ementary Education 453 62.4%
b. Early Childhood Education 23 3.2%
c. Curriculum and Instruction 151 20.8%
d. Educ at i on Admi ni strati on 410 56.5%
e. Health and Physical Education 67 9.21
f. Art or Music Education 19 2.6%
g. Speech Communication 19 2.6%
h. Special Education 20 2.8%
i. Child/Human Development 28 3.9%
j. Home Economics 3 .4%

13. State Breakdown of Responding Principals

a. Arkansas \
75 10.3%

b. Loui si ana 59 8.1%
c. Mi ssi ssi ppi 82 11.3%
d. New Mexico 70 9.6%
e. Okl a homa 70 9.6%
f. Texas 370 51.0%

*Totals are greater than 726 and 100% respectively due to respondents
checking more than one item.
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three-fifths (62.6%, n = 454) have student enrollments of less

than 500. State and local monies represent the largest source

oY funds for schools (91%, n . 733) in which participating ,

principals work. As a result, the best description of a

majority of their school programs is state and local.

In terms of principals'duties, "Administration and Curriculum

Development" was how most (44.8%, n = 325) principals described

their work. Second and third; respectively, were "Administration

Only" (19.4%, n = 141) and "Administration and Staff Development/

Inservice Training" (17.8%, n = 129).

Over three-fourths (77.5%; n = 563) of the principals reported

"Self-Contained Classroom " as the best description of teaching

situation in their buildings. More than one-half of the principals

described their training speciality areas as being "Elementary

Education (62.4%, n . 453) and/or "Educational Administration"

(56.5%, n = 410).

Nearly one-half (51%, n = 370) of the responding principals

were from Texas. Approximately ten percent reside in.each of

the other five states with Arkansas having (10.3%', n = 75),

Mississippi (11.3%, n = 82), New Mexico (9.6%, n = 70); and

Oklahoma (9.6%, n = 70) of the respondents. Just over eight

percent (8.1%, n = 59) of the principals live in Louisiana.

b. Opinions (Part I). This section of the questionnaire consisted

of fourteen (14) items dealinq with attitudes of principals about

school staff and parent ibvolvement. Both the unweighted and

weighted mean response scores are presented for each item in
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Table 4. However, only the weighted mean scores will be used

as the basis for discussion. It should be observed that

weighting the means of items produced only slight changes

in the response scores. The mean of the unweighted mean

scores is 2.500, whereas the mean of the weighted mean scores

is 2.665. A difference of .165 exists between the two means.

In Table 5, the top-ranked opinions with which principals

most strongly agreed are presented. AlthoUgh the mean scores

of unweighted and weighted item responses varied, rankings

remained the same. Principals agree most with the idea of

"Teachers needing to provide parents with ideas for assisting

children at home with school wore (the modal response being 4 by

52.5% of the respondents, n = 318, 7' = 3.498).

This was followed closely by principals mostly agreeing with

the opinions that "Teachers assuming more of parents' responsi-

bilities," "Principals needing to provide teachers with parent

involvement guidelines," and "Teachers need to be involved in

school policy decision making." Ranked fifth in terms of

opinions principals most strongly agreed with was "A courae on

how to work with parents being required for undergraduates in

elementary education" (modal response being 3 by 49.9% of the

respondents, n = 362, = 3.151).

The top-ranked opinions with which most strongly disagree are shown

in Table 6. There was strongest disagreement with the opinion

about "Teachers not needing training to prepare for working with

parents" (Modal response of,2 by 62.5% of the respondents, n = 454,
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TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSES

OF PRINCIPALS TO PARENT INVOLVEMENT OPINIONS--PART ONE*
(n 726)

Opinions

1. Teachers need to provide parents with ideas about
hel pi ng with chil dren's school work at ,home

2. Princi pals need to provide teachers with guide-
1 i nes about parent involvement

3. A course i n worki ng wi th parents shoul d be requi red
for undergraduates in el ementary education... ...... .

4. Teachers must take the initiative to get parents
involved in education

5. There needs to be an elective course about
involving parents for undergraduates in
teacher training

6. Many teachers are uncomfortable working with
parents

7. Teachers need to be involved in making school
pol icy deci sions

8. Teachers have enough to do without also having
to work with parents

9. Teachers are having to take on many of the
responsibilities that parents used to assume

1 0. Teachers should not confer with parents about
the child's home life

11. Teachers do not need training to prepare them
for working with parents

1 2. Principals should be evaluated by parents

1 3. Teacher evaluation by parents is a good idea

1 4. Principals should be responsible for parents
taking a more active role in the schools

Means
Weighted

Means

3.509 3.49 8

3.329 3.320

3.140 3.151

3.060 2.975

2.847 2.831

3.037 3.023

3.181 3.215

1.817 1.777

3.409 3.422

1.843 1.829

1.799 1.774

1.962 1.964

1.842 1.849

2.7 92 2.799

*Using a four-point rating scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 4 (Strongly

Agree).
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TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND MEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSE

RANKINGS FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT OPINIONS WITH WHICH PRINCIPALS
MOST STRONGLY AGREE--PART ONE

(n = 726)

Rank Item Opinions

1. (1) Teachers need to provide parents with ideas
.about.helping with children's school work
at home

2. (9) Teachers are having to take on many of the
responsibilities that parents used to assume.

3. (2) Principals need to provide teachers with
guidelines about parent involvement

4. (7) Teachers need to 5e involved in making
school policy decisions

5. (3) A course in working with parents should be
required for undergraduates in elementary
education

Means
.Weighted

Means

3.509 -3.498

3.409 3.422

3.329 3.320

3.181 3.215

3.140 3.151

TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSE

RANKINGS FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT OPINIONS WITH WHICH PRINCIPALS
MOST STRONGLY DISAGREE--PART ONE

(n = 726)

,

Weighted'
Rank Item Opinions Means Means

1. (11) Teachers do not need training to prepare
them for working with parents 1.799 1.774

2. (8) Teachers have enough to do without also

\

t

having to work with parents 1.817 1.777

3. (10) Teachers should not confewith parents
about the child's home life 1.843 1.829

4. (13) Teacher evaluation by parents is a good idea 1.842 1.849

5. (12) Principals should be evaluated by parents 1.962 1.964
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= 1.774). Strong feelings were expressed also against the

cpinion of "TeaChers having enough to do without also having

to work with parents," "Teachers not conferring with parents

about child's home life," and "Evaluation of teachers by parents

being a good idea:" The opinion fifth ranked among those

principals expressed strong disagreement was "Evaluation of

principals by parents" (modal response of 2 by 41.7% of the '

respondents, n = 303, = 1.964).

c. Opinions (Part II). This portion of the questionnaire contained'

twenty-six items pertaining to principals' attitudes about parents

and parent involvement. Table 7 contains unweighted and weighted

item mean response scores for this part with findings based upon

the latter: The arbitrary mean of unweighted means is 2.500 with

2.628 being-the mean of the^weighted means. The difference between

the two means is .128. Rankings of the top five opinions that

principals felt most strongly about are listed in Table 8. Strongest

agreement among principals was with respect to the opinion that

"Parents need tO make sure that children do their homework" (modal

response of 3 by-59.5% of the respondents, n 432., = 3.362).

_Principals also indicated strong agreement with opinions having to

do with "Parents becoming more involved with children's learning

as a result of assisting in classroom," "It being di7cu1t to get

Tow income families involved in their children's schools,' and "Most

oarents being cooperative with teachers." There was strong sentiment

also for the opinion that "Getting working parents involved in school

is difficult"- (modal response of 3 by 66.7% of the respondents, n
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TABLE 7
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSES

OF PRINCIPALS FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT
OPINIONS--PART TWO*

(n = 726)

Opinions

1. Most parents would rather be involved With child-
dren's arts and crafts than with basic skills .

2. Parents need to provide princi pal s wi th ideas

about how they can become involved in school

3. Most parents want more information sent home
about classroom instruction

4. Most parents are comfortable when they come to
the school

-.5. Mast parents who assist in classrooms become more
involved with tha child's learning

6. Most parents are nit able to teach their
children basic skills

7. Most parents are cooperative with teachers

8. Most parents know what is best for their school-
4ge chi] dren

9. Parent participation in all school related matters
needs to be increased

10. More parents need to be included on curricul um
-development committees

11. Parents should help children do their homework

1 2. Most parents do not have the necessary training
to take part in making school decisions

13. It is difficult to get low income families
involvea in their children's schools

1 4. Parents need to make sure that children do their

homework

*Scale: 1..t(Strongly Disagree) to 4 (Strongly Agree).
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Means

Weighted
Means

2.472 2.473

2.798 2.820

2.785 2.811

2.416 2.403

3.237 3.223

2.580 2.537

3.043 3.01 0

2.404 2.423

2.845 2.866

2.665 2.708

2.861 2.815

2.620 2.550

3.076 '.094

3.339 3.36 2



TABLE 7 (Continued)

Wei htea.,

Opinions 0 Means Means

15. It is difficult to get working parents involved

in the school 3.014 3.014,

16. Parents haVe too much input into decisions that

are the concern of school staff 2.106 2.088

17. Most parents are not able to accept negative
feedback about their children from-teachers 2.570 2.575 .

18. Most parents are unwilling to spend time on

their children's education 2.323 2.316

19. More parents would help children at home if

they knew what to do 2.895 2.898

' 20. Parent involvement in schools should be the
responsibility of parents 2.551 2..483

21. Parents can make rational decisions about their

children v.sien given adequate information 2.942 0 2.926

22. Parents do more harm than good by helping their

children with homework 2.010 2.028

23. Involving middle and upper income parents in

the school is easy. 2.373 2.341

24. Parents should have the final word in educational

decisions affecting their children 2.015 1.981

25. Parent involvement has little effect on pupil

success 1.746 . 1.730

26. Parent involvement should be a right of parents.... 2.923 2.863
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Rank Item

1. (14)

2. (5)

3. (13 )

4. (7)

5. (15)

Rank Item

TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSE RANKINGS

FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT OPINIONS WITH WHICH PRINCIPALS MOST
. STRONGLY AGREE--PART TWO

(n = 726)

Opinions
\

Parents need to make sure that chi-ldren'do
their homework

,

Most parents who assi st i n cl assrooms'
become more involved with the child's
learning

0

It i s di fficul t to get 'low income famil i es
involved in their children's schools

Most parents are cooperative with'teachers
_

It is difficult to get meting patents
involved in the school

0

,. Weighted
,MeaJis.. Meals

. ,

3.339, 3:362

3.237 3.223
4'

3,076 3.094

3.043. 3.010

3.014 3.014

, TABLE 9
CCMPARISON OF MEAN .AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSE RANKINGS,

FOR PARENT INVOVEMENT OPINIONS WITH WHICH PRINCIPALS MOST
/ STRONGLY DISAGREE--PART TWO

(n = 726)

tiOpinions

1. (25) Parent involvemeni has littl e effect an
pupil s,uccess

2. (22) Parents do more harm than good by helping
their children with homework

3. (24) Parents shoul d have the final word in, edu-
cational decisions,affecting their

4. (16 Parents have too much input into.,3decis'ions
that are the concern of school -staff

5. (18) Most parents are unwi 1 1 ing to spend. time on
their children's education
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1.746 1.730

2.010 2.028

children. 2.015 1.981

2.106 2.088

2.323 2.316

Wei ghted
Means Means



484, 3C= 3.014).

When ranked according to strongest disagreement among principals,

the top five items are shown in Table 9 . "Parent involvement

having little effect on pupil success" evoked the most disagreement

(modal response of 2 by 64.2% of the respondents, n = 466, -5C= 1.730).

Strong disagreement was indicated for opinions concerning "Parents

doing more harm than good when assisting children with homework,"

"Parents having too much input regarding decisions that are the

concern of school staff," and "Parents having final,say in edu-

cational decisions affecting their children." The opinion fifth

ranked, drawing strong disagreement among principals, dealt with

"Most parents being unwilling to spendotime on their children's

education" (modal response of 2 by 62% of the respondents, n = 450,

= 2.316).

d. Decisions (Part III). This portion of the survey asked principals

to indicate a response through use of 'a five-point Likert scale

(1 - not useful to 5 - very useful) as to what extent parent input

was useful in making certain school decisions. 'A total of twenty

items were included in this part. The arbitrary mean was 3.000 ,

with 2.478 being the mean of weighted mean scores. This produced

a difference of -.522.

Table 10 presents a comparative listing of the unweighted and

weighted mean response scores for each item. A secondary analysis

involved ranking the top five decisions that principals consider

parent input to be most useful (see Table 11) and the top five

for which parent input was-least useful (see Table 12). Highest
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TABLE10
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSES
OF PRINCIPALS TO ISSUES REGARDING THE USEFULNESS

OF PARENT SCHOOL DECISION INPUT

Decisions

Weighted
'0

Means Means

-1. Grouping children for instruction 2.417 2.399

2, Amount of hdmework assigned 2.857 2.809

3. Choosing classroom discipline methods 2.786 2.767

4. Evaluating pupil perforiance 2.411 2.412

5. Selectin§ teaching methods 2.054 2.040

6. Selec,ting textbooks and other learning materials 2.471 2.449

---- 7. Emphasizing affective skills rather than cognitive
skills 2.659 2.599

8. Plactng children in Special Education 3.578 3.377

9. Curriculum emphasis on the arts rather than basic
skills 2.405 2.351

10. Hiring/firing of school staff 1.497 1.472

11. Evaluating teacher performance 1.801 1.780

12. Deciding priorities for the school budget 2.308 2.288

13. Emphasizing multicultural/bilingual education 2.334 2.318

14. Setting promotion and retention standards of
students 2.302 2.326

15. Formulating desegregation/integration plans 2.796, 2.856

16. Making assignments of-teachers within a school 1.421 1.426

17. Deciding if family prob are affecting school
performance 3.765 3.764

18. Setting school discipline guidelines 2.727 2.830

19. Providing sex role instruction and Sex education 2.990 2.992

20. Setting guidelines for grading students 2.239 2.300

*Using a five-point rating scale fran 1 (Not Useful):to 5 (Very Useful).
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TABLE 11
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSE RANKINGS

FOR SCHOOL DECISION ISSUES WHICH PRINCIPALS
INDICATED PARENT INPUT WAS MOST USEFUL

(n = 726)

Weighted

Rank Item Decisions Means Means

1. (17) Deciding if family problems are affecting
school performance 3.765 3.764

2. (8) Placing children in Special Education 3.578 3.377

3. (19) Providing sex role instruction and sex
education 2.990 2.992

4. (2) Amount of homework assigned 2.857 2.809

5. (15) Formulating desegregation/integration plans 2.796 2.856

Rank Item

TABLE 12
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSE RANKINGS

FOR SCHOOL DECISION ISSUES WHICH PRINCIPALS
INDICATED PARENT INPUT WAS LEAST USEFUL

(n = 726).

Weighted

Decisions \ Means Means

\\

1. (16) Making assignments of te:achers\within a

school 1.421 1.426

2. (10) Hiring/firing of school staff 1.497 1.472

\
3. (11) Evaluating teacher performance 1.801 1.780

,

4. (5) Selecting teacher methods N2.054 2.040

5 . (12) Deciding priorities for the school budget 2.308 2.288



ranked among decisions for which parent input is considered most

useful was with regard to "Deciding whether family problems were

affecting school performance (modal response of 5 by 31.7% of

the participants, n = 230, x = 3.764).

Also among the highest ranked decisions were having to do

with "Placing children in special education" (2nd), "Providing

sex role instruction and sex education" (3rd), and "Amount of

homework assigned" (4th). Havimginput into decisions concerning

"FormulatiOn of desegregation/integration plans" ranked fifth

among those which principals indicated parent involvement was

most useful (modal response of 3 by 35.3% of the participants,

n = 265, -X- = 2.856).

"Making assignments of teachers within a school" was the

decision for which principals felt that parent input would be

least useful (modal response of 1 by 73.6% of the participants,

n = 534, -5C = 1.426). Ranked second, third, and fourth in terms

of decisions that parent input was least useful were "Hiring/

firing of school staff," "Evaluating teacher performance," and

"Selecting teacher methods," respectively. Fifth among the

decisions for which parent input is considered to be least useful

was "Deciding priorities for the school budget" (modal response

of 1 for 31.3% of the participants, n = 227, 3C = 2.288.)

For the remaining decisions, item mean response scores

indicated that parent input was somewhat less than useful for

Decisions 1, 4, 6, 9, 13, 14 and 20, but somewhat useful regarding

Decisions 3, 7, and 18. Overall, parent input was considered to
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be useful (mean score of above 2.478) for seven decisions and

not so-useful (mean s'core of below 2.478) for thirteen decisions.

e. Experiences (Part IV). Items in this part of the questionnaire

asked principals to indicate which among the fourteen parent

involvement experiences should be part of the training for ele-

mentary education undergraduates. Findings with respect to the

percentage of yes responses and the frequency of those responses

are presented in Table 13. Upon further analysis, the three

highest and lowest ranked responses are found in Tables 14 anc 15.

"Talking with 'inservice teachers about ways to work with \

parents" was the top-ranked experience that principals feel

prospective teachers need (97.1% yes, n = 705). Two other

important parent involvement experiences include "Participating

in parent-teacher conferences" and "Working with parent volunteers."

The least desired training experience according to principals

was "Preparing written family histories of children" (51.2% yes,

n = 372). Other experiences with low rankings include "Conducting

parent conferences" and "Conducting home visits." Although the

latter were among the lower ranked based upon percent of yes

response, these items (2 and 3) along with items 1, 5, and 9-14

all were viewed as positive kinds of training experiences for

elementary education undergraduates in that they received a yes

response from 75% or more of the principals.

When asked to rank which are the three most important parent

involvement training experiences for undergratluates in elementary

teacher education to have, principals perceived "Participating in
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TABLE 13
PERCENTAGE AM FREQUENCY RESPONSES OF PRINCIPALS TO ITEMS
CONCERNING THE KINDS OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT EXPERIENCES

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION UNDERGRADUATES SHOULD HAVE*
(n 726)

Experiences

1. Being involved in parent organizations

2. Working with parent volunteers

3. Participating in parent-teacher conferences

4. Conducting home visits with parents

5. Participating in role playing or other such
activities related to parent involvement

6. Conducting parent conferences

7. Talking wdth inservice teachers about ways
to work with parents

8. Preparing written family histories of
children

9. Talking with pirents about ways to work
with teachers

10. Evaluating available materials about parenting

11. Being involved in school activities with
parents

12. Assisting a principal in planning parent
involvement activities

13. Participating in principal-teacher-parent-
conferences concerning students

14. Reading assigned parent involvement materials
as part of a formal course

*Using a scale of 1 = yes and 2 no.
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% Yes Frequencies

86.8% 630

93.7% 680

94.8% 688

76.2% 553

84.4% 613

75.1% 545

97.1% 705

51.2% 372

80.9% 587

77.4% 562

85.8% 623

85.7% 622

85.7% 622

80.4% 584



TABLE 14
HIGHEST RANKED AMONG PARENT INVOLVEMENT TRAINING EXPERIENCES

THAT PRINCIPALS INDICATED ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
UNDERGRADUATES SHOULD HAVE

(n 726)

Rank Item Experiences % Yes Frequency

1. (7) Talking with inservice teachers about
ways to work with parents 97:1% 705

2. (3) Participating in parent-teacher con-
ferences 94.8% 688

3. (2) Working with parent volunteers 93.7%, 680

TABLE 15
LOWEST RANKED AMONG PARENT INVOLVEMENT TRAINING EXPERIENCES

THAT PRINCIPALS INDICATED ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
UNDERGRADUATES SHOULD HAVE

(n = 726)

Rank Item Experiences % Yes Frequency

1. (8), Preparing written family histories of
children 51.2% 372

2. (6) Conducting parent conferences 75.1% 545

3. (4) Conducting home visits with parents 76.2% 553
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parent-teacher conferences" (28.4%, n = 206) as most important,

with "Participating in principal-teacher-parent conferences

concerning students" as the second (14.5%, n = 105) and third

(11.8%,, n = 86) most important experiences (see Table 16).

f. Roles (Part V). Seven parent involvement roles identified by

Sowers, et al (1980) are listed in this part of the survey.

Principals were asked to ,indicate the extent to which they

deemed it important for elementary schools to have parents

involved in these roles. School support was the main focus of

roles-1, 2 and 4-6. Advocacy and decision-making were indicative

of roles 3 and 7 with a third role being part of the paid school

staff. Using a five-point Likert scale, 3.000 was the arbitrary

mean. However, after weighting the means, 3.467 wat the of

of weighted means. The difference between the,se two was,' .467.

A comparison of the unweighted and weighted item mean scores

is presented in Table 17. Only slight differentes existed be-
.

tween the two sets of mean scores. A secondary analysis Of role

mean scores produced an important rank order of Xhe item means

from highest to lowest (see Table 18). The dataindicate that

pr'incipals view school support parent involvement,roles, i.e.,

"Audience for school activities" (modal response-of 5 by 42.4%

of the resPondents, n = 308, 5c- = 4.116). "School program

supporter"'(modal response of 5 by 41.3% e the re4ondents,

n = 300, -X-= 4.094) as most important involvement roles for

parents.
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TABLE 16.

RANK ORDER OF EXPERIENCES PRINCIPALS INDICATED
AS MOST IMPORTANT IN HELPING PROSPECTIVE
TEACHERS LEARN HOW TO WORK WITH PARENTS

(n = 726)

Most Important: 3. Participating in parent-teacher 206 28.4

conferences.

Second Most
Important:

Third Most
Important:

Participating in principal-teacher-
parent conferences concerning
students. 105 14.5

1,3. Participating in principal-teacher-
parent conferences concerning
students. 86 11.8



TABLE 17
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSES OF PRINCIPALS
TO THE IMPORTANCE OF SELECTED PARENT INVOLVEMENT ROLES*

(n = 726)

Roles

1. Paid school staff (e.g., aides, parent
educators, assistant teachers, etc.)

2. School program supporter (e.g., volunteers
for activities, field trip chaperones, etc.)

3. Decision-maker (i.e., partners in school
planning, curriculum or administrative
decisions

4. Home tutor for children (i.e., helping-
children at home to master school work)

5. Audience for school activities (e.g.,
attending special performances, etc.)

6. Co-learner (i.e., parents participate in
activiiqes Where they learn about education
with teachers, students and principals)

7. Advocate (i.e., activist role regarding
school policies and community issues)

Means
Weighted

Weans

3.019 3.092

4.053 4.094

2.525 2.609

3.652 3.648

4.082 4.116

3.548 3.589

3.018 3.120'

*Using a filie-point scale from 1 (Not Important) to 5 (Very Important).

gez
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TABLE 18
COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RANKINGS

OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT ROLES BASED UPON PRINCIPALS' RESPONSES

(n = 726)

Weighted

Rank Item Roles Means Means

1. (54) Audience-for school activities (e.g.,
attending special\ performances, etc.) 4.082 4.116

2. (2) School program supporter (e.g., volunteers
for activities, field trip chaperones, etc. ). 4.053 4.094

3. (4) Haile tutor for children (i.e., lielping
children at home to master school work) 3.652 3.648

4. (6) Co-learner (i .e., parents partici pate i n
activities where they learn about education
with teachers, students and princi pal s) 3.548 \ 3.589

5. (1) Paid school itaff (e.g., aides, parent
educators, assistant teachers, etc.) 3.019 3.0-92_ 1

6. (7) Advocate, (i.e., activist role regarding
school pol icies and community issues) 3.018 3.120

7. (3) Decision-maker (i.e., partners in school
pl anning , curricul um or administrative
decisions) 2.525 2.609



Much leSs importance is attached to roles involved with

parents being "Advocate" (modal-response of 3 by 36.5% of the

respondents; n = 265, 5Z = 3.120) and/or "Decision-maker" (modal

response of) by 34.2% of the respondents, n = 247, 2.609)!

In addition;i principals perceived the "Paid school staff"

(modal respOnse of 3 by 33.2% of the respondents, n = 241,

5Z 3.092) role as being of much less importance.

g. Activities (Part VI). This section of the questionnaire provided

the principals with twenty-eight (28) parent Involvement activ-

ities to inciicate how typical they were in their schools. These

activities were developed from EDC's conceptual framework for

parent involvement (1980) which was drawn from the,work of

Safran (1980), Stearns (1973), Gordon (1976), and the EDC Project

Advisory Committee (Sowers, et al, 1980). The mean of unweightA

means was 3.00 with the mean of weighted means being 2.534. This

calculated to be a difference of -.466.

A comparison of the unweighted and weighted item response

mean scores is displayed in Table 19. The e are minor differences

,betWeen- the mean scof-is for each item. Activities were ranked,

ccording to mean scores, in terms of those indicated as the most

and least typical of parent involvement activities in their school

by principals. "Attending open house" or "Follow your children's

schedule" (modal response of 5 by 47.9% of the respondents, n = 348,

. 4.217) was indicated by principals as being the most typical

parent activities in their schools. This was followed closely by

"Attending-parent/teacher conferences about children's progress,"
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TABLE 19
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSES OF PRINCIPALS

FOR TYPICAL PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITIES ,

IN THEIR SCHOOLS .

(n 726)

Activities

1. Setting goals with teachers for classroom learning.

2. Assisting children with school assignments at home.

3. _Visiting the school to observe in classroan

4. Attending open house or "follow-your-children's
schedule" activities

5. Participating in activities to prepare parents
for home tutoring of their children

6. Preparing and disseminating parent newsletter.,

7. Holding ,fund-raisers to support school needs

8. Conducting school public relations activities
in the canmunity

9. Identifying canmunity r-esources for the school

10. Holding social functions at the school coffee-S,
luncheons, potluck suppers, etc.)

11. Tutoring students at home

12. Assisting teachers with dlassroom learning
activities

,13. Assisting in school resource areas, playgrounds,
and health facilities,

14. Chaperoning for school field trips, picnics,
parties, etc

15. Helping wi th the improvement of school facil i ties
and the classroan learning environment

Means
Weipted

Means

1.816 1.845

3.611 3.596

2.823 2.747

4.228 4.217

2.265 2.307

2.403 2,453

3.702 3.810

2.820 2.855

2.738 2.780

2.791 2.855

2.653 ,2.642

2.544 2.629

2.373 2.437

-
3.770 3.853

2.767 2.803

*Using a five-point scale fran 1 (Not Typical) to 5 (Very Typical).
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TABLE 19 (Continded)

Activities

1 6. Providing cl erical assi stance to teachers

1 7. Partici pating in parent-teacher inservice
activities at schoal

18. .Attending parent-teacher educational meetings
or conferences away fran school

1 9. Participation in sc,hool budget pl anning

20. Participating in curricul um devel opment
'

21. Assisting in establi shment dr school 's

educational goal s

22. Participation in eval uation of school programs
and instruction

23. Participation' in eval uation of school 'staff

24. Partici patiOn in eval uation of studang,.

25. Participation in deci sions aboat hiring/
firing of schOol staff

26. Identi fyi ng needs and prob1 ent- `areas ,of 'the sdhool,

27. Initiating pol icy chansjes for the school. or

school di strict -
Attending' parent/teacher conferences about
children's progress , ...... ..

a "

."7".

250TO.

2

Means
Weighted

Means

2.199 2.277

2.325 2.331

2.219 2.136

1.490 1.570

1.740 1.782

2.115 2.11 4

1.982 2.008

1.365 1 .439

1.51 9 1.557

1.225 1.264

2.524 ,2.586

1.999 2.086

3.884 3.976



"Chaperoning for school field trips, picnics, parties, etc." and

"Holding fund-raisers to support school needs." Ranked fifth by

principals among the most typical parent involvement activities

for their schools was "Assisting children with school assignments

at home" (modal response of 3 by 39.3% of the respondents, n =

285, = 3.596, see Table 20).

The five activities considered least typical of parent involve-

ment in their schools are presented by rank order in Table 21.

"Participation in decisions about hiring/firing of school staff"

was viewed as the least typical ,parent involvement activity

(modal response of 1 by 83.1% of the respondents, n = 603, >C=

1.264). Other activities indicated by principals as being

untypical of parent involvement in their schools were "Participation

in evaluation of school staff," "Participation in evaluation of

students," and "Participation in school budget planning." The

fifth ranked not typical parent involvement activity was "Partici-

pation in curriculum development" (modal response of 1 by 49.9%

of -the respondents, n = 369, 3C= 1.782).

h. Goals (Part VII). Twelve (12) parent involvement goal statements

were developed using Sowers,'et 'al (1980) " ey Characteristics

of Su'ecessful Parent Involvement Programs" as a frame of reference.

Table 22 presents the unweighted and weighted item response means

for each goal statement. The mean of unweighted means for goal

statements is 2.500 with the mean of weighted means be,ing 3.320.

In Table 22, the unweighted and weighted mean response scores

for each item are presented. There are slight differences in
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TABLE 20
/ COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSE RANKINGS

OF SCHOOL PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITIES SEEN
AS MOST TYPICAL BY PRINCIPALS

(n = 726)

Rank Item Activities
Weighted

Means

1. (4)

/leans

Attending open house o "follow-your- ,

children's schedule" ctivities 1 4.228 4.217

2. (28) Atending parent/teac er conferences
about children's prog ess 3.884 3.976

3. (14) Chaperoning for schO1 field trips, picnics,
parties, etc , 3.770

i

3.853

4. (7) Holding fund-raiseris to suppbrt school needs. 3.702 3.810

/

5. (2) Assisting children/With school assignments
at home I 3.611 3.596

TABLE 21

COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RE:SPONSE RANKINGS
OF SCHOOL PAR NT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITIES SEEN

AS TYPICAL BY PRINCIPALS
(n = 726)

Weighted
Rank Item Activ ties Means Means

1. (25) Participation in decisl?ns about hirIng/
firing of school staff 1.225

2. (23) Participation in evaluat'on of schoO staff 1.365

3. (24) Participati6n in evaluati n of studnts 1.490

4. (19) Participation in school bu get plar;ining 1.519

5. (20) Participation in curriculum develbipment 1.740

25

1.264

1.439

1.557

1.570

1.782



TABLE 22
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSES

OF PRINCPALS TO SELECTED PARENT INVOLVEMENT GOALS*

(N = 726)

Goal s

1. To encourage and provide for continuous
growth of parent i nvovl ement

2. To increase parent, student, and school
staff expectations and school success

3. To develop with school staff ways of involving
more parents in the schools

4. To reinforce the view that schools "belong"
to al I affected by their operations ( school
board, parents, students, administrators,
teachers, and community members)

5. To allow parents to share their special expertise
talent, time and energy in ways that fulfill them
as parents and i ndividual s

6. To maintain open communication wi th parents
through,a variety of methods

7. To improve children's sel f-esteem and academic

achi evement

8. To have parents help with the evaluation of

5chool programs

9. To have parents become part of planning, imple-

mentation, and support of school programs

10. To increase parents commitment to the success

of the school

11. To develop ways for parents to help improve the
learning 'climate and school program richness

12. To increase parents' recognition of thenselves

as partners in the educational process

Means
Weighted

Means

3.188 3.195

3.330 .3.350

3.263 3.289

3.393 3.439

3.405 3.4.07

3.581 3.604

3.636 3.647

2.762 2.793

2.920 2.969

3.392 3.419

3. 257 3.266

3.428 3.456

*Using a four-point sc al e from I (Strongly Di sgree) to 4 (Strongly Agree).
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item scores for the two data sets. A closer examination of these

data produced listings of the goals statements with which principals

agreed most and those with which they least agreed (see Tables 23

and 24). Principals had strongest agreement with the Goal 7, "To

improve children's self-esteem and academic achievemenil' (modal

response of 4 by 64.7% of the respondents, n = 470, 5C = 3.647).

Strong agreement was indicated alsO for goals dealing with "Open

communications with parents" (#6),/"Recognitign of parents as

partners in educational process" (#12), and "Allowing parents to

be involved in ways that are fulfilling as parents and individuals"

(#5).

Principals least agreed with Goal 8, "To have parents help with

evaluation of school programs" (modal response of 3 by 59.4% of

the respondents, n = 431, 5C= 2.793). Disagreement among principals

was evident also for goals concerning "Parent planning, imple-

mentation and support of school programs" (#9), "Encouraging and

providing continued parent involVement growth" (#1), and "Methods

of parent assistance for improving learning climate and richness

of school program" (#11).

2. Breakdown of Item Responses by Demo_graphic Variables

Items in each part of the questionnaire which elicited the greatest

variation in response were broken down by 7 demographic variables to see

if the variation might be due to differences among subgrous within the

sample. Analysis of variance was used to compare responses of subgroups

who differed in terms of gender, educational level, ethnic background,

years of experience as a principal, city size, size of school, and state
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TABLE 23

COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSE
RANKINGS OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT GOALS WITH WHICH PRINCIPALS

MOST STRONGLY AGREE
(n = 726)

Rank Item Goals

1. (7) To improve children's self-esteem
and academic achievement

2. (6) To maintain open communications with
parents through a variety of methods

3. (12) To increase parents' recognition of
themselves as partners in the edu-
cational process

4. (5) To allow parents to share their
special, expertise, talent, time and

energy in ways that fulfill them as

parents and individuals

Means

Weighted
Means

3.636 3.647

3.581 3.604

3.428 3.456

3.405 3.439

TABLE 24
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND WEIGHTED MEAN RESPONSE

RANKINGS OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT GOALS WITH WHICH PRINCIPALS

LEAST AGREE
(n =7.26)

-Rank Item Goals

1., (8) To have parents help with the evaluation
of schocq programs

2. (9) To have parents become part of planning,
implementation, and support of school

programs

3. (1) To encourage and provide for continuous
growth of parent involvement

4. (11) To develop ways for parents to help improve

the learning climate and school program
richness
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Means

Weighted
Means

2.762 2.793

2.920 2.969

3.188 3.195

3.257 3.266



of residence. The analysis identified items on which there were significant

differences in the responses of the subgroups, and it provided'information

about the magnitude of those differences. A significance level of p < .05

was used to identify significant differences, and the eta2 statistic was

used to estimate the amount of variance which could be accounted for by

the difference.

Each of seven demographic variables used in this analysis were shown

to have some relationship to variation in responses to items, but in no

instance did these differences accou-t for more than 10% of the variance

for an item (eta2 = .10). As shOwn in Table 25, there was a significant

difference in the response of males and females to only two items (Role 7

and Goal 5), but the size of this difference was relatively small, accounting

for less than 4% of the total variance on either item. While females were

more positive in their responses to these items than males, this did not

seem to have a noticeable influence on responses. Principals' educational

level seemed to be a more meaningful variable in that 8 items were shown .

to have significant differences (see Table 26). As a group, principals with

masters' degrees plus hours had the highest n and the strongest feelings with

respect to responses for these items. However, the size of these differences

was still very small (eta2 = .03), which suggests it had no great influence

on response variation. Ethnic background also appeared -to be-related to

differences in response to 9 items, but the amount of variance accounted for

by ethnic differences was between 21.% and 4.1% (eta2 = .021 to .041). The

group response mean Scores for these items tend to be more positive or higher

on the part of minority principals as compared to those of Anglo principals.

These figures suggest that ethnic background may influence response to
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TABLE 25
ITEMS WHERE RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING

TO GENDER
(p < .05)

Estimated Variance

Item Accounted for (eta2)

Part V - Role 7. Advocate (i.e.,'activist role
regarding school policies and community

issues). , .033

Part VII - Goal 5. To allow parents to share their
special expertise, talent, time and energy in ways
that fulfill them as parents and individuals
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TABLE 926

ITEMS WHERE RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING
TO RESPONDENTS' EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

(p < .05)

Estimated Variance

Item Accounted for (eta2)

Part I - Opinion 8. Teachers have enough to do
without also having to work with parents .030

- Opinion 13. Teacher evaluation by parents

is a good idea .021

Part II Opinion 10. More parents need to be included

on curriculum development committees , .021

Part V - Role 3. Decision-maker (i.e., partners in

school planning, curriculum or administrative

decisions) .021

- Role 7. Advocate (i.e, activist role
regarding school policies and community issues) .020

Part VI - Activity 7. Holding fund-raisers to
support school needs .028

- Activity 15. Helping with the improvement
of sc.hool facilities and the classroom learning
environment .021

Part VII - Goal 9. To have parents become part of
planning, implementation, and support of school

programs
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these 9 items, but that the influence is not very strong, and may be

...Aerated by the effects of other variables (see Table 27).

The demographic characteristic which seemed to have the strongest

influence on reponses to the items was city size. As shown in Table 28,

this variable was related to differences on 8 items, including Role 7 and

7 items describing parent involyement activities. Response means scores

for cities with less than 50,090 was slightly negative towards these items

whereas as larger cites were more positive. Newsletter and fund raiser

activities were best examples of this with small locations indicating

these being almost non-existent and larger areas finding them quite typical.

The amount of variance which could be attributed to the influence of city

size varied between 2.4% and 10.2%, which suggests that the influence of
c,*

city size is somewhat stronger than the influence of the other demographic

characteristics.

The other variables which seemed to influence responses to the items

fncluded years of experience working as a principal (see Table 29), size of

school enrollment (see Table 30), and state of residence (see Table 31). In

each case, there were several items for which there seemed to be differences

among the subgroups, bUt these differences never accounted for more than 4%

of the variance for any i-tem. The small amount of variance accounted for

by each variable suggests that the influence of any single variable may be

moderated by combinations of other factors which may also-influence one's

response.



TABLE 27
ITEMS FOR WHICH RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING

TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND
(p .05)

Estimated Variance
Item Accounted for (eta2)

Part II - Opinion 9., Parent participation in all
school related matters needs to be increased .041

- Opinion 10. Mdre parents need to be
included on curriculum development committees

- Opinion 13. It is difficult to get low
income families involved in their children's

schools

.023

.021

Part III - Decision 3. Choosing classroom discipline
methods .037

Part IV - Experience 6. Conducting parent con-
ferences .032

Part V - Role 3. Decision-maker (i.e., partners in
school planning, curriculum or administrative
decisions) .024

- Role 7. Advocate (i.e., activist role
regarding school policies and community issues) .033

Part VI - Activity 13. Assifting in school resource
areas, playgrounds, and health facilities .030

- Activity 17. Participating in parent-c
teacher inservice activities at school .026
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TABLE 28 ,

ITEMS FOR WHICH RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING
TO CITY SIZE

< .05

Estimated Variance

Item Accounted for (eta2)

Part V - Role 7: Advocate (i.e., activist role

regarding school policies and community issues) .033

Part VI - Activity 6. Preparing and disseminating

parent newsletter
.102

- Activity 7. Holding fund-raisers to

support school needs
.091

- Activity 8. Conducting school public
relations activities in the community .024

- Activity 10. Holding social functions at

the school (coffees, luncheons, potluck suppers,

etc.)
.046

- Activity 13. Assisting in school resource

areas, playgrounds, and health facilities .025

<1.

- Activity 15. Holding with the improvement

of school facilities and the classroom learning

environment

- Activity 17. Participating in parent-

teacher inservice activitfes at school
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TABLE 29
ITEMS FOR WHICH RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING

TO YEARS WORKING.AS A PRINCIPAL
(p < .05)

Estimated Variance
Item Accounted for (eta2)

Part V - Role 7. Advocate (i.e., activist role
regarding school policies and community issues .022

Part VI - Activity 17. Rarticipating in parent-
teacher inservice activities at school .020
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TABLE 30

ITEMS WHERE RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING
TO SCHOOL.ENROLLMENT

(p-< .05)

Item

Part I - Opinion 8. Teachers have enough to do _

without also having to work with parents .033

Estimated Varfance
Accounted for (eta')

Part III - Role 7. Advocate (i.e., activist role
regarding school policies and community issues)

Part VI - Activity 6. Preparing and disseminating

parent newsletter

.023

.021

- Activity 13. Assisting in shool resource
areas, playgrounds, and health facil'ties .020
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TABLE 31

ITEMS WHE RE RESPONSES VARIED ACCORDING
TO STATE OF RESIDENCE

(P < .05)

Estimated Variance

Item Accounte&for (eta2).

Part II - Opin2.on 10. More parents need to be
included on curriculum development committees .....

Part ill -.Decision 3. _Choosing classroom dis-
cipline methods

- Decision 8. Placing children in Special
Education,

- Decisidn 15. Formulating desegregation/
integratign/plans

Part IV - Exper4ence 4.- Conducting home visits with
parents

Part V,- Role 3. Decision-maker (i.e., partners in
school planning, curriculum or administrative
decisions)

- Role 7. Advocate (i.e., activist role
regarding school policies and community issues)

.021

.022

.025.

.031

.029

.034

.027

Part VII 4 Goal 8. 'To have parents help with the
evaluation -of school programs .024

- Goal 9. To have parents become part of
planning, implementation, and support of school
programs

- Goal 11. To develovways for parents to
help improve the learning climate and school program
richneis

.a
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3. Item Responses by Driilain

The questionnaire wias constructed on the basis of five (5) major

'domain areas. Items were generated.for various parts of the instrument

to reflect the focus ofleach domain. The means ratings of items were

examined to determine the strength of item responses within each domain.

The five parent involvement domain areas are:

Domain I - Home Learning

Domain II - Teacher Training

Domain III - School Decision Making

A. Administration
B. Curriculum and Instruction

Domain IV - School Program Support

Domain V - General Attitudes

A. Working with Parents
B. Competence of Parents

C. Parent Involvement Responsibility
D. Parents as Partners

E. Parent Involvement's Value

a. Domain I. This domain consists of three Opinions, one Role and

three Activities. Within the domain, principals varied in their

response to each item. Results in Table 32 show that principals

had strong positive responses to Opinion 1 ( i = 3.498) and

Opinion 14 ('i = 3.362) with a somewhat strong response to

Opinion 11 ('i = 2.815), all of which relate 6, parent involvement

and home learning. Negative responses from pricipals were
\

indicated for Opinion 22 (' i = 2.228) and Opinion19 = 2.316)

as shown in Table 32 (1 = strongly disagree to 4 ='\strongly

agree). Principals responded very positively to hathe tutor as
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TABLE 32
I \

DOMAIN I - PARENT INVOLVEMENT AND HOME LEARNING

Items

Opinions

Weighted Means

1. Teachers need to provide parents wit$ ideas abdut
helping with children's school work At home. \ 3.498

11. Parents should help children do their homework 2.815

14. Parents' need to make sure that children do their \
homework 3.362

19. More parents would help children at home if they
knew what to do 2.316

\

22. Parents do more hkm than good by.helping their
children with homelork

Roles

2.028

4. Hume tutor for children (i.e., helping children at
home to master school work) 3.648

\Activities

2. Assisting children with school as,signments at home...i 3.596

5. Participating in activities to prepare parents for
home tutoring of their children 2.307

11. Tutoring students act home 2.642
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a role for parents (Role 4, = 3.648,,1 = not important to 5 =

very important) and indicated that helping children at home with

school work was quite typical of parent involvement activities

in their schools (Activity 2, -)C = 3.596). However, principals

responded that taking part in preparations for becoming home

tutors of children (Activity 5, *-X. = 2.307) and tutoring children

at home (Activity 11, ;;= 2.642) were generally untypical of the

kinds of parent involvement activities n their schools (response

scale being 1 = not typical to 5 = very typical).

b. Domain II. Items in this domain. consist of three Opinions and

fourteen Experiences (see Table 33) Opinion 3 regarding a

required course on working with parents for elementary education

undergraduates drew the most positive response (T= 3.151) whereas,

an elective parent involvement course for such students received

a more neutral response (--x°=-- 2.831). Principals had a strong

negative reaction to teachers not needing training to prepare them

for working with parent-- (Opinion 11, 3C= 1.774), 1 = strongly

disagree to 4 = strongly igree).

Generally, principals were in favor of most parent involve-

ment teacher training experiences as indicated by strong positive

(yes)responses to 10 of the 14 experiences listed in Table 33

(mean response of 80% or more for Items 1-3, 5, 7, 9, 11-14).

There was less enthusiasm for Items 4, 6 and 10, but each had a

75% or more yes response rate. Principals were less favorable in

their response to training of teachers for parent involvement

which has them prepare written family,histories of children as
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TABLE 33
DOMAIN II - PARENT INVOLVEMENT AND TEACHER TRAINING

Items

Opinions

3. A course in working with parents should be required
for undergraduates in elementarY education 3.151

5. There needs to be an elective course about involving
parents for undergraduates in teacher training 2.831

11. Teachers do not need training to prepare them for
working with parents 1.774

% Yes

Experiences

1 Being involved in parent organ4.Y.tir,^c 868% Aln

Weighted Means

2. Working with' parent volunteers 93.7% 680

3. Participating in parent-tftacher conferences 94.8% £88

4. Conducting home visits with parents 76.2% 553

5. Participating in role playing or other such
activities related to.parent involvement 84.4% 613

6. Conducting parent conferences 75.1% 545

7. Talking with inservice teachers about ways
-to work with parents 91.7% 705

8. Preparing written family histories of
children 5I.2% 372

9. Talking with parents about ways to work
with teachers 80.9% 587

10. Evaluating available materials about
parenting 77.4% 562

11. Being involved in school activities with
parents 85.8% 623

12. Assisting a principal in planning parent
involvement activities 85.7% 622

13. Participatingin principal-teacher-parent
conferences concerning students 85.7% 622

?

14. Reading assigne'd parent involvement materials
as part of a formal course 80.4% 584
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shown by only a 51.2% yes response in Table 33.

c. Domain III. ,
There are five Opinion, one Role, one Goal, nine

Activity and twenty Decision items in this domain. Most of the

items deal specifically with either,administrative or curricul

instruction types of decisions. A few items were less clearly

related to these two decision groups and ai'e discUssed as decision

making in general. Items having to do with parent involvement in

administrative decision making drew negative responses from prin-

cipals as indicated by the mean responses for Opinions 12 = 1.964)

and 13 (-; = 1.849); Decisions 10 (-5C= 1.472), 11 ( R" = 1.780); Activ-

ities 25 ( 1.204), 23 = 1.439), and 19 (7, = 1.570)'Aq chnwn

in Table 34 (1 = strongly disagree, 4 = strongly agree.

Participants were somewhat less negative in their responses

to parents being involved in school administrative decisions as

indicated by the mean responses for Decisions 12 (3C-= 2.288) and

14 (X.= 2.326) in Table 34. They were slightly positive in their

responses to parent involvement in school administration decisions

such as Decisions 15 (x = 2.856), 18 (3C = 2.830) and Activity 26

(-)C. = 2.586) as presented in Table 34 (1 = not useful, 5 = very

useful).

The general administrativo .."ecision items also evoked a

range of responses from principals.. There were negative responses

by'principals to Role 3 5- - 2.609), Opinions 16 = 2.088),

24 ( i = 1.981) and Goal 9 ( R' = 2.969) in Table 34. However, a

strong positive response was indicated for Decision 17 ( . 3.764)

which is concdrfled with parents having input into deciding if

family roles are affecting school perfdrmance (see Table 34).
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Parent involvement in Eurriculum and instruction decisions

prompted a wide range of responses from principals. Strongest

positive responses were indicated for Decisions 8 ( 3.377),

19 ( = 2.992), 2 (3i- = 2.809), 3 (X- = 2.767) and Opinion 10

= 2.708) in Table 34. Principals tended to be neutral

(considered these somewhat useful) in their responses to having

parents involved in decision making such as that in Decisions 4

= 2.412), 6 (X = 2.449), 7 (-5C = 2.599) and 1 (X. = 2.399).

Involving parents in such issues as those of Decision 9 ( i =

2.351), Decision 13 ( = 2.318) and Decision 20 ( = 2.300) was

perceived somewhat negatively by principals.

Stronger negative responses were indicated by principals in

their responses to decision making as reflected by Decision-6,

(X- = 2.040), Activity 22 (-.).C. = 2.008), Activity 21 (-x7 = 2.114),

Activity 1 ( = 1.845), Activity 24 (-x-- = 1.557), and Activity

20 (X- = 1.782) based on findings in Table 34.

d.. Domain IV. This domain is concerned with parent involvement for

support of the school program as a basic theme. Two Role,

eleven Activity and two Goal items comprise Domain IV (see

Table 35). Items with which principals indicated strong positive

response for being supportive of the school program were Activ-

ities 4 (X. = 4.217), 7 ( R- =.3.810), and 14 (x = 3.853); Roles 5

(X. = 4.116), 2 (X- = 4.094), Goal 11 (X. = 3.456), and Goal 10

(X- = 3.419).

Activities 8, 10 (X- fcr both = 2.855), 9 ( = 2.780), 15

(X- = 2.803); and 12 (
= 2.629) were perceived as somewhat



TABLE 34

DOMAIN III - PARENT INVOLVEMENT AND SCHOOL DECISION MAKING

12.

13.

10.

16.

Items
Wetghted Means

Opinions

1.964

1.849

2.708

2.088

Principals should be evaluated by parents

Teacher evaluation by parents is a good idea

More parents need to be included on curriculum

development committees

Parents have too much input into decisions that

are the concern of school staff

24. Parents should have the final word in educational

decisions affecting their children

Roles

no,1.701

3. Decision maker (i.e., partners in school planning,

curriculum or administrative decisions 2.609

*Decisions

1. Grouping of children for instruction
2.399

2. Amoun't of homework assigned
2.809

4. Evaluating pupil performance
2.412

5. Selecting teaching methods
2.040

6. Selecting textbooks and other learning materials 2.449

7. Emphasizing affective skills rather than cognitive

.skills
2.599

8. Placing children in Special Education 3.377

9. Curriculum emphasis on the arts rather than basic

skills
2.351

13. Emphasizing multicultural/bilingual education 2.318
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TABLE 34 (Continued)

19.

20.

10.

11.

12.

Items Weighted Means

Decisions

2.992

2.300

1.472

1.780

2.288

Providing sex role instruction and sex education

Setting guidelines for grading students

Hiring/firing of school staff

Evaluating teacher performance

Deciding priorites for the school budget

14. Setting promotion and retention standards of students 2.326

15. Formulating desegregation/integration plans 2.856

18. Setting .school discipline guidelines 2.830

3. Choosing classroom discipline methods 2.767

17. Deciding if family problems are affecting school
performance 3.764

Activities 6

1. Setting goals with teachers for classroom learning
__

1.845

19. 'Participation in school'budget planning 1.570

20. Participating in curriculum development 1.782

21. Assisting in establishment of school's educational
goals 2.114

22. Participation in .evaluation of school programs
and instruction 2.008

23. Participation in evaluation of school staff 1.439

24. Participation in evaluation of students 1.557'

25. Participation in decisions abdut hiring/firing of.
school staff 1.264

26. Identifying needs and problem areas of the school 2.586



TABLE 34 (Continued)

Items

Goals

9. To have parents become part of planning,
implemebtation, and support Of school

programs

>
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supportive of school programs according to principals' responses.

Whereas, Activities 13 ( = 2.437) and 16 ( = 2.277) were viewed

by principals a.s not supportive of school programs based upon the

response means (see Table 35).

e. D6Main V. A total of 35 items are clustered in this domain. They .

include twenty-two Opinions, one Role, three Activities, and nine.

Goals (see Table 36). Within the domain, fiVe subgroups of

attitudes are distinguished. The first (a) deals with attitudes

toward working with parents. Included are Opinions 6, 8 and 9.

Principals responded most positively to the opinions concerning

teachers assuming more of the responsibilities that parents had

= 3.422) and many teachers being uncomfortable in working with

parents (->Z = 3.023). However, principals responded negatively to

teachers having enough to do without working with parents (Tc- = 1.777).

Competence.of parents is the focus of items in the second

attitude subgroup (b) for Domain V. Five opinions for tLis sub-

group (1, 6, 8, 12, and 21) are found in PartII (see Table 36).

Principals were somewhat negative in their responses concerning

the competence of parents to be involved in schools as indicated
(-

by the response means for 00inions 6 ( = 2.537), 8 ( = 2.423),

and 12 (-X = 2.550). They were somewhat more positive-in their

responses concerning parent competence in the area of parents

being able to make rational decisions about children when prOvided

with sufficient information (Opinion 21, X= 2.926) and the

perception that parents prefer to be involved with children's arts

and crafts rather than, with basic skill activitities (Opinion 1,

= 2.743) in Table 36.
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TABLE 35

DOMAIN IV - PARENT INVOLVEMENT AND SCHOOL PROGRAM SUPPORT

Items Weighted Means

Roles

2. School program supporter (e.g., volunteers for 4.094

activities, field trip chaperones, etc.)

5. Audience for school activities (e.g., attending
special performances, etc 4.116

Activities

4. Attending open house or "follow=your-children's
schedule" activitis 4.217

6. Preparing and disseminating parent newsletter 2.453

7. Holding fund-raisers to support school needs 3.810

8. Conducting school public relations activities
in the community

2.855

9. Identifying community resources for the school 2.780

10. Holding social functions at the school (coffees,

luncheons, potluck suppers, etc.)
2.855

12. Assisting teachers with classroom learning

activities
2,629

13. Assisting in school resource areas, playgrounds,

. and health facilities
2.437

14. Chaperoning for school field trips, picnics,

parties, etc -
3.853

15. Helping with the improvement of school facilities

and the classroom learning environment 2.803

16. Providing clerical assistance to teachers 2.277

Goals-

10. To increaSe parents' commitment to the success of

the school ?
/ 3.419

11. To develop ways for.parents to help- improve the

learning.climate and school program richness 3.456
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TABLE 36
DOMAIN V - GENERAL ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Items Weighted Means

Opinions (Part I)

2. P.incipals need to provide teachers with guide-
lines about parent involvement 3.320

4. Teachers must take the initiative to get parents
involved in education 2.975

14. Principals should be responsible for parents
taking a mOre active role in the schools 2.799

9. Teachers are having to take on many of the
responsibilities that parents used to assume 3.422

6. Many teacheri are uricomfortable working with
parents 3.023

8. Teachers have enough to do without also having
to work with parents 1.777

Opinions (Part II),

1. Most parents would rather be involved with children's
arts and crafts-than with basic skills 2.743*

2. Parents need to provide principals with ideas
about how they cahibecome.involved in school 2.820

3, Most parents want more inforMation sent home
about classroom-instruction 2.811

4. Most parents are comfortable when they come
to the school 2.403

6. Most parents'are not able to teach their children
basic skills 2.537

7. Most parents are cooperative with teachers 3.010

8. Most parents know what is best for theft- school-age
children 2.423

9. Parent participation jn all school related matters
needs to be increased

12. MoSt parents do not have the necessary training
to take part in making school decisions
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TABLE 36 (Continued)

Items Weighted Means

13. It is difficult to get low income families
involved in their children's schools 3.094,

.15. It is difficult to get working parents involved \

in the school
0

3.014

18. Most parents are unwilling to spend time on

their children's education 2.316 .

17.: Most parents are not able to _accept negative
feedbadk about their children frbm teachers 2.575

20. Parentiinvolvement in schools should be the
responsibility of parents 2.483

'i
21. Parents can make rational decisions about their

children when'given adequate informatipn 2.926

23. InvolVing miqdle and upper, income parents

in the school is epy ,
, , 2.341

f

Roles

.6. Co-learner (i.e., parents participate in activities

where they learn about edutation with teachers,

students, and principals) ,3.589

.,

Activities

17. Participating ir parent-teacher inservice activities

at sc ool

018. Atten iqg parent-teacher educational meeti,ngs or*

confe ekes away from school

28. Attencling parent-teacher conferences about.children's

i Goals
k f
I;

1. To encoura9e and provide for continuouS growth of

parent involvement
-3.195

/

2. To increase parent, student, and school staff

expectations and school success

2.331
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TABLE 36 (Continued)

Itel0 Weighted Means

Goals

3. To develop with schoo1 staff ways of involving
more parents in the s ools 3.289

4. Tc reinforce the view hat schools "belong" to all
;ffected by their operations .(school boardf parents,
tudents, administrators, teachers, and community

nembers) 3.439

-t

5.(1To allow parents to share their speciAl expertise,
'ltalent, time and energy in ways that fulfill them
as parents and individuals 3.407

. parentsu. 14111111.(11 upci, n ,u
3.604th'rough a variety of methods

7. To improve children's self-esteem and academic/
achievement 1 3.647

8. To have parents help with the evaluation of school
programs 2.793

12! To increase parents' recognition of themselves
as partners in the educational proc.ess 3.456
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The third attitude subgroup (c) deals with parent involve-

ment responsibility. Opinions 2, 4, 14 in Part I and 2, and 20

from Part II best represent this attitude subgroup (see Table 36).

Principals indicated strong agreement with the idea that they

should provide teachers with parent involvement guidelines

(Opinion 2, 3C = 3.320). But they were less positive in their

response to principals being responsible for parents taking more

active roles in school (Opinion 14, -X = 2.799). Principals were

more agreeable with teachers needing to take the initiative for

involving more parents in education ()pinion 4, 3C = 2.975). How-

ever, there was disagreement by princiPals with having parents

be responsible for parent involvement in schools (Opinioh 20,

= 2.483).

The fourth subgroup (d) is concerned' with attitudes toward

parents as partners in the education of children. Eight Opinions,

one Role, three Activities, nd one Goal make up the residual of

items in this subgroup (see- Table 36). Principals responded

negatively to the ideas that parents feel comfortable when they

come to school (Opinion.4, 3C = 2.403), that parents are unwilling

to spend time on their children's education (Opinion 18, 3-<- = 2.316),

that parents are unable to accept negative feedback about children

from teachers (Opinion .17, = 2.575) and that involving middle and

upper income parents is easy (Opinion 23, -X = 2.341). In addition,

principals do not see this partnership in practices as indicated

by parents participating in school parent/teacher inservice

activities (Activity 17, -X = 2.331) and 'heir attending parent/
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teacher educational meetings or conferences away from school

Activity 18, 3C = 2.136) being untypical of parent involvement

in their schools.

Principals are more positive concerning the partnership

based upon responses to items such as parents for the most

part being cooperative as teachers, parents wanting more class-

room instruction information sent home (Opinion 3, 3: = 2.811),

increasing parent participation in all school relatesematters

(Opinion 9, 3C= 2.866), parents participating in school inservice

'as co-learners (Role 6, 3:= 3.589) and parents being cooperative

with teachers (Opinion 7, 3C= 3.010). Most typical of parents as

partners in education was that of parents attending parent/teacher

conferences about children's progress (Activity 28, 3: = 3.976).

Helping to increase parents' recognition of themselves as partners

in education (Goal 12, 3C = 3.456) also drew strong agreement from

principals.

The difficulty of working with parents as partners is expressed ,

in principals' reactions to Opinions 13 and 15. There is a strong

agreement among principals that involving both low income families

(Opinion 13, 3: = 3.094) and working parents (Opinion 15, 3: = 3.014)

are very difficult. Conversely, there was strong principal dis-

agreement with involving middle and upper income parents in schocls

being easy.

The last subgroup (e) contains items dealing with attitudes

toward parent involvement's value. Eight goals represent the
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items in this subgroup. Principals seemed to value parent

involvement which increases the expectations of all concerned

and school success (Goal 2, = 3.350), reinforces the view of

schools belonging to all they affect (Goal 4, 5Z = 3.439), and

allows parents to share of themselves, their time and energy in

self-fulfilling ways (Goal 5, -5C = 3.407).

High value also was attaChed by principals to parent involve-

ment which-maintains open communications with parents in several

ways (Goal 6, 3C = 3.604) and improves children's self-esteem and

academic achievement (Goal 7, 5Z= 3.647). Principals seem to

place less value in parent involvement which has parents help

with evaluating school programs (Goal 8, 5Z = 2.793), is encouraged

and crows continually (Goal 1, = 3.195), and develops thrOugh

methods by school staff to involve more parents (Goa' 3, 5Z 3.289).

4. Factor Analysis of Parts I-VII of the Questionnaire. Each part

of the questionnaire was factor analyzed to identify relation-

ships between the items. In Parts I-IV, fhere were three factors

fn each of the parts with an eigenvalue of greater than 1.0. In

Part V there were two such factors, in Part VI there were,five,

and in Part VII there were two. In all there were 21 factors

which could be used to describe the relationship between items

in the survey. For each factor, the items with a factor loading

of .40 or greater were identified ar,d individual responses to

those items were used to compute a summated score for each

factor. These factor scores were then used to create a 21 x 21

factor matrix to examine the-relationships between the factors.
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The first factor in Part I '(0pinions) consisted of 5 items

which expressed the view that both principals and teachers are

responsible for parent involvement. Using a four-point response

scale where 1 = strongly disagree and 4 = strongly agree, there

was a factor score of 3.18 indicating strong principal agreement

with these items (see Table 37). The second factor in Part I

consisted of two items which expressed the vfew that principals

and teachers should-be evaluated by parents. The factor score

of 1.91 indicates relatively strong principal disagreement with
40m.,

this view oy respondents (see Table 38). The third factor also

consists of two items which express the view that teachers should

get training to work with parents. The factor score of 3.17

indicates strong agreement with this view by principals (see

Table 39).

Part II consists of 26 opinions related to parents and parent

involvement. The first factor in Part II consisted of 5 items

which suggest that parents may not have either the skills or the

motivation for parent involvement. The factor score of 2.33 is'

close to the midpoint of 2.5 on the four-point scale, indicating

a neutral response by principals in this study (see Table 40).

The second factor consisted of 3 items which generally express

the idea that parents should be more involved in school matters.

Again on tnis factor, the score of 2.63 suggests a relatively

neutral response to these items (see Table 41). The third factor

consisted of only 2 items which deal with the difficulty of

getting either low income or working parents involved in their
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TABLE 37
PART I - OPINIONS

FACTOR 1 - PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS ARE BOTH

RESPONSIBLE FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT*
= 3.18)

Items Loading on This Factor

1. Teachers need to provide parents with ideas about helping with
children's school work at home.

2. Principals need to provide teachers with guidelines about parent

involvement.

4. Teachers must take the initiative to get parents involved in

education.

14. Principals should be responsible for parents taking a more active

role in the schools.

Negative Loading Item

8. Teachers have enough to do without also having to work with parents.

TABLE 38
PART I - OPINIONS,

FACTOR 2 - SCHOOL STAFF SHOULD BE EVALUATED BY PARENTS*
= 1.91-) -

12. Principals should be'evaluated by parents.

13. Teacher evaluation by parents is a good idea.

*1 = Strongly Disagree, 4 = Strongly Agree.
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TABLE 39
PART I - OPINIONS

FACTOR 3 - TEACHERS SHOULD GET TRAINING
TO WORK WITH PARENTS*

= 3,17)

Item Loading on This Factor

3. A course in working with parents should be required for under-
graduates in elementary education.

Negative Loading Item

11. Teachers do not need training to prepare them for working with
parents.

*1 = Strongly Disagree, 4 = Strongly Agree.
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TABLE 40
PART II - OPINIONS

FACTOR 1 - ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENTS AFFECTING

PARENT INVOLVEMENT*
= 2.33)

0

Iteffs Loading on This Factor

16. Parents have too much input into decisions that are the concern

of school staff.

17. Most parents are not able to accept negative feedback about their

children from teachers.

18. Most parents are unwilling to spend time on their children's edu-

cation.

Negative Loading Items

21. Parents can make rational decisions about their children when given

adequate information.

8. Most parents know what is best for their school-age children.

*1 = Strongly Disagree, 4 = Strongly Agree.
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TABLE 41
PART II - OPINIONS

FACTOR 2 - PARENTS SHOULD BE MORE INVOLVED IN SCHOOLS*
= 2.63)

Items Loading on This Factor

9. Parent participation in all school related matters needs to be
increaSed.

10. More parents need to be included on currUulum develOpment
committees.

Negative Loading Items

12. Most parents do not have the necessary training to take part in
making school decisions.

TABLE 42
PART II - OPINIONS

FACTOR 3 - IT IS DIFFICULT TO GET 50ME
PARENTS INVOLVED IN SCHOOL*

( = 3.04)

13, It is difficult to get low income families involved in their chil-
dren's schools.

15. It is difficult to get working pa'rents involved in the school.

*1 = Strongly Disagree, 4 = Strongly Agree.
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children's schools. Ihe factor score of 3.04 'suggests general

principal agreement with these items (see Table 42).

Part III consisted of 20 school decisions which parents

might be involved in, and principals were asked to indicate

how useful parent input' might be in.each case. Three factors

-emerged from the factor analysis, but they were difficult to

in.terprei because some of the same items loaded on more than .

one factor. The first factor teemed to include those school

decisions which require a greater degree of professional experi-

ence (see Table 43). A fivezpoint response scale was used for

eaiing these items and 1 indicated parent trout was not very

useful, while 5 indicated it would be very useful. For Factor 1,

a factor score of 2.12 indicates that principals in this survey

did not think parent input would useful for these decisions.

Factor 2 consisted of 10 items which seemed to include those

decisions related to general school policies (see Table 44). The

factor score of 2.80 indicates that principals are relatively

neutral about having_parents involved in these decisions.

Factor 3 included 7 items which most closely pertained to the

duties,of classroom teachers (see Table 45): The factor score

of 2.48.suggests that principals saw parent involvement in these

decisions as not very useful.

\ For Part IV, principals were asked to look at 14 training

experiences and to indicate which they thought would help

prospective teachers to better understand and work with parents.

Three factors emerged which described these experiencef. The
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. TABLE 43
PART'III.-. DEC.ISI6NS

FACTOR 1 - DECrSIONS REQUIRING MORE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE*

= 2.12)

4. Evaluating pupil performance.

5. Selecting teaChing methods.

6. Selecting textbooks and other learning materials.

10. Hiring/firing of'school staff.

11. Evaluating teacher performance.

12. Deciding priorities for the school budget.

14. Setting promotion and retention standards for students.

16. Making assignments of teachers within a school:

18: Setting school discipline guidelines.

20. Setting guidelines for grading students.

r-

*1 = Not Useful, 5-= Very Useful. 288
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TABLE 44
PART III - DECISIONS

FACTOR 2 - DECISIONS-RELATED TO GENERAL SCHOOL POLICIES*
Or = 2:80)

7. Emphasizing'affective skills rather than cognitive skills.
ok,

8. Placing children in'Special Education

9. Curriculum emphasis on, the iets rathe r'. than basic skills.

13. Emphasizing multicultural/bil)ngual education.

ET

14:- Setting promotion and retention standards for 'students.

15. Formulating desegregation/integration plans.

,

17. Deciding if family problems are affecting school performance:,

18. 'Setting school discipline guidelines.

19. .Providing sex role instruction and sex education.

20. Setting guidelines for grad)ng students.

TABLE 45
PART'III DECISIONS

FACTOR 3 - DECISIONS MOST CLOSELY
RELATED TO CLASSROOM TEACHERS*

= 2.48)

1. Grouping children for instruction.

2. Amount of Homework assigned.

3. Choosing classroom discipline methods.

/

4. Evaluating pupil performance.

5. Selecting teaching methods.

6. Selecting textbooKs and other learning materials.

7. Emphasizing affective skills rather than cognitive skills,

*1 = Not Useful, '5 = Very Useful. 289
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TABLE 46
PARf IV - TRAINING EXPERIENCES

FACTOR 1 - SPECIFIC INTERACTIONS WITH PRINCIPALS,
TEACHERS AND,PARENTS

(T = 1.16)

3. Participating in parent-teacher conferences.

4. Conducting home visits with parents.

6. Conducting parent conferences.

9. Talking with parents about ways to work with teachers.

12.: Assisting a princ.ipal in planning parent involvement activities.

13. Participating in principal-teacher-parent conferehtes concerning
students.

TABLE 47
PART IV - TRAINING EX.)ERIENCES

FACTOR 2 - ACADEMIC EXPERIENCES RELATED
TO WORK WITH PARENTS

(X- = 1.29)

8. Preparing written family histories of thildren.

10. Evaluating ava'ilable materials about parentint.

14. Reading assigned parent involqement materials as part of a formal

course.
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first factor consisted of 44experiences which seemed to entail

specific interactions with principals, teachers and parents (see

Table 46).. The second factor consisted of 3 experiences which

involved reading or writing (see Table 47). The third factor

also included 3 experiences, but these experiences seemed to

describe generll activities which might involve some social con-

tact with parents (see Table 48). The factor scores for these

factors are not particularly meanginful because 'they are derived

from an arbitrary_coding system where a positive response was°

coded as a 1 and a negative response was coded as a 2.

In Part V principals were asked to indicate how important

they thought it was to have parents involved in each of 7 specific

roles. Two clear factors emerged from the factor analysis de-

scribing the relationships between these roles. The first factor

included 2 roles, both of which seemed to involve some partici-

pation by parents in school governance or administration (see

Table 49). Using a five-point scale where 1 = not important and

5 = very important, this factor had a score of 2.77 which suggests

that principals view these parent roles as somewhat important,

but also somewhat unimportant. In contrast, the second factor
\

included 4 roles which seem mostly to involve parents being

cooperative with school staff (see Table 50). This factor had

a score of 3.83 indicating that principals see these parent

involvement roles as more important for schools.

Principals were asked in Part VI to describe current

practices in parent involvement by indicating the extent to
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TABLE 48
PART IV - TRAINING EXPERIENCES

FACTOR 3 - GENERAL ACTIVITIES WHICH INVOLVE
CONTACT WITH PARENTS

(T = 1.11)

1. Being involved in parent organizations.

2. Working with parent volunteers.

11. Being involved in school social activities with parents.



TABLE 49
PART V - ROLES

FACTOR 1 ROLES WHICH INVOLVE PARENTS IN SCHOOL
GOVFPNANCE OR ADMINI3TRATI0N*

T = 2.77)

3. Decision-maker (i.e., partners in school planning, curriculum or

administrative decisions).

7. Advocate, (i.e., activist role regarding school policies and

community issues).

TABLE 50
PART V - ROLES

FACTOR 2 - ROLES WHICH MOSTLY INVOLVE
COOPERATION BY PARENTS*

CT = 3.83)

2. School program supporter (e.g., volunteers for activities, field

trip chaperones, etc.).

4. Home tutor for children (i.e., helping children at home to master

school work).

5. Audience for school activities, (e.g., attending special performances,

etc.).

6. Co-learner (i.e., parents participate in activities where they learn

about education with teachers, students and principals).

*Using a scale from I (Not Important) to 5 (Very Important).
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which 28 different activities were typical of their schools.

A five-point scale was used where, 1 = not typical and 5 = very

typical. In this part of the survey, 5 factors were identified,

but they were difficult to name because there were a number of

activities which loaded on more than a single factor.

Factor 1 seemed to include activities which involve parents

in activities with teachers or with other parents (see Table 51).

The factor score of 2.50 suggests that these activities are only

somewhat typical in the schools or responding principals.

Factor 2 consisted of 6 activities which seem to involve parents

in school governance or administration. The factor score of 2.01

suggests that these activities are even less typical in the

schools (see Table 52). Factor 3 inc1udes 7 activities which

generally involve parets helping either teachers or children

(see Table 53). The factor score of 3.l8 suggests that these

activities are the most typical in the schools, but this score

is still barely above the midpoint of the scale.

Factor 4 consists of 4 activities which describe parents

participating in school decisions (see Table 54). This factor

has the lowest factor score of 1.57 indicating that these activ-

ities are really not typical in the schools. Table 55 shuws the

activities which load on Factor 5. These activities are generally

those in which parents can show support of the school, and the

factor score of 2.87 indicates that principals see these activ-

ities as somewhat typical of their schools.
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TABLE 51
PART VI - ACTIVITIES

FACTOR 1 - ACTIVITIES WHICH INVOLVE PARENTS
WITH TEACHERS OR WITH OTHER PARENTS*

(X = 2.50)

3. Visiting the school to observe in classroom.

5. Participating in activities to prepare parents for home tutoring

of their children.

6. Preparing and disseminating parent newsletter.

8. Conducting school public relations activities in the community.

9. Identifying community resources for the school.

10. Holding social functions at the school (coffees, luncheons, potluck

suppers, etc.).

12. Assisting teachers with classroom learning activities.

13. Assisting in school resource areas, playgrounds, and health facilities.

16. Providing clerical assistance to teachers.

17. Participating in parent-teacher inservice activities at school.

18. Attending parent-teacher educational meetings or conferences away from

school.

*1 = Not Typical, 5 = Very Typical.
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TABLE 52
PART VI - ACTIVITIES

FACTOR 2 - ACTIVITIES WHICH INVOLVE PARENTS
IN SCHOOL GOVERNANCE OR ADMINISTRATION*

(T = 2.01)

19. Participation in school budget planning.

20. Participating\in curriculum development and review.

21. Assisting.in establishment of school's educational goals.

22. Participation in evaluation of school programs, and instruction.

..2,6. Identifying needs and problem areas of the school.

27. Initiating policy changes for the schoo1 or school districtc.

TABLE 53
PART VI - ACTIVITIES

FACTOR 3 - ACTIVITIES WHICH INVOLVE PARENTS
HELPING TEACHERS AND CHILDREN

(T = 3.18)

2. Assisting children with school assignments at home.

3. Visiting the school to observe in classroom.

4. Attending open house or "follow-your-children's schedule" activities.

12. Assisting teachers with classroom learning activities.

13. Assisting in-school resource areas, playgrounds, and health facilities.

14. Chaperoning for school field trips, picnics, parties, etc.

28. Attending parent/teacher conferences about children's progress_

*1 = Not Typical, 5 = Very Typical.296



TABLE 54
PART VI - ACTIVITIES

FACTOR 4 - ACTIVITIES WHICH INVOLVE
PARENTS IN SCHOOL DECISIONS*

1.57)

9. Participation in school budget planning.

23. Participation in evaluation of school staff.

24. Partitipation in evaluation-Of students.

25. Participation in decisions about hiring/firing of school staff.

TABLE 55
PART VI - ACTIVITIES

FACTOR 5 - ACTIVITIES IN WHICH PARENTS
SHOW SUPPORT OF THE SCHOOL

= 2.87)

7. Holding fund-raisers to support school needs.

10. Holding social functions at the school (coffees, luncheons, potluck

suppers, etc.).

15. Helping with the improvement of school facilities and the classroom

learning'environment.

*1 = Not Typical, 5 = Very Typical.
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In Part VII principals were asked to indicate the extent to

which they either agreed or disagreed with a number of goals for

parent involvement. They responded using the same four-point

scale used in Parts I and II where 1 = strongly disagree and

4 = strongly agree. There were 2 factcrs identified from these

items. The first factor included 10 goals which seek to_be

broad, abstract goals which parent involvement might attain

(see Table 56). The factor score of 3.39 indicates that princi-

pals strongly agreed with these goals. The second factor included

only 3 goals and these goals seemed to focus upop impacting the

school in some way (:.,ee Table 57). The factor score of 2.98

indicates strong agreement with these goals, but not as strong

as the goals in the first factor.

in summary, the factor analysis was useful in identifying

patterns which existed between the items in each part of the

questionnaire. The factor scores for each individual were used

to compute correlations between all factors. A 21 x 21 correlation

matrix was created to examine the extent to which factorS might be

related to each other.

As expected, Part III (Decision) factors 1, 2, and 3 were

highly correlated with each other (p < .001, r = .68 to .89).

Also the 5 factors in Part VI (Activities) were highly

intercorrelated (p < .001, r = .48 to .84) as well as the 2

factors in Part VII (Goals) (p < .001, r = .70). In Part V

(Roles) Factor I was correlated with Factor 2 (r = .47), but

Factor I was also significantly correlated with 19 of the 20
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TABLE 56
PART VII - GOALS

FACTOR 1 - BROAD, ABSTRACT GOALS

FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT*
(T = 3.39)

1. To encourage and provide for continuous growth of parent involve-
ment.

2. To increase parent, student, and school staff expectations and
school success.

3. To develop with school staff ways of involving more parents in the

schools.

4. To reinforce the view that schools "belong" to all affected by their

operations (school board, parents, students, administrators, teachers,

and community members).

5. To allow parents to share their special expertise, talent, time and

energy in ways that fulfill them as parents and individuals.

6. To maintain open Communications with parents through a variety of

methods.

7. To improve children's self-esteem and academic achievement.

10. To increase parents' commitment to the success of the school.

11. To develop ways for parents to help improve the lelrning climate and

school program richness.

12. To increase parents' recognition of themselves as partners in the

educational process.

*1 = Strongly Disagree, 4 = Strongly'Agree.
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TABLE 57

PART VII - GOALS
FACTOR 2 - PARENT INVOLVEMENT GOALS

AIMED AT IMPACTING THE SCHOOL*
= 2.98)

8., To have parents help with the evaluation of school programs.

9. To have parents become part of planning, implementation, and
support of school programs.

11. To develo-p ways for parents to help improve the learning climate
and school program richness.

*1 Strongly Disagree, 4 = Strongly Agree.
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other factors (p < .001) with cornelation coefficients from

.20 to .50. The strongest correlations for this factor were

Part II, Factor 2 (r = .50), Part III, Factar 2 (r = .50), and

Part VII, Factor 2 (4 = .50), but it was also strongly correlated

with Part III, Factors 1 and 2 (r = .46 and .44) and Part VII,

Factor 1 (r = .44),

Part II, Factor 1 showed significant ne9ative correlations

with 11 of the 20 factors but the correlation coefficients were

relatively small (r . -.16 tc -.30). This factor was positively

related to only one di the other factors, Part II, -F-actor--3.

< .001, -r = .26).

Findings have been reported as a result of data analysis at four levels:

(a) descriptive statistiCs, (b) breakdowns of item response with high variation

by key demographic variables, (c) examination of item responses by domains,

and (d) factor analysis ofAtems in each questionnaire part. A discussidn

of whyt appears to be the meaning of these findings and their implications
0

for undergraduate teacher education are presented'in the next section.

D. DISCUSSION

The study presumes that there are at least four major ways in which

parents can be involved in the education of their children. These include

involvement which takes the form of (1) participatIon with children's home

'

learning activities, (2) participation in school support activities, (3)

participation in school decision making, :and (4) participation as passive

cooperation with school staff. file discussion attempts to provide some

interpretation of the attitudes expressed by elementary schOol principals

regarding the various iypes of parent involvement and what implications
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there appear to be for teacher training. The implication of results from

principals' irect responses to issues concerning parent involvement and

teacher training are discussed alSo.

1. Participation with Home Learning

Principals are strongly in favor of parents being involved with chil-

pren's home learning activities. Support for this is evidenced by their

strong agreement with wents needing to make sure that children do their

homework. Though the mean response was not as strong, principals agreed

that parents also should help children do their.homework. Further support

is explicit in their strong disagreement that children's school success is

only minimally affected by parent involvement. The strength of both

positive and negative response from principals regarding these items

clearly indicates that principals view parent involvement in home learning

4,

activities as being important.

Results from principals' responses indicate that they believe parents

are sufficiently capable of being involved or assisting with children's

home learning. This is shown by their strong disagreement with the opinion

that parents who help children with homework do more harm than good.

Disagreement here suggests that principals feel parents can make a posi-

tive contribution to children's learning by helping with homework assignments.

There was additional support for parent.involvement in children's home

learning based upon results of principals' responses to the important roles

parents may have in schools. These response results indicate that printipals

consider the role of home-tutor for their_cbildren as an important one.

This kind of role was thirlrhighest ranked in the group of seven.

When asking principals about the extent to which certain parent
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involvement activities exist in theit'schools, more evidence to support

parent involvement in hbme learning emerges. Principals indicated thit

parents helping bhildren at home with school work was quite typi'cal of

parent, involvement activities in their schools. This item was fifth

highest ranked by principals as betng most typical of school parent

involvement activities. Additional support was found in principals'

slightly positive response to parents' home tutoring of students being

somewhat typical of parent involvement in their schools.

Although 'principals generally support of parent involvement in home

learning, it Opears as though very little is being done to help parents

do this. Principals indicate that it is generally not typical for parents

to participatein activities at their schools which prepare parents for

home tutoring of children. Unclear is whether such activities are pro-

viced and parents do not participate fully or no such opportunities are

available at school.

One other interesting insight to parents being involved with chil-

.dren's schdol work at home was provided by principals' responses to who

should heip parents with such efforts. There was strong agreement among,

principals that teachers needed to provide parents with such assistance.'

This suggests that teachers have the responsibility for giving parents

ideas for helping at home with school work and this is appropriate since

most homework originates from the classroom.

Thus, it appears that principals strongly support parents being

involved as home tutors, but have mixed feelings about the extent to which

parents are capable of such participation. Further, principals are certain

that home tutor is an important parent involvement role and that parents
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are ,ypically invOlved in such activities in their schools. However, it

is not typiqal for parents to take part in activities,which help prepare

them for the home tutorinTrole.

These patterns represent the feelings of principals. (n = 726) as a

whole and were not generally affected by differences in gender, level of

education, ethnicity, tenure as principal, population of school's town,

number of students attending the school, or state where principals reside.

These findings sugge'st that (a) teachei's might be provided training

to identify tKe various levels at which parents are capable of helping

with children's home learning, and (b) teachers might be trained to train

parents as home tutors of children during home learning, then appropriately

utilize them in this role.

2. Participation'in Shool Support Activities

Takin part in activities which support school efforts is sort of a

,traditio l kind of parent 1nVolvement. Schools have expected, in most

cages, and required, in others, that parentg demonst:rate their support

for program efforts or activities. This support can be manifested in a

variety of ways. Principals were specifical,ly asked to express their

attitudes about.current practices concerning parent involvement which

5upport the school program.

A group of parent involvement activities were identified and principals

were asked to indicate how typical these were in their schools. Many -of

these activities were those in which parents could demonstrate their AippOrt

for school efforts. Principals indicated that such activities as parents

attending open house/follow your children's schedule, holding school

support fund raisers, and serving as chaperones for certain school events
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are highly typical of parent involvement ih their schools.
-

Other typical school parent involvement activities, according to

principals, incliide holding school social functions for par'ents, condUcting

school,public relatidns activities in the community, identifying community

resources for the school program, assisting teachers with classroom learning

activities, and helping to improve such facilities and classroom learning

environments. These activities were not quite as typical.in schools as

those previously mentioned. Factor analysis resu.qs also'produced a cluster

of items which were categorized as'typical parent involvement activities

designed to support school effort$. Giv0 that all of the$e activities

are concerned with parent involvement and schodl program support, it

suggests that activities which most typify parent involvement in schools,

according to principals, are also those which appear to support school

programs.

Three other activities which are indicative of school program support

produced mixed responses from principls. They include (1) preparing and

.

disseminating parent newsletter, (2) 'assisting in school resource areas,

playgrounds, health facilities, etc., and (3) providing clerical assistance

to teacners. Additional confirmation was provided dy factor scoreS which

indicated that while these activities 'involve parents with teacher$ or

other parents, they are only somewhat typical of parent,involvement in

schools. , Although these items were within the category of school program

support, principals indicated they were mostly .not typical of,pargnt involve-
/

ment in their schools.. It appears that city size might 'aye affected these

response patterns as these activities were mentioned mb5Ily in urban ratheF

than rural-areas,
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Results from principals concerning items related to parent i\nvolve-

ment which support the school appear to be consistent since principals

indicate that several of the traditional parent activities supportive

of schools are indeed fairly typical orparent involvement in their

schools. Therefore it would appear that principals not only believe in

parent involvement for support of the school, but also currently support

some of the.more traditional parent involvement activities in their schools.

However, there are other activities which are clearly less typical in the

schools (school staff hiring and firing, school staff evaluation, student

evaluation, planning school budget, etc.). Results indicate that these

response patterns were not strongly influenced by gender, ethnicity,

educational background, school size, city size or state where principals

reside, although gender and educational preparation had somewhat more

influence than other variables. This suggests that teacher preparation

should train teachers for the realities of work in the schools, meaning

they should at least be taught to involve parents in these more traditional

activities which support the school.

3. Participation in School Decision Making

Principals were asked to provide information about parent involvement

concerning school decision making. The discussion of results from

principals' responses to parent involvement in school decision making

is presented in this section.

Decision in the schools was arbitrarily divided into two types:

(a) administrative decisions and (b) curriculum and instruction decisions'

(see Table 36). Principals indicated strongest negative responses to

having parents involved in either type of school decision making item.
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a. Administrative Decisions. With respect to specific attitudes

of principals concerning involving parents in school adminis-

trative decisions, there was strong disagreement expressed for

having parents participate in the evaluation of principals or

teachers. This was confirmed by the negative factor scores for

items dealing with parent participation in the evaluation of

school staff. Further, principals were strong in their dis-

agreement with parents having the final say regarding educational

decisions affecting their children. Interestingly though,

principals were quite strong in their disagreement with parents

having too much input (or not having enough say) concerning

decisions that are the concern of school staff.

It would appear that principals oppose parents partici-

pating in administrative decisions which (1) deal with areas

of authority or responsibility considered to be solely in their

domain. Evaluation of school staff and deciding how to educate

children are very sensitive, professional judgment areas for

school staff. It is here that school staff usually consider

themselves to either be the "authority" or want judgments from

an "authority." Traditionally, neither of these has been viewed

as roles that parents can or should play. This suggests that

principals do not consider parents as the.persons to be involved

with such decisions.

One'ofthe'Several,parent involvement roles provided for'

principals to respond to was that of decision maker
s'

partners in all school decisions). The parent involvement role
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considered least important for parents to play was that of

decision maker. In addition, principals did not consider it

very important to serve in an advocate role for school concerns.

Factor analysis results helped to confirm the somewhat unimportance

that principals attach.to parents having these kinds of school

involvement roles. Thus, not only do principals indicate that

it is inappropriate for parents to take part in decision making

which is considered to be more in the absolute-domain of school

staff, they also consider it unimportant for parents to play the

role of decision maker or advocate in schools.

Six of the 20 parent involvement decisions that principals

responded to were in the school administration categOry. The

results from these responses were mixed. Principals considered

it far more useful f,)r parents to help make decisions regarding

the establishment of school discipline policies and the formation

of desegregation/integration plans. There was much less support

for parents taking part in decisions with respect to the establish-

ment of student promotion/retention.standards and determining

school budget priorities. Principals saw no usefulness in having

parents help decide on hiring/firing of school staff and evalu-

ating the performance of teachers. The response patterns regarding

these iems may be influenced by city size (i.e., urban areas find

certain,activities more typical than rural ones do--parent news-

letter,.:etc.) but differences.were nOt strongly affected ty any

of the demographic variables. Negative scores resulting fromthe

factor analysis helped to confirm principals' disagreement with
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having parents involved in these kinds of decisions.

It would a4ear that principals are receptive- to parents

assisting with decisions that are of a more global nature, e.g.,

planniig and conceptualizing guidelines for the school program.

However, principals seem opposed to parents being involved in

decisions which are more closely related to their administrative

responsibilities. This appears to suggest that principals welcome

general advice from parents but are not open to specific -input

that imposes on or possibly threatens their authority in schools.

Further evidence of the generally negative response to

parent involvement in' administrative decision making is reflected

in how typical principals indicate such activities are at their

schools. The results clearly show that activities like setting

classroom learning gOals with teachers, participating in school

staff evaluation, and participating in the hiring/firing of school

staff are not typical school parent involvement activities according

to principals. However, somewhat typical are decision making

activities related to parents identifying school needs and problem

areas. Negative factor analysis scores tend for these items to

confirm principals' indications that such school governance or .

administration activities are not typical in their schools. This

also supports the concj,usion that principals are receptive to

parent involvement in broad, general school concerns, but are not

favorable toward arent 'involvement dealing.with the implementation

of specific school Staff duties and responsibilities.

One other piece of evidence concerning parent involvement
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in decision making from the perspective of principals is their

lack of support for the parent involvement goal of having

parents become part of school program planniRg, implementation,

and support. This goal evoked the second weakest positive

response from principals. It appears that "implementation"

might he the key term which led to less support of this parent

involvement goal by principals. In earlier discussions, prin-

cipals appeared to be more open to parent involvement in general

school program planning and those efforts which support the

program. However, it seems that principals are less receptive

to having parents help them carry out school administrative

functions.

Clearly, principals draw the line as to where they want

and do not want parent involvement in school administrative

dec;sion making. This suggests several implications for

preparing teachers to work with and involve, parents at the

undergraduate level. First, teacher educators might consider

training teachers to aseertain what the principals' philosophy

is regarding parent AvolveMent in a school. Second, they could

could be trained to develop parent involvement strategies which

do not exacerbate principals' administrative roles or responsi-

bilities. Third, training could fOcus on 'developing skills ,which

help teachers work,better with parent's, and principals to increase

parent involvement in schools and at home.'

b: Curricul,um and Instruction Decisions. A portion of the,question-

naire's items was designed to elicit information from principals
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concerning attitudes toward parent involvement in school curriculum

and instruction decisions. In general, prirtcipals tend to be

_supportive of parent involvement in curriculum and instruction

decisions as indicated by their agreement with more parentsJieeding

to be included on curriculum development committees. This finding

was confirmed further by the neutral response of principals in

factor analysis and results.

An examination of results from principals' responses to the

usefulness of parent involvement in assisting with curriculum

and instruction decisions also produced mixed reactions. Prin-

cipals view parent involvement as very useful in decisions

concerning placement of children in special education', determining

whether family problems are affecting schoot performance and the

amount of homework assigned to children. They considered it

somewhat useful for parent input regarding the selection of

classroom discipline methods and whether to emphasize affective

skills rather than cognitive skil1so4ettildren's learning activ-

ities.

However, principals indicated that it was not useful to have

parents involved with other kinds of curriculum and instruction

decisions. Among these are decisions about textbook/learning

materials selection; pupil.performance assessment grouping chil-

dren for instruction and emphastzing art.:.instead of basic Skills

curiculuM: There was an even stronger negative response con-

cerning the usefulness of parent involvement in curriculum and'

instruction decisions dealing with emphasis upon multicultural/
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bilingual education, establishment of student grading guidelines

and selection of classroom teaching methods.

There appears to be stronger principal support for parent

involvement and curriculum and instruction decisions(that more

directly relate to children. Conversely, principals are more

opposed to curriculum and instruction decisions that specifically

deal with teachers' roles and responsibilities. This suggests

that principals approve of parent involvement and curriculum

and instruction decisions that are child-centered but disapprove

of such parent involvement in decisions which are more teacher-

centered, fall into the area of teachers' professional

duties.

Evidence which supports the preceding statements is found.in

principals' responses to school activities which typify parent

involvement in their schools. Principals indicated clearly that

taking part in school program and instructional evaluation, helping

to establish school educational goals, participation in planning

school budgets, taking part in development of curriculum, and

participation in evaluating students are not typical of parent

involvement in curriculum and instruction activities. This appears

to confirm principals' opposition to parent involvement in those

matters specifically related to curriculum and instruction duties

or responsibilities of teachers or other school staff. Demo-

graphic variables,a0pear ta not have much influence on.responses

to these items, although gender,,city size, and ethnicity appear -

to have minimal effects.
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When it comes to preparing undergraduates in elementary

teacher education for parent involvement, these findings suggest

that they should be sufficiently trained in traditional instruc-

tional skills. In addition, their training should prepare them

for'reclarifying their roles as teachers through objective and

sensitive communications,with principals and parents. Most

important, though, seems to be a need.for training which might

enable prospective teachers_th readtbdrIvolve parents in the

various parent involvement activities which principals support.

This could serve to enhance bOth home-school cooperation and

success of children's educational experiences.

4. General Attitudes Toward Parent Invqjvement

Principals responded to items in the questionnaire which dealt with

their attitudes toward several other aspects of parent involvement ii

schools. Among these were attitudes about (a) working with parents, (b)

parent competence for involvement, (c) who is responsible for parent

involvement, (d) parents as partners, and (e) the value of parent involve-

ment. A discussion of the results from attitudinal responses to these

areas is presented in the following paragraphs.

a. Working with Parents. Principals' attitudes toward working with

parents produced mixed responses. It appears 'that principals are

in strong agreement with teachers nwhaving to take on many

.responsibilities with respect to children that parents once

assumed. However, princi0a]s sharply.disagreed with the state-
.

-ment.that teachers cannot work With parents bedause they already .

have too. much to do. But, principals agreed that Many teachers
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feel uncomfortable when they work with Rarents.

These findings indicate that while teachers are taking

on more responsibilities still perceived to be those of parents,

they still have enough time for working with parents. However,

the extent to which they spend more time working with parents is

hampered by the discomfort teachers feel when they actually work

with parents. This might suggest tO teacher educators that

prospective teachers be trained in ways which help overcome or

allevfate such discomfort. Further, teachers may need more

preparation in dealing with wider aspects of children's growth

and development since principals perceive that teachers are

assuming more responsibility for this. City size may influence

responses to these items, athough the extent to which such

influence occurs appears to be minimal.

b. Parent Competence for Involvement. Principals appear to be

somewhat favorable in their attitudes concerning how competent

parents are for-school involvement. This was evidenced by their
,.

agreement with parents being able to make rational decisions

when provided with sufficient infccmation about their children

and, to a somewhat lesser degr:evwith most parents being desirous

_of having more classroom instruction sent home, with the latter

being somewhat difficult to interpret regarding parent involve--

ment and parent competence. However, principals agreed that -

most parents do not have appropriate:training to participate in

school decision-makfng.

Further support for parents being capable of taking part in
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parent involvement was eyidenced in principals' disagreement

with most parents preferring participation in children's arts

and crafts activities rather than academic' work and most parents

being unable to teach children basic skills. However, principals

were strong in their disagreement that most parents know what is

best for their children of school age. There was slight disagree-

ment by principals that parents are competent enough to be involved

in children's education.

It appears that principals perceive most parents as being

generally'competent when it involves making appropriate decisions

about children, handling school information when sent home, and

preferring to participate in or teach basic skills to children.

To the contrary though, principals.ayree that most parents are

not trained for participating in school decisions.

Further confirmation of these attitudes concerning parent

competence for involvement with children's education are indicated,

in the factor analysis findings.

These results appear to suggest that while parents have

some competence to deal with certain aspects of children's learning,

_

they may be limited in what they can do because of a lack of train-

, ing and knowledge.' An implication for undergraduate.elementary

teather education .appears tO be that training should not only

We teachers more aware of parent interest and willingness to be

inVolved. in their childreWs'educati,on, but- also e sensitVe to.

some limitatiOns parents may have for this kind .0 Participation
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Q. Responsibility.for Parent Involvement. Resulits from principals\'

attitudes about who is responsible for.parent involvement were

varied. Strongest agreethent among principals was with respect

to their being responsible for establishing the framework of

parent involvement by providing teachers wid-i-quidelines. From

there principals indicate that responsibility shifts to teachers

who then must takethe initiative for getting parents involved

with children's education. However, principals also agreed

e 4

that parents are responsible for providing principals with ideas

about how to become involved in the school. Principals were not

as strong in their agreement that parent involvement should be a

responsibility of parents themselves nor did they stronoly agree

with principals being responsible for increasing parent involve-

ment in schools.

These ftndings appear to indicate that principals feel school

staff and parents both have some responsibility for developing

and maintaining parent involvement in schools. While iihe bulk

of this responsibility seems to lie with school staff, particularly

teachers, principals think parents have the responsibility for

Providing suggestions about ways they can actually become involved.

Factor analysis results indicate these prihcipals who agreed that

both they and teachers had responsibility for parent involvement

in schools, also, agreed that teachers had suffident time, in

light of their other duties, to work with,parents'. This appears-

.

to siAggest that.while principafs feel some overall responsibility ,

for parent involvement, they clearly want teachers handling the

specific details with respect to,getting it done.
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This suggests that prospective teachers can and/or might

be trained in methods of (1) determining the structure for

having parent involvement in schools, (2) developing strategies

for initiating such involvement, and (3) using a team (parent-

teacher-principal) approach to school parent involvement.

d. Parents as Partners. Principals were asked to respond to several

items indicating their attitudes toward parents as partners in

school-and children's education. Both negative and pos.itive

reactions were produced. Regardless of whether parents were

low, middle or high income, principals agreed tnat it is 41fficult

to get them involved. That difficulty is just as evident,

according to principals, when it comes to involving parents who

work. Factor analysis findings confirmed principals' agreement

with these items.

Part of the problem with having parents as partners, is that

principals feel 'most parents are not comfortable when they come

to school. This problem is further c 91ted, a-,cording to

principals, by most parents being unable to accept negative

feedback ffom teachers about their children. Thus, involving

parents asepartners in education is difficult to achieve due to

(1) more parenWin the work force, (2)\their general discomfort

when at school, ,and (3) the perceived inability of, parents to

accept criticism of their 6hildren's.school work. This,diffi-

culty appears to prevail irrespective of parents' SES 3eveTs:

Principals indicate that their attitude toWard parents'as.

partners is negatively affected by the perception that most
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parents will not spend time on their children's'education. On

a more positive note though, principals do agree that parent

participation in el school matters needs to be increased.

Thus,,it appears that while principals want to improve their

educational partnership with parents, they suspect that most

parents may not be willing to accept the rigors of this partner-
.,

ship.

Additional .support for parents as'partners is evidenced by

the inditation that prindipals consider the role.of parents 'as

co-learners an important one. .Priricipals' strong agreement with

the goal of increasing parents' recognition of themselves.as

partners in the educational .process further Substantiates their

approval of the partnership idea.

In practice though, not much evidence was provided by prin-

cipals that school parent involveMent activities existed where

parents were being involved as partners. Principals indicated

that such activities as participation in school parent-teacher

inservice and attendance at barent-teacher educational meetings/

conferences outside the school were atypical of-parent:involve-

ment in their schools. More typical was the activity of

attending parent-teacber conferences about children's, brogress.

These findings seeM to suggeSt that it might be appropriate

to train undergraduates in-elementary teacher education'for'better

involvement of parents by.,(a). increasing their.sensitivity to the

socioeconomic factors Wbich may constrein_parent participation

as educational partners, (b) developing more innovative ways of
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involving parents given these factors, (c) assisting paeents in

-
becoming co-learners at staff development/inservice education

efforts outside the school, and (d) improving practices, at the

school level, of providing More opportunities for parents to be

partners in their children's education.

e. Value of Parent Involvement. The.results of principals'

responses to certain goal statements indicated the extent to

which they value parent involvement.in schools. Positive,

negative and/or neutral feelings were determined by the extent

to which mean scores fell above or lalow the average goal state- ,

ment response. Jrincipals highly valued Oarent involvemen't which

improves
,

children's self-esteem and academic achievement. Less

positively valued was parent involvement which' maintains open

communicatiOn with parents in a variety of ways, allows,parents

to share their expertise, talent, time and energy in self-

fulfilling ways, and reinforces the view that schools belong to

all those affected or influenced by their operatiohs.

Principals were more neutral in their responses to parent

involvement which increases parent, student, and school ..itaff

expectations and school success. Only slight agreement was indi-

cated for this goal. There was a tendency on the part of principals

to disagree with certain aspects of parent involvement. These

included school staff developing ways to involve more parents in

the schools, and encouraging/providing for continued parent involve-

ment growth. Sharpest disagreement was indicated for parent

involvement which has parents assisting with school program

evaluation. 319
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Principals appear to be quite clear as to what they consider

of most and least importance concerning parent involvement in

schools. Highest value is Olaced upon improving children's

feelings about themselves and their .success in school.- Prin-

cipals saw little, if any value, with respect to involving

parents in the evaluation of school programs.

In other instances, principals appear to value parent involve-

ment which impacts upon both parents and children (e.g., keepin

in touch with parents, sharing time and talent, deyeloping belonged-

ness to school, increasing expectations of and success in school),

but do not value parent involvement which impacts upon or seeks

changes in school operations (e.g., increased parent involvement,

more school staff initiatives for parent involvement, etc.).

Results from a factor analysis of questionnaire items produced

factor scores confirming that principals value (agree with)

parent involvement which impacts moreso on parents and children

rather than the schools.

5. Parent Involvement and Teacher Training

The discussion thus far has stated implications for undergraduate

teacher training based upon interpretations of questionnaire results. How-

ever, a specific portion of the instrument focused upon the kinds of

experiences that may be helpful in preparing prospective teachers to work

with (involve) parents in children's learning. In addition, several

opinion items were included which _dealt with teacher preparation for

parent involvement. This part of the report provides specific information

about principals' attitudes toward parent involvement as a part of the
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undergraduate preparation for prospective elementary school teachers.

Principals/strongly agreed that undergraduates need a required

course in working with parents and generally were agreeable to such a

course being an elective. However, the stronger responses appear to

favor having a parent involvement course required in undergraduate

teacher preparation. Principals indicated-strong disagreement with

teachers not needing training to prepare them for working with parents.

This appears to support the more positive response of principals for

prospective teachers being required to take a parent involvement course.

Thus, if principals agree that prospective teachers need training to'

work with or involve parents, it implies that teacher educators should

consider incor oratin such a course in the requirements for graduation.

This consideration also might be extended to requirements by state and/or

local education agencies for certification.

Thirteen of the 14 undergraduate training.experiences for pseparing

teachers to work with parents received a 75% or more endorsement (yes

response) from principals. 'Three experiences apparently were perceived

as being more useful than the others. These include (1) talking to

inservice teachers about how to involve or work with parents, (2) taking

part in parent-teacher conferences, and (3) working with parent volunteers.

Principals also saw value in training experiences which provided oppor-

tunities to be involved with (1) parent organizations, (2) school parent

activities, and (3) prineipal-teacher-parent conferences concerning chil-

dren. There was less enthusiasm by principals for experiences which

involved evaluating parenting materials, conducting home visits and

conducting parent confe,..ences.
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From these results, it appears as though principals strongly favor

teacher education undergraduates being required to learn how to work with

parents. More specifically, principals have definite ideas about the kinds

of training experiences which might best assist in this preparation.

There appears to be a preference among principals for experiences which

puts them in direct contact with the key parent involvement stakeholders--

parents, teachers, principals, and teacher educators. Principals seem to

indicate that first hand experiences with these persons could better prepare

prospective teachers for parent involvement. Conversely, the response

patterns indicate that principals tend not to prefer some of the tradi-

tional training experiences such as writing family histories, reading

assigned course materials, participating in role play, etc., when preparing

teachers for parent involvement. This seems to suggest that teacher

training provide undergraduates with first hand, interactive experiences

rather than those of a vicarious nature in preparation for working with

and involving parents at the elementary school level.

This section presents a discussion of principal questionnaire results

and attempts to interpret these findings with respect to their implications

for the undergraduate training of prospective elementary school teachers.

This.discussion combines descriptive statistics, breakdown,,domain exami-

nation, and factor analysis results as a batis for teacher training

implications or suggestions. In the following section, a brief summary

of the"itudy and recommendations based upon the findings are presented.

E. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION$AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Very little systematic knowledge exists about the perspectives of ele-

mentary school principa;is toward parent involvement. This study proposed
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to gather information from principals regarding their attitudes about

parent involvement (1) in-aildren's home learning, (2) as part of

undergraduate teacher training, (3) in certain kinds of school decision

making, (4) in support of the school program, and (5) in more general

terms concerning motivation, parents as partners, parent competence,

working with parents, and the overall value of parent involvement.

Based upon results of the information gathered, a set of suggestions

and/or recommendations were to be made regarding the inclusion of

parent involvement training in undergraduate preparation experiences

for prospective elementary education teachers.

A survey was conducted among 1,500 randomly selected elementary prin-

cipals in six states (Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico, Oklahoma

and Texas). The instrument, consisting of seven (7) parts and 140 closed

response items, was mailed to principals along with a self-addressed,

postage-paid envelope for its return. Of the 1,500 principals sampled,

726 (48.4%) returned completed questionnaires. The instruments were coded

and keypunched onto computer cards. A data deck was used to create a

computer file of the responses from principals. Computerized statistical

procedures were used to analyze the data and generate results for,exami-

nation, interpretation and further analyses.

Several levels of results were produced. First, there were des-

criptive statistics (means, percent/frequency distribution, standard

deviations) for responses to items which helped to determine regional

response patterns, regional descriptions of respondents, and secondary

analyses needs. Since there were unequal probabilities of selecting the

sample of principals in each state, a correction procedure was required
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-to-account-4or these differences. State means were weighted to adjust

for-prqbability differences and then pooled to calculate regional means.

Thus, references to means in the discussion are with respect to weighted

means.

Secondtandard deviations were used to identify and rank those items

with the strongest disagreement. A breakdown of these items by seven

demographic variables was conducted in order to determine if response

variation was related to a particular factor. Third, joint frequencies

were calculated for the demographic variables to examine relationships

between these variables. Fourth, item responses within each domain were

:examined to determine principals' attitudes toward certain aspects of

parent involvement. Finally,ia factor analysis was conducted of question-

naire items to further examine response patterns for parts of the instru-

ment. Tables'were prepared which illustrate findings from each of these

levels of analysis.

Approximately half (51%) of the principals were from Texas with the

remainderbeing from the other five states (Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississip-p7,-----

New Mexico,-and Oklahoma; about 10% each). Most of the principals were

Anglo males, with masters.' degree plus hours, and have served less then 15

years in their job. A majority work in cities of less than 50,000 people,

in buildings with grades prekindergarten-6, and student enrollments of less

than 500. Nearly one-half describe their duties as administrative and

curriculum development, with others saying that it entails administration

only or administration/staff development/inservice training. More than

three-fourths have basically self-contained classroom organizations in

their buildings and are trained in elementary education and/or educational

administration.
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It is widely recognized that children's education results from both

school and non-school experiences. Much of the non-school education

occurs at home. In order for these experiences to complement school

learning and vice versa, communication and cooperation between home and

school must be maximized. This implies a need for more interaction be-

tween parents and school staff as a means of enhancing children's education.

Principals have a very important role to play in facilitating more home-

school cooperation. An important aspect of this role involves increasing

the involvement of parents in children's home learning.

Results clearly indicate that principals highly value rarticipation

by parents in children's home learning. Principals indicate that such

involvement (1) helps children, (2) reinforces school learning, (3) is

generally within the capabilities of parents, (4) is typical of parent

invovement in their schools, and (5) is most often reflected by parents

acting as home tutors of children. However, principals strong support

for parent involvement in home learning is tempered somewhat by their

indications that (I) parents are not adequately trained for such involve-

ment, and (2) very few activities exist in their schools to prepare parents

for taking pn active role in children's home learning.

The findings in this study support the conclusion of Gordon, et al

(1979) that training parents to become more involved with children's home'

learning can be done and be effective. Results from their study clearly

point out that once parents'are sufficiently trained for participation in

childrens learning at home and provided with opportunities to do so, two

important outcomes were evident. First, a relevant partnership between .

home and school is developed and second, parents become more effective
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teachers of their children at home. Principals in this survey were strong

in their support for parents participating in or assisting with children's

home learning, but not quite as sure about parents being able to effectively

play this kind of role. In addition, the principals in this region indi-

cated parents are not being provided with opportunities to help them more

effectively become involved with home learning activities..

Generally, parent invOlvement is perceived as activities which help

support the school and usually take place at the school. In this study,

principals identified as most typical the parent activities which supported

the school program. Parent irivolvement of this kind fits what Gordon (1978)

describes as a parent or family impact model of parent involvement. This

model calls for parent involvement which influences the family so that

children will fit the school. Principals indicate that parent involvement

activities like these are quite typical in their schools and tend to provide

support for the school. This indicates that principals not only favor

parent involvement in which parents support the school, but also allow such

practices to take place in their schools_ Further, this appears to sul5port

the conclusion by Kagan and Schraft (1980) which suggests that parent

involvement is adapted moreso to fit school needs than schools adapting

to meet the goals of parent involvement.

School decision 'flaking is an area of parent involvement which became

most popular with the advent of such federal programs as Head Start, Follow

Through, Home Start, Title I and others. One of the underlying tenets

concerning parent involvement of this kind was that parents could be

involved in schools and classrooms to make them change and become more

responsive to client needs or concerns. Participation of this nature is
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what Gordon (1978) describes as the school impact model of parent involve-

ment. The model assumes that rather than having child achievement as the

sole measure of educational improvement, both parent influence and involve-

ment also become measures of school success.

However, principals had mixed feelings about parent involvement of

this kind. There was very little support by principals for parent involve-

ment in administrative decision making nor was there much evidence that

such involvement typifies parent participation,in their schools. This

appeared to be especially true when principals related to the duties and

responsibilities traditionally considered as belonging to school staff.

Principals were much more'favoc^able towards parent involvement when

it concerned curriculum and instruction decisions. Again though, support

was for involvement in curriculum and instruction decisions which directly

related to their own children and not for parent involvement regarding

curriculum and instruction decisions considered to be within the sole

purview of school staff. This supports the conclusions by (1) Cohen (1978)

that recent trends advocating and creating opportunities for community

participation in and control of education, ultimately leads to strengthening

the power of school staff instead, and (2) by Gotts (1979) that if the

central issue of parent involvement is perceived to be school control,

the cause may be already lost except for Head Start type programs. Rather,"

Gotts indicates that an alternative goal for parent involvement might be

one of partnership and the development of parental skills. This approach

may be more attainable within the framework of public school governance.

The findings in this study and those of other parent involvement

experts seem to confirm that parent involvement in school decision making
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is more acceptable and feasible when the focus is on children's learning

rather than.the organization and administration of the school. A

lingering concern though seems to be whether or not the two can be so

clearly dichotomized when educating children:

Generally, principals perceive that teachers havg taken on more of

parents' responsibilities when dealing with childron in school, but still

have enough time to work wfth parents. Teachers remain uncomfortable

when working with parents according to principals. However, parents,

overall, are thought to be competent enough for taking part in children's

learning, though they have not and are not receiving much training tu do

SO.

The responsibility that parents have with respect to parent involve-

ment is more at the broad conceptual ahd advisory levels. Such input

from parents is seen as being far less important or useful-when imple-

mentation begins. Principals seem willing to accept parents as partners

in the education of children even though the partnership is complicated

by (1) more parents in the work force which means less time for partici-

pation in school efforts, (2) the problem of motivating more parents to

become involved regardless of their socioeconomic status, and (3) the

perception that many parents do want to spend time with children's edu

cation. In addition, few activities exist in schools which encourage or

have parents as partners.

Finally, principals are clearly in favor of parent involvement goals

or purposes which enhance children's development and parent participation

in that development. However, they do not give importance to those aims

which might threatefi, advocate change in or promote direct parent
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participation in matters considered the province of school staff. As a

result, these' findings lead to the conclusion that princtpals value most

the broad, general concepts of parent involvement, but value least parent

involvement which trespasses on their perceived domains of governance in

schools.

Principals consider it very important that teachers receive under-
.

graduate training which prepares them for working with and/or involving

parents in schools. Such training experiences, according to principals,

hould involve direct interaction between undergraduates and parents,

te hers and principals. These experiences are seen as potentially

enhan ing more parent involvement in children's education and increasing

,

teacher bilities to facilitate home-school cooperation.

Upon examination of the influence of such demographic variables as

gender, educa\tional background, ethnicity, years of experience, city size,

and school size, only city size appears to have, had a noticeable influence

on their responses. However, the amount of variance attributed to the

influence of those variables was relatively small and may have been off-

set by the influence of other factors._

Based upon the findings and conclusions of this study concerning

principals' perceptiOns about several aspects of parent involvement, the

following recommendations for undergraduate preparation of elementary

teachers are offered:

1. That prospective teachers be trained to determine how capable

parents are of taking part in children's home learning.

2. That prospective teachers be trained to assist parents in

becoming more involved as home tutors of children based upon
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their time, motivation and skills.

3. That prospective teachers be trained to assess the climate

for parent involvement in schools where they work, then

devise methods of involving parents which support schools

given that climate.

4. That prospective teachers be trained to keep principals

informed about parent involvement from the perspectives of

parents while making suggestions and/or developing strategies

for involvement which complement the administrative roles of

principals and teachers.

5. That teachers be trained to become less threatened and more

comfortable/confident when working with or involving parents

in 6hildren's education.

6 That teachers be trained to capture-and utilize parents' desire

for being involved while realizing that parents have some

limitations regarding their level of participation,

7. That teachers betrained to identify who has respoosibility

for various aspects of parent involvement in schools and then

facilitate parent involvement which, minimizes conflict

regarding these responsibilities.

8. That teachers be trained to value and appreciate the value

(goals and lourposes) of parent involvement in children's
e,

education.

9 That teachers be provided with more parent involvement training

experiences which are interactive with the key stakeholders

(e.g., parents, teachers and principals) rather than those
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which are more passive (i.e., classroom projects, term papers,

and other non-contact experiences).

Perhaps Bell (1980) 6est Summarizes the emergentDimplications for

teacher training suggested by thig study when he stated that the total

program of sChools must focus on advancing effective parenting and parent

involvement in school efforts. However, one reason why this has not

reached frul'tion is that most educators (especially teachers) receive

training in colleges of education which places mork emphasis on effectively

organizing and teaching traditional subject matter to children. Lacking

in this preparati6n is the development of knowledge and skills with

respect to effective involvement of parents in children's school/home

learning and other aspects of school operations. This lack of training

:for teachers is incongruent with the thrtst of federal pro_grams which .

either promote and/or require expanded opportunities for parents as teachers

of their children and as.active participants in the total school program.

_Thus:the viewpoints expressed here, and the study's results, both suggest

a

that teachers' training should include experiences which prepare them for

helping parents to.become more involved with.children's home/school

learning as.well as'other facets of the school's program.

While realizing that the extent to which parents are inVolved in

children's education and other school activities has.some limitations,

this should not prevent increased involVement on their part. Rather,

it should help establish the framework and define specific guidelines for

parents and school staff working together to make children's educational

experiences more relevant and successful. .Buben (1979) Warns that when

parents and teachers wbrk at cross purposes, education suffers. However,

fj
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wheniprincipals make an effort to increase parent involvement in their

schools; everyone benefits, i.e., teacher effort increases, student

motivation improves and parent/community support builds.

The deMands for excellence in teaching and in school effectiveness

are reasonable ones. Unfortunately, such excellence cannot be attained

if parents, teachers, principals and teacher educators have goals which

conflict with each other. One important way of developing more goal

concenisus among these groups,is preparing both parents and school staff

(teachers, in.particular) for increasing parent involvement arN Coopefation.

Plis, as Buben (1979) concludes, parents must be brought back into edu-

cation because parent involvement is a commitment to excellence. Such a

commitment would require the development of new skills on the part of

teachers through,expanded aperiences at the undergraduate teacher education

level.

I a
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